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DONALD DUCK
SHOOTING
CAME

Heres oui populai friend

Donald popping up again

in a new form-'Popping' is

right, too, because you

Vop'at him with a suction

dart and Very

art
PRICE

COI-

POST U

one it again! For 3 third time in

succession ne ssucceeded in getting a complete

team of Blue Devils before anyone else and has

the pool! He's a re a at is

intriguing game of SOCCER which everyone

is playing. Played with special cards,

object is to collect a full foot PRICE

all team. The first to do so wins.
.

SOCCER GAME
POST 3d.

SNOW WHITE CARD GAME
Here's a grand card game featuring

your favourite cartoon. Each card is a

perfectly coloured representation of a

character from
4Snow White.' Played

similarly to Rummy. .

\\\

i
v
u I

JUVENILE
TOOL SET

There's nothing like a little

car ry to Timuso your

idle hours-and you can make
some topping bookcases, etc.,

with this tool sot. Contains 11

tools, ir tng saw,

chisel, hammer,
mallet, spirit level,

also workman's

PRICE

apron.

POST 6tl

<l *

«fW
I

'

jMrv -
• PRICE

€
POST ijy Appointment to

H. M. Queen Mary

Telephone:
Regent 3161

Our Only

ITbO,

H,VMIEY • BROTHERS ^H-

200-202, RECENT STREET, LONDON W.I.

m

HAND ME THAT RETORT STAND!
ien you're in the middle of an interesting experi

merit and success depends on your having ever line

flasks

then

gas-jars

need those useful extra stands,

other >aratus

shown in Lottos Chemistry Spares List

-•

K- more

than ever with these super spares

are great

too! You can build modern houses, garages,

stations, etc., all with the new Sun Trap Windows,

Your toy dealer has them in smart Silver Boxes with

irent windows,

Write for FREE Chemistry Spares List and lists
* «* .71-

of all Lett's Products to Dept. MM. {Id. stamp

on p tc>, ltd, stamp on letters, please.)

:* r.

,«*

m

.

fjf- . -

r
* f

WHAT IS MORE FASCI
-i

f By courtesy

f ofL.N.E.R.

, . Than look-

tng down over a

railway bridge on to

a complicated network

of track with its sidings,

cross-overs, and points, and

work out just what

one is use or?d f

ONLY ONE THING
A Milbro Model Railway con-

structed and controlled by you.

Standard Electric Tank Locomotive 4
Gauge 0, 6*8 volts.

In railway colours or black, £2-19-6
*PERMANWAY r POINTS. Qaugc G. CM. 6*-. E

{fully insulated switches) 7*&*

See Catalogue for other specifications and prk

TE FOR 100

PAGE ILLUSTRATED

PRICE 6d.

teas
MILLS BROS. (Model Engineers) LTD., Dept, NLNL* ST, MARY'S ROAD. SHEFFIELD
London Showrooms: 2, Victoria Colonnade. Victoria House. Southampton Row, W.C.I

L
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VICKERS WELLESLEY KIT 7/6 MADE UP 15/-

Wellesley

bombers the ready

!

FAIREV BATTLE
KIT 5/- MADE UP 8 '6

You can almost hear the engines warming up, But no

!

are really models—real models—Penguin

of

of models* which includes civil and

ROTA AUTOGIRO
KIT 3/6 MADE UP 6/6

service aircraft of particular interest.

gum include all

FROG
tO 42

odcls arc

iction kii

tamable fro

from to
u

'

Correctly shaped, and ^d Penguin non-flying scale models from 3/- to 2-1/-

the easy-to-follow diagrams sim construction.
them at your local toyshop or post toupon belong

can be obtained already in uction

completed and finished in the correct colours.

A new branch of the famous FROG Service Is the

of comprehensive kits of
m.vi wood, fully*

1
'

'

Details can he ohtained from vour FKOG stockist

NON-FLYING SCALE MOD LS

Obt inable at all good toysfwps and stores* Covered by World Patents granted and
. Made inEnglandby InternationalModelAircraft Ltd, Sole Concessionaire*

:

LTD.. Tri-»g Works, Harden Rd., S.W.I

9

TRADE V MARK
REGD,

COUPON To Lines Bros. Ltd. (Dept.

Morden Road, London, SAV, 19
i

send me y&ur " Frog
s>

m
coloured leafier with

of the ** Frog ** Flyinif Club and how to

obtain handsome enamelled " Frog " Pilot badges.

NAME .

*J « . . . 4 . m • « V • * • * * * * wm lr*H*IHn«-M-""««»tM-"

*#fr =/39
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Nothing like a Fretwork Set to keep
you really happy doing something

useful in your spare time. Lots of

are doing it now—so why
not you?*

Just a few Fretwork Tools and you can make almost anything you
like in wood—to use, to give away, even to sell for pocket money.
No hard work or expensive kit. You can^start right away with any
Hobbies Fretwork Outfit costing anything from 1/6 upwards.

#

ai
Sixito

§

and you enjoy makin* ihem, too. Large free

s are given with Hobbles Weekly
There's no catch En It. With a Hobbies

J

Fretwork Outfit you can make alt sorts of

useful .articles to sell to the people at home (2d. every Wednesday) and there are near!/

or to friends, Some fellows even work up a 1,000 things you can make (as well as gift

big and profitable little spare-time business design sheets for building Big Ben and a

selling to shops. Things like calendars, Paddle Steamer, worth 2/~), in the 284-page

trays, stools, clocks, mystery boxes, falleons, Hobbies Handbook, obtainable for 6d, from

jig-saws, puzzles, etc.—all sell quite easily any newsagent.

FRETWORK

*

Obtainable from any

shops or Hobbies

ironmonger. k s. or tov

tt Orders by post or free

t leaflets and specimen Hobbies from

96, Hobbies Ltd,, jfereham, Norfolk.

Send 66. in stamps for 48 page Illustrated Catalogue

GEORGE E. MELLOR (W) 5. BREWIS ROAD
RH0S-0N-SEA. N.WALES

uild your
own

Only a few hand tools required.

Stuart No. 10.
machined sat with full

instructions:

from IS'6 post free.

All our sets from 5/- upwards, illustrated and
described in our No. 2 catalogue! 6d. post free.

72 pages fully illustrated.

STUART TURNER LTD.
Henley-on-Thames

^e made more interest-

more economiical

i

n

o
eve

l n a n

pn

TO THIS
ST FASCINATING

PART OF UR
HOBBY NOW BY SENDING FOR
OUR FREE INSTRUCTION BOOK

showing
"How to do your own Developing."

'- _ _ _
4How to do
1NG." "How to do FLASHLIGHT,"

PRINT

ENLARGING, etc.

Set of Chemicals for V7 includinc:
1-ox. bottle of AZOL, develop 12 spools 3$ X 2$.

4-oz. tin ACID-FIXING, to make 30 to 60 ox. solution.

1 Packet M.-Q. Developer, sufficient t? make 3 dozen
Gaslight Prints.

Address letters E'M Dept.

JOHNSON &S0NS Manufacture H ENDOW
Chemists LuL London N.W.4

n K
i
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PERFECT
SCALE MODELS I

OVER 300
VARIETIES

4 **

Collecting Dinky Toys is one ol the most fascinating of all hobbies. These realistic miniatures are ui
*

finish, and their range is so wide as to appeal to all * This season many new have
i

their ric

introduced inclu

and perfection of design and

scale models of latest

types of Aeroplanes, notable among which wond model of the Mayo Composite Aircraft.

separately

who
in complete sets.

done ould start

»- ^

MAYO COMPOSITE AIRCRAFT

r
v

FLYING BOAT "CLIPPER lit"

collecting to-day. can

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"WHITLEY" BOMBER

purchased either

IMPERIAL AIRWAYS ,'FROBISHER ,,

CLASS LINER

-V *

-

* _-

Dmky Toys No. 63

Scale model of the Mayo Composite Aircraft

Price 2/- each

The component* of the above can bo purchased
separately

No 63a Flying Boat "Mala"
%

.1/3 each
No. 63b Seaplane "MerciiiftV 9d. each

Dinky K/v No. 60w

Scale model ot the Pan American Airway*

flymg boat thai took part in the Transatlantic

experimental flights in 1937

AIRSPEED "ENVOY" MONOPLANE

_\

Seale m
engined
colours,

*I*

Dinky Toy* No, 62m
dot of the Airspeed M

commercia I monoplane.
"

mm

Pi ice

•

twin-

each

Scale

iuppli

THE KINGS AEROPLANE
Dinky Toys No. 62k

modot of she Airspeed "Envoy"
d to the Air Council for the King's Flight.

P*fc» 8d- each

^

AIR LINER

Price 1/- each

„ i

j Toys No. 60v
Scate model of the ^Whitley" long-range heavy

bomber edopted by the RA F* Price 9d* each

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"WHITLEY" BOMBER

(With Shadow Shading} Dinky Toys No 62i

Similar to Dinky Toys No, 60v but with Air Ministry

Shadow Shading. Price ltd. each

IMPORTANT READERS
not

ces pages

ome res

me
wi

excess

anes

ces

res are

stron

befo

AEROPLANES

Dinky Toys No. 62

w

Scale models of the Imperial Airways 'Frobisher' 1

class liners* Three models available* named:

t'PMbfoft" "Falcon" and
price IQd. each

Ready during February*

"Uoituna/'

OE HAV1LLAND "ALBATROSS"
MAIL LINER

Dthky Toys No. 62 f

Scale model of on© of ihe"Albalross"matl lice-ii

uifl lor the Air Ministry for experimental flights

Price 10li, eac

HAWKER "HURRICANE" SINGLE-SEATER
FIGHTER (Shadow Shaded)

Dinky Toys No. 62h
Scale model of the Hawker "Hurricane" sii

skater Fighter extensively used by the RAF
Price BiL each

Ready during February.

HAWKER "HURRICANE 1
* SINGLE-SEATER

FIGHTER (Aluminium Finish)
Dinky Toys No. 62s

Similar to Dinky Toys No* 62h f
but with Aluminium

finish. Piico 6d* each

Id-tidy during February.

ARMSTRONG WHITWORTH
"ENSIGN" AIR LINER

tT

Dinky Joys No. 62n

Seal* model
having a top

-.

of iho latest type of German air

ipeed of 256 rn.p.h. Price 11rf.

GIANT HIGH-SPEED MONOPLANE
Dinky Toys No. 62y

"Ju 90" Air LinerSimitar in type to

Assorted colours.

Ready Jturing February*
Price lid, each

f
,.

- 1

Thii set confiiu of six

Dewoitine SQQd, Potez 58,

[Mad© in the Meccano Factory in

Aeroplanes—
H180M and

Paris.)

REFUELLING TENDER

338,
Farrnan F360.

Price 3/-

EMPIRE FLYING BOATS

.

Dinky Toys No 8 62p

Scale model of

Six models
.

British air liner
j iiP ftnamed: fcnsijjn,

-E^u?^c/'
,4£xp[p^^/' ,i

Ecfl /
p

"Ecrrick
,

and "Etysian*** Price t/- each

BRITISH 4Q-SEATER AIR LINER
Dinky Toys No 62x

Sirrular in type to the Armserong Whitworth
"Ensign" Air Liner, Assorted colours.

Price 1/- each

Ready during February,

w*

FAIREY "BATTLE" BOMBER

I

Dinky Toys No. 60n

Model of the Fairey "Battle" day
much used by the RAF- It carries

gunner.
,f

Pri

- a type

a pilot ano

ce 4id. each

j.

MECCANO LIMITED

-
,

Dinky Toyi N
Realistic model oF Thompson
used for refuelling cero*

...

Dinky Toys No. 6Qr

Scale models of the Famous Imperial Airwa

Flying Bcais* Twelve models available namei

"Caledonw," "Canopus," ''Corsair,

"Challenger."
* , C«nturion, ,r "Cambria,

"Capelia," "Ceres." "Clio," "CalypsoS*
"Corinna" and "Cheviot" Price 1/- each

ATLANTIC FLYING BOAT
Dinky Toys No. 60x

Similar in type to the Empire Flying Boat.

Assorted colours. Price 1 /- each

BINNS

DOUGLAS D.C.3 AIR LINER

Dinky Toys No. 60t

A ^cale model of a Douglas D.C3 air

finer, a type in regular service on American

and European routes. Price 9d* each

LIVERPOOL
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A FASCINATING
COLLECTING HOBBY

FINISHED IN

RICH COLOURS

* * T . • i TTJ

THUNDERBOLT" SPEED CAB SIX-WHEELED TAXI WITH DRIVER DOUBLE DECKER BUS

Dinky Toys
o. 23m

A fin© scale model
of Eho car in which Cap!.

G. L "L Eyston sel up a world
fund speed record of 357.50 m.p.h.

Dinky Toys No. 25s
An interesting model of a modern thraa-ton

waoon, In assorted colours.

Price 1/- each

Fitted
f Toys No. 36g

with detachable rubber

Price lid. each
iyr»b

at Bonneville, Utah, U.S.A. Price 1/- each

STREAMLINED RACING CAR
Dinky Toys No 23s

Similar In type to the "Thunderbolt" Speed Car. Aborted
' urs. Price If- each

Ready during February.

DIESEL RAIL CAR

POLICE MOTOR CYCLIST
Dinky Toys Ho. 37b

CIVILIAN MOTOR CYCLIST
Oinlcy Toys No. 37a

f ~

Dinky Toys No. 26i
A realistic model of

engined rail car Pi ice 5d. each
(Made in Ihe Meccano Factory in Paris,)

Price 6d, each Assorted

Royal Corps of Signals Despatch Rider.

Similar to Dinky Toys No. 37b, FinishedDinky Toys
Fitted with solid rubber

Price 6d. e«h

Toys No: 37c
correct colours

Price 6d, ©acfr

RAILWAY MECHANICAL HORSE AND TRAILER VAN
ROYAL TANK CORPS LIGHT T SET

152c

Dinky Toys No. 33R
Fitted with detachable rubber lyres

Railway Mechanical Horse
Trailer Van

152 a I50d 152 b

• • »r ft* • **

each 8d.
. lOdvm«

Price, complete, LM.S.R., L.N.E.R..

GW.R. or S.R. ... US

SMALL CARS

Dinky Toys No. T52

No. 152a Light Tank (4} tons,

25 h.p.) ...

No. 152b Reconnaissance Cat

No. 152c Austin Seven Car

No. 150d
Price of complete set

P# each

* **

Dinky Toys No. 35 Fitted with solid rubber wheels,

No. 35a Saloon Car each 3d. No. 35b ftacer each 3d.
No. 35c MMG" Sports Car.* i# ... „ 3d.

AUSTIN SEVEN CAR

Dinky Toys No. 35d

This mode! is the same as 152c, illustrated

Price of complete set 9d#

BATTLESHIP DUNKERQUE"
Dinky Toys No 53a?

above, except that it is finished in a range of

different colours. Price each.

Toy* No. 29c
colours. Fitted wuh 4eiach*t>

rubber tyres.

Price 1/- each

POSTAL SET

^j*

I

/tf* V'\L,

Dinky Toys No. 12

12a Pitfa* Bo*. G.P.O.

12b ., „ Air Mail

12c Telephone Calf Box
I2d Telegraph Messenger
I2e Postman -#i

34b Royal Mail Van „,

**

m m m

* * r

ft*

*»*

ft* *

«•*

Ml

ft r *

* *

«• each 3d,
»«« * 3d.

|fl „ 4d*
**» n 3d.
»* * », 3d.
* ft* 10d

I

Price of complete sei 2/3

PAVEMENT SET

The contents

in, strips

corners.

GARAGE

Dinky Toys No, 46
this set are four 3 in,* sfri 6 in and fou*

and four quarter disci fo-

Pnce of complete set fid,

THREE-WHEELED
DELIVERY VAN

vC*.

.1 ! - r— r'
i

J J
« ft 9

*-*

» - '
- *- m n

—

-

Seato mode) of tha French 26#500 Ion Battleship "Dunkerque" which has an ow
9 in ., and a main armament of oight 13 in. guns.

(Made in Ihe Meccano Factory in Paris*!

STREAMLINED DIESEL ARTICULATED TRAIN

iengrh of 702 Ft,

Price id. each

-.

Dinky Toys No. 45
*m*i with opening double doors. Will accommodate

any two Dinky Toys Motor Cars.

Puc« 1/3 each

Dinky Toys No. Hi
" Fitted with opening lid.

Price IQd. each
{Hade in the Meccano Factory

in Paris.)

Dinky Toys No, 16i Price 1/6 e#ch in the no
.

m Pan*
J

«* » i

LIMITED BINNS LIVERPOOL
_ /»

t
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TBI-AN G CMlMLtR

Jz

TRI-ANG PREMIER
Ait-sieel body. Upholstered seal
Bin. balloon disc wheels. Jin.
and direction indicator Dummy

TRI-ANG DAIMLER
Modern design. Steel body with opening side doer. Upholstered seat and back,
BALL-BEARING BACK AXLE. Facsimile Daimler radiator, dummy hood and lamps
Latest type mudguards. 9 in, balloon disc wheels,

jt in. rubber tyres, Afl buaht parti
CHROMIUM PLATED, Length 37 in

Price 39/6
Latest type Vauxhall radiator, lamps and bumpers.

tyres. BALL-BEARING BACK AXLE. Windscreen
. All brinhf pans CHRjMfUM PLATED Length 39 in.

Price 45'-

TRI-ANG

•'UN.TY" BOY'S CYCLE No. 18 PB
18 in, frame. Finest quality British tuba. Wheels 18 in. x I| in. CHROMIUM-PLATED
rims, Dunlop pneumatic tyros. Roller lever pattern brakes. Three-toil saddle
k in. x | jn. roller chain. Butl-bearing* throughout. Complete with equipment and
finished in black, blue oi maroon. All usual bright parts CHROMIUM PLATED. Ages 7 to II.

Price

TRI-ANG JUNIOR TRIKE No. 401 B
Sironf. cycle tube Irames, enamelled black, gold lines. Adjustable
cushion tyres Nickel-plated fittings.

saddle. Thick white

Prfce

f RZC? TRAP* MARK*

MODEL N9 2.

"FAIRYCYCLE" {Regd.) MODEL No. 2
Tubular frame, 14 in. wheels, l| in. jointless sponge rubber tyres, Ball-beafii;? oedals.
Rim biake. Two-coil saddle. Chain cover. Stand. CHROMIUM-PLATED FITTINGS

Price 39/6

TRI-ANG TRICYCLE No. 5B (Regd. Trade Mark)
Cvcle chain drive wnh ree-wheef Frame be=t quality wefdless cycle uibino 16 in
'ronr and te-ir wheess 1$ in, fointless sponge-rubber tyres. Rim brake, 'oil spring
saddle. CHROMIUM FITTINGS. Black, blue or maroon.

blui* or maroon,
i

Price 59'6

Obtainable at all the best toy shops

ANC WORKS LONDON S.W.I

9
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Gallery
tt

I suppose that most of us are ^ood at watching others

work! It is said that Mr. T. D. Rockefeller, the American
B*

f onetook so much interest in the erection o

of the buildings of the hucre Rockefeller Centre in New
York that he regularly mingled with the watching crowds.

One dav he had manoeuvred himself into a front position

The Giant Panda West

border of

The article on page
;

of "Su Linr the first

America from its home
Tibet, "Sit Lin" was a threat attraction

in the Brook fteld Zoo, Chicago, and
craze/' The interest of the article is

this issue tells tlu* storv

to be brought to

and
her stav

*

a
ti

panda
• the

and was
J

himself on having
view of the proceedings when a

rccog-watchman who did not

nise nm him to move on.

Mr, Rockefeller meeklv
orders, but the incident remain-

ed in his mind; suddenlv
the to him that it

woul I be a good
struct a wooden
looking: the site, from which

con-

over-

those who wished watc I i

ons in comthe building

fort. This gallery was soon in

and was

D

n

D

a
a

D
D

a

a

MYSTERY PHOTOGRAPH No. 2

ap-

It was labelled "Side-

\:lk Superintendents' Club" but
t

it also received the more humor-
ceriainlv m^re «^-ous

pressiv< of
1 t

/ I wont
scheme will ever be adopted in

"Herzogin Cecilie"

am sure that many readers
hhare mv regret the

a

n
D
n

n
n
n

n
a

n

n
Road, Liverpool 13.
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recent appearance of "Ming,"
the baby giant panda now at

the London Zoo, has

aroused more enthusiasm than

any newcomer ever s

is a gentle creature, full of

latest news is

that it has been taught to pla}-

football with it

Other special contributions

ot great interest in this issue

tell us of the home of the gannets

on an
island

brokeshire,

coast of Pern

and describe the

maimificent L.M.S. "Coronation
A ^

that is toScot

British railway engineering at

in

and Em-
Hie coming World's
New York.

pire readers will be particularly

interested in the account of

Here Is the second of our new series of puzzle pic

which ordinary U ings that can be seen every day ar

turcs, in

are shown
from unusual ar l vs. I will present a copy of my book "The
Modern Book of Lngineering'* to the sender of the first correct

solution that reaches me.
Solutions must be written on postcards only, ard addressed

"Editorial Competition No. 2," "Meccano Magazine," Binns

the Thousand
Canada

Bridge,

an
connecting

United
100 years

the two countries.

of

and the

rating

between

the famous sailing
* BT 7J i

pnpPDnppanpnDnppnnnnppppppnppppppppp Mystery Photograph No, 1

ogin Cecili t

M
'

which »r so

long close to the entrance to Salcombe Harbour, Devon,
finally disappeared. This splendid ship had with-

since
*

i

IJMG the

the sea won
s stain] ing . In

the

as

with her

ine\

The puz/.le picture

month was
appe on this page

on
gram at

"Heizogin
years ago I

wh.Jme
an

was unloading
who took me in

answ w
beautiful shift

shall always remember the thrill of that visit.

e to include an illustrated articlemon I

on career of this great vessel

enthusiasm, and there was an

avalanche ofentries. It proved a greater mystery than I

had anticipated. Many readers realised that it was an end

view of a reel of string wound on a cardboard core
;

but

d the hexagonal pencil cunningly

of the reel, with the point

the picture showed a

another saw in it an

most of them ov
through the

showing. One entrant thought

of a wicker tea pot
*

i

electric torch shining on the ceiling of a darkened room

and sev sugges of various kinds. the

went astrav thought thrmajority of com
picture represen r rd part of a ship's capstan.

»
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World

TV/HAT would your -

if one youW announced that you were going to China to bring

alive an animal weighing 3001b,

They would probably
never

n your sanity, and

you may imagine how the friends of ^ Irs, Ruth
must have chuckled when site started out on her quest for

a giant panda. To make matters seem even darker for her,

; ve westerners had ever shot such an animal, and

vanishes as quickly as a wasp of smoke.
Theodore and Kerinit Roosevelt, cousins of President

Asia inRoosevelt , planned
search of the dant

ion

\s they were afraid of ridicule,

ce of other aims, such as the capture of goldcn-

;cys. Starting from rangoon, in Burma,
their welt-equipped party passed through much difficult

few Chinese had ever seen one alive.

territory before reaching and on ng

It is a beautiful

i tear-like

resemb ) i ng
grown,
young, and its s

enhanced

and white
far from

bear when
so

by large blac

[round its eves, as well as by Muck
legs, and a white" saddle

around its body.
It is not surprising that explorers

have been attracted by stories of the

and a. Many have gone in

search of it, but few have retur

successful although if is a large

animal; and not until 1869 were the

first skins of the strange black and
white creature brought back to

Europe by Father David, a
missionarv-exp rims

that Father David had obtained the

skins

ese province
a western

Authorities
pounced upon them and, after much

iheration. decided for some reasonc

was to tl

"fire-fox

that the
small panda
Chinese. These fairlv common a.ni-

mals of southern China and north-

eastern India are reddish

with a raccoon-like ringed

can be seen in many zoos. The newly

found

was name
The

much arger,
i

«

Father David's country they began
their search. Careful questioning

es hadrevealed that several

shot giant pandas ye-irs earlier t and
Koosevelts then

skins.g st >ine

in

Their mainbuyin_
objective was to shoot a giant panda
themselves, however, tog er if

tracking

wh ere

ible,

through
they could see scarcely 20 ft. ahead,

failed to reveal the animal. On
occasion bits of white fur were found
on hollow logs or tree trunks

the animal had been
sera

ere

or

ese

served to renew hope.

One night it snowed and the next
renewed

.

when
a

1 1 unting was
Kermit spotted giant

panda tracks. Follo^wing these,

noticec

nn a

many hours
<cn

prey was con-

course not very
Chewed
were noted all

i

coming into a small

a huge
black and white panda emerging
from bole- hoilow of a

% iously too sleepy to be aware of

his danger, the animal lumbered off

province of China,

the home of the strange creature, is

known as Szechwan, a name that means four rivers, for

to south between
to meet i he Yangtze-KiangJ river.

Mei Mei, the baby giant pand;i in :iu- Chicago Zoological
at Brookfield. The illustrations to this article are reproduced

into the jungle,
- fired

beast.

><>th Roosevelt

s

tane felling ie

hy courtesy of the "Chicago Tribune
Al 1 1 iOUgh

four great waterways How from
its mountain ranges

T 1 ie there seem to be a remnantpaiu i as

animal life of the ice age of thousands of years ago, and

the bamboo jungles of their native haunts are so dense

that few natives living there have ever seen one. This does

that night there was a

great celebration in the Lolo village,

superstition hung about the "beishun," a name meaning
white bear that the natives use, and the inhabitants of the
region feared to have the ani

compound. In fact, a
brought into the vi e

religious ritual

that the is rare, though it does

was afterwards

necessary to purify the places where the panda carcase had
been kept. Triumphant the Koosevelts returned home with

the giant panda skins as well as the hides of many other

rare animals and and these were mo and

live in onlv one region of the whole world; what it Museum of Natural

shows is that this timid I.)east pursues a leisurely life

silently and alone amidst the and pines. Probably

he ventures from his lair only at night, or during

snowfalls >

placed in native groups at the

History in Chicago.

In the years following this episode, three more explorers

and one brought back the carcase for

of bamboo and roots of plants,

strangers or wild animals approach,

shot

study desired to have a living example, however, for
i a -* .i % • tl m m

it was probably the most interesting animal not HI
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set out for the interior ofMrs.

lined to be the first person to bring one bad
captivity,

China,

alive. It was a perilous venture for a woman. No explorers
had captured a giant panda, and few had shot one.

were a little

for Su was soon well and
fc

t

again.

Public interest was not only because a rare

animal had been brought back alive for the first time, but
little animal was so "cute**because a ball of black

white fur will i
-

helpful, however, for they
the

do not hibernate in winter,

as do their relatives the

bears and the raccoons, so

that the season when snow
is on the ground is the best

in to. the

to their lairs. The
.till IT S 1 e

of transporting

one weighing 300- lb. on the
miles of marching necessarv

coast was not
ing. 1 1 was
baby giant panda

to r

app
that

could be found, for the
young are
winter,

mind, a supply of powdered
milk
were

bottl

\Vi th

e

circles around its now o

er some
delay Mrs. Harkness sailed

wi her bab} and
at docked in

isco new

interview

while the flashlights

exc won
Su Lin a

vied with each
other to be the first to fly a

giant pand a across

United States. Su Lin took

a fast train, however, travel-

ling in a quiet air-condition-
"Crowdsec

in

Su Lin, the first giant panda seen In captivity. Her resemblance to a teddy bear and her
quaint and playful wavs made her a universal favourite and started a giant panda craze in

the United States.

. Harkness quickly
one day, when on a

march from the base camp, not far from the Roose\

the United States as guide,

reached giant

hunters spotted a large panda. In their

excitement, mingled probably with fear, they frightened
it by shooting, but when the commotion had died down
the whim perius
conId be
hollow
found

hunters

Chicago
iind New York, and she was
invited to banquets and had
many callers, including the
Koosevelts and other panda

Ruth Harkness hated the idea of selling Su Lin, but the

would soon become too large towas growing
in a Hat, wis

animal
:om a

to finance a new
panda expedition. Though the zoos really desired the little

animal, they feared she could not survive in such a climate

and with food so different from that

Mrs. aicss

The baby proved to

21b.

very
weighing little more than

J T * If
ft marching was made to

the base camp, where the powdered
milk and nursing bottle remained,
and then warm milk every few

the little creature con-hour
tented. was namec
which in Chinese means "Precious

Little ar ." As yet her
not opened, and she

seem to mind the travelling:

ng the nearest city, an
aeroplane was boarded
for nghai. Once m a
comfortable Mrs. Harkness
was better able to care for Su Lin

,

was growing very !'

Fortunate it was that a woman had
found the little panda, which need-

-I.

ed as much care as a human baby.
She had to be kept warm, though
the air in her bedroom had to

of her homeland. Finally a Chicago
zoo offered to

ultimately bought
1 he risk that t he baby

«

not live. After all, Su Lin couldn't

just drink milk and cod-liver oil all

her life. However, she didn't seem
everythingparticular, soon

within reach, apples, rice, the usual

breakfast foods, cornstalks

grass, and on special occasions

grapes.

At the Z"0 Su Lin immediately
•came

_._

the animal king

dorn. She had a nurse to watch her
. r

health and every attention was
showered upon her. Thousands of

children frommen, women,
miles around came to Chicago to see

her, and attendances rose so rapidly

that Su Lin paid for

short time. Meanwhile Mrs.

ness prepared for a second expedi-

tion into China. With the war rag-&

Su Ltn amusing herself with a chiit at the Brookficld Zoo.
ing, difficulties were greater, but by

cool like the breezes of her homeland; and she got lone-

some very easily and needed much pampering. All looked
well now, but in spite of the care lavished upon her Su Lin
was suddenly taken ill. In the mic
peratc

cue night, des-

ir, the huntress called a doctor, a baby
specialist, who took such an interest in the little black and

a special diet for her.

o do the trick,

white that he
This included cod liver oil and

* a

s

:ring from the south she was
aide to reach the giant panda province, and she obtained a

second female baby, called Mei Mei, which was brought to

the zoo in Fcbruarv of last vear to act as a companion to

Su Lin. Unfortunately in April Su Lin became ill, and the

death, apparently

world's
world was to

from a bronchial ailment. Mei
giant panda in captivity, is not as sweet tempered as was
Su Lin, but delights visitors by her antics.

*
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nnnn nnnnn
/'~~\UR cover illustration this month shows a special

V-^f mverter for the iction of steel in relatively

(niantities, in action in the foundry of Edgar Allen

and Co. Limited, Sheffield . This converter was originally

by Alexandre Tropenas, a
steel making, and was perfected in the works of

pioncer of

Allen Co. im it eel

.

The Tropenas m of making steel is fundamental Iv
I. ^ .

V — ,. -_ * **

Bessemer, whothe same as that devised by Sir

turned from other inventions to the making of steel at the
time of the Crimean War, in which the

r

British

of

proved to be inadequate. While striving to

that

on a

enas tried Robert converter for producin
_ *

but found it

tf

. The working
would be excellent through two or three "blows," as each
operation was known, and then in others the steel would
not become hot enough to How free into

After experimenting for a year or so

e

became convinced that sue

enas

small converter
i

could only be achieved by blowing across the surface oi

the metal. This was in 1890, and a year later he began work
with a converter built in Sheffield under his own super-~

disappointments for himvision. ere were

wou 1d
strain

it in

upon
a chance

but eventually all difficulties were overcome, and within a

few years converters

of the Tropenas type

discovery led him to

devise a furnace in

which air under
pressure is blown
through molten
iron to convert it

steel. pur
pose of the blast is to

burn

silicon, manganese
and carbon in

• i large, wmen is

heated bv means of

fed inbut is

molten and kept at

the era-

t

had been inst •d ate

the Royal Arsenal,

t
and

oundries
m
in

Great Britain. To-
day s is

used in most parts of

the world where steel

are pro-

duced. Before it was
in manu-
facture of steel cast-

ings for

was prac-

tically impossible on
a commercial basis

and
was

wroug it

j

iron

Us,cd.

converter
A bay in the steel foundry of Edgar Allen and Co. Ltd. On the right is the Tropenas converter plant desenhed

In this article and shown on our cover. Photograph by courtesy of Edgar Allen and Co. Ltd., Sheffield.
enas

that the blastchemical changes
ganese is

from the metal, which would cause

air brings about.
bath of molten metal

amount of

added to remove excess of oxygen
and the
suitableis

additions.

This comparatively simple process was
derision by some steel makers,

with
their lack of faith in

er seemed to be justified when those who set up
converters failed to produce good steel. Bessemer set to
work to improve his process and, acting on a suggestion of

Mushet, a Scottish pioneer of the iron and steel industry,
soon succeeded in placing on the market lugh grade steel

per ton less than that of his rivals.

The original lorm of the Bessemer converter was lined

a kind of hard sandstone, and steel-making
in it came to be known as the acid process because of the
chemical character of this material. The much smaller
Tropenas converter is of the acid type. It originated in

with two rows of tuyeres placed in straight lines at one
side of the converter, one row above the other. The air

blast was directed across the surface of the metal so that

the oxidation that purified the pig iron was effected only
er set of tuyeres a< was us

- •

to direct

the air blasi on the surface, the purpose ot the upper -et

producedg to ai r n tng the
thus increasing the temperature. In practice it was

omul that the upper tuyeres became fapidlji

by slag, and now it is

our cover suggests

to dispense
" with this converter is a

) issuing from the open mouth
is at lirst short, and not very brilliant. Silicon and man-
ganese are then being burned out, but when the air blast

attacks the a gas is that bursts its w

experiments by a pioneer of the name oi Robert, who set

the tuyeres, or tubes through which the air blast is forced,

of the molten metal, and at a tangent to

movement that followed was
complete purification

The stirring

thought to give more rapid
of the pig iron.

through the slag covering the molten metal and burns
with a long and brilliant flame, accompanied by a cascade
of or spa rk >. make up aslag

magnificent firework display. Steel makers call this "the
" The blast of air is stopped as soon as

drops, for this means that the carbon has been almost
completely oxidised. To stop
allow it to continue

blast too soon or to

even as little as 15 seconds too
long wo poll the steel.
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II The Wa Engine "General"
By Hamilton Ellis

-

^ rt»

locomotive "General" shown in the illustration

above, was built by the Rogers Locomotive Works in

U.S.A. Tins1855 for the Western and Atlantic Rai
-

engine, which became historic by reason of an astonis

adventure through which it went, was a 4-4- locomotive
'" ,1 " 1 * ------

furnace and "balloon" smoke?unth the u -burning
,

-

v .~.

,

)f the per

and appearance
and was typically American in

During the American Civil War between Northern and
Southern States, the Western and Atlantic main line

between Atlanta and Chattanooga was a vital route to the

lerners or Confederates, and therefore was con-

sidered specially worthy of destruction by the Federals,

as the Northern men were called. To this end Captain

Tames Andrews of the Federal Army and a picked com-
nany of 21 men managed to

their wa

an M Yonah" and took in

tow a coal car with a company of Confederate soldiers. The
wheezing old

tt Y V lem as as

where the line was blocked an accumulation of

freight cars.

Now Andrews* proceeding was a tremendous game of

bluff. To prevent pursuit or interception lie stopped the

General" periodically, blocked or destroyed a length of

i wires. At wayside stations,

r i

track, and cut the telegra

in disguise far down behind
the Confederate lines. Their

was to capture a train, and use it for

of the

officials and soldiers were told that this was a special train

conveying munitions to the Confederate General Beaure-

and the bluff succeeded!

Fuller was determined to recover his train, however,

and also to prevent Andrews from having time enough to

do any major damage. The turning of the tables began
he came up to the freight

"Texas" which he detached
The Illustration above the 4-4-0 locomotive

a grand tour

and Atlantic. This was on
1 2th April 1862, and the train

happened to be
a.m.

^L

a
a
a

a
n

"General" lhat was involved in the exciting incident

in the American Civil War described on this page. The
engine was built in 1855, and was a typical example of
the 4-4-0 or "American" wheel arrangement of the

time. It is now preserved at the Union Station,

Chattanooga. Photograph by courtesy of the Nashville,

Chattanooga and SI. Louis

G
a
a

D

engine
its

1 1

and pressed
L

*

o the

pursuit, running tender first. He
came within

"Genera!"

sight

as

of the purloined

ews and his

Atlanta
drawn bv the

_1 r m

Chatta-
1

General.

nnnnnnnnannnnanannnnnpannnnanp

n
in. er

the care of Confederate Captain W. A. Fuller, stopped at

Big Shanty, some way out from Atlanta, for the breakfast
interval. During breakfast Captain Fuller suddenly saw
22 of his supposed passengers rush the engine and calmly

her away northward, taking with
empty box cars that were next to the tender, and leaving

the passenger cars standing in the station.

Fuller, with Engineer Gain and Shop-Foreman Murphy,
3 P m

tt
General

* *

and

company were giving some
attention ,to the telegraph wires.

.Andrews and his men mounted the

in a hurry, leaving one of their

freight cars in Fuller's way. Twice they did this, and both

times the ''Texas" picked up the car and pushed it ahead

of their tender. This close pursuit went on for many miles,

in the course of which Fuller was able to shunt en-

cumbering cars into a siding. d rew s. in < turn i

set off in pursuit, on foot over the sleepers. After running
for two miles they met a party of surfacemen, who said

that the train had stopped, and that those aboard had re-

lieved them of their appliances and cut the telegraph
1 JL *w* L

wires before going on again. Fuller, Cain and Murphy then
plodded on with the surfacemen's hand-car and reached
towah,some miles away. At Etowah they commandeered

row
to

obstructions while running. Again and again
knocked out the end of his remaining car,

Fuller caught hiim up, however, and at last he was obliged,

water and Kiel, t<> abandon the "General."
m

1 lis men set their car on fire and reversed the engine, but
through failing

in their hurry they forgot to release the handbrakes,

collision failed to take place.

and
e inth

_.__ _._„_ ....
..._.,-i

and Andrews and several of his c<

were

were ex s was recovered, after a

chase covering something like 90 miles.
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a
a
a
aures of

HP
irain

nre 74 of this issue are given brief particulars >!

the preparation, shipment and general programme of

the visit to the United States of "The Coronation Scot*' of

the L.M.S. In tins article we review some of the more out-

standing
features of

Tint. 4«o *m.v^v "Coronation Scot" is streamlined throughout,
however. Its engine has a rudimentarv chimney as prac
tically the only projection from its external casing, and its

stock, sleek end with the minimum of
i *

works
11

VIS

t e n e w

i s

train, which
r e p r e -

sentative of

the very latest

British rail-

s a y s

much for the
day

foefficiency

transport that

such an
undertaking:

*

i s

temaily with
continuous
gold bands

fromrunning
tip to tail and
emphasising
the unbroken
appearance
the whole
train
train

This

repre-

ss

a ship-

A view from the rear of "The Coronation Scot" train visiting the United States* The club car at the tail and the vehicle nexl to It.

which is a sleeping car, are separate coaches, but the remainder of the train is made up of twin-articulated units* The photographs
-

i *
i
* i -ft i i m * *%

an

tn this article are reproduced by courtesy Of the L.M.S.

ment intact of a complete express train half-way round
the world can be planned and carried through without a
hitch. Older readers will remember that in 1927 a G.W.I
locomotive

£< T w

King

>

V," was shipped across to the
United States to represent its owners at the "Fair of the
Iron Horse," celebrated in that year by the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad. The appearance and finish of the engine

a sensation. its nee on a special run
over there was sufficient evidence of the efficiency of the
products of Swindon.
In 1933 occurred a more

ambitious project in the ship-

ment

o i 1 the L.M.S for

vance
anything

over
at

it is one of

down introduction in

all on
tt

service in 1940. Its construe has

been forward specially in view of the American

The engine selected to haul the train is appropriately
j|_ \t_ y"»rirt/\ it /"• _ _, j

• I » i1 £1„_a -.C ±L„ ~ * _ ^renough No. Coronation" the first of the series of

streamlined 4-6-2s speci for the "Coro-
nation Scot" service. It is the engine which, on a special

run,

a
*t

al
1 1

repress

train and the
well-known engine of that
name, L.M.S. No. 6100, in

connection with the World's
in that year at

Chicago. In the course of this

visit the train made a corn-

tour of various
American
road systems in the course of

which over 11,000 miles were
without a single me-

chanical breakdown. A visit

to the United States is there-

fore no new thing for an
L.M.S, train.

present-day "Coro-
exhibits the re-

progress in design

speed of 1 14 m.p.h., th

ied a max imum
high-

re-

e

lentica
• - -

est

corded on the L.M.S. It has

four cylinders, and under its

is a very
large boiler with a
tire-box. The
surface amounts to 2,807.5

sq. ft., exclusive of the super-

heater

sq

50
ii

which is

is

sq.

It is interesting to compare
the st$de of strcamlh

adopted on this locomotive
with that employed on the

The

various

lined

major

American stream-
designs. Unlike the

of United States
Inside the first-class lounge car. The spacious effect obtained within the limited

dimensions of a railway vehicle is very marked.

occurred since

chanical ambassador

and in comfort that has
The RovaL Sea:." started out as <\ me-

with
are pro-

mechanical

ears aaro

were then mown in this cou

service

trains

the modern high-

special accommodation

stokers, "Coronation" is hand-hred, but has an interesting

auxiliary that uces c of fireman to some
In

arnv and way
trams then , apart from the increase in size, presented much
the same appearance as for many years

:

*r mounextent. TIu> device is a steam-
on the back of the coal bunker in the tender, which is used

to feed coal forward from the rear towards the end of a
run, when the supply at the shovelling plate is getting low.

A certain amount of equi has been
necessary for the visit of the engine to the United States.
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I .M.S. Hlrcamlincd 't-6-2 locomotive NO. 6220 "Coronation." For running in Uk 1'niU-d States with "The Coronation Scot" train the headlight ami hell, which
are prominent in the illustration, have had to he fitted. This engine was the first of the L.M.S. streamlined 4-6-2?.

A
seen

and bell and these can be

floodlight

illustration at the top of this page. Side
s too

and
are provided, together \vith

couplers
a spark

eature m
which American practice has perhaps not been without its

influence is in the use of the hooter type of whistle that is

fitted to all the most recent standard L.M.S, locomotives.

The distinctive note of this is like that of a ship's siren,

to the Americans, accustomed to theand
deep-toned hooters of their own locomotives, who were
surprised and amused by the shrill note of the whistle

carried by "Royal Scot
t f

Exterior projections have been reduced to a minimum
throughout. The bod\
and between

are with the ows
valances are fitted

that come within 12 in. of the rail level. In order to pre-

serve continuity of line the space between the adjoining
ends of each pair of vehicles is closed with special rubber
sheeting. This is stretched into position so that the ex-

terior of the train presents a uni

throughout its length

: adopted for the
unbroken appearance
Although t he s

practicallv

The train consists of eight vehicles made
three two-coach ariie!

?r of

Scot' ' trains at present in service is blue with silver bands
>

this train is finished in standard L.M.S. dark red.

two independent
vehicles. Starting from the front end, the first articulated

consists of a brake- first

There are four gold bands running
as

the full length of the

ti in the upper photograph on the opposite

page. These bands continue round the shaped ends of the

and a first-class corridor

coach. The set con-

sists of a first-class lounge car

and a first-class dining car.

Then come the kitchen car

and third- dining car,

2(.\ tO

The next

class sleeping cai

cars do not run

one unit.

is a first-

a
»* normal

service, but this
w

been included in the forma-
tion to demonstrate how first*

by night are

thi
A'

ry

i'ie.

Finally there is a club saloon

which, Hke the sleeping car, is

an independent vehicl
!

Steel has

considerable

construction

used to a
in the

brake compartments and
in a

in the centre.

It is

that with the exception of the

sleeping car, which as pre-

1S

a Coronation Scot" com
the vehicles of

new train art of light con-

struction. The employment of
1 a -™

ation use

welding in the assembly has
made it to reduce
weight appreciably in com-
parison with that of a similar

train of vehicles of reg

The interior of the cluh car of "The Coronation Scot." This is furnished and upholstered
to ffive an effect of restful comfort.

construction, and the new
train when empty weighs only

tons 10 cwt. instead of the

a similar

o2(

289 tons 13 cwt.

standard train. There are

vehicles and welding been
Ly employed in their assembly. Teak body pillars are

bolted in position in sockets welded to the solebars and
cant rails, and to these pillars are screwed the steel body
panels, which are welded together in units, each extending
from one, door to the next, and to the cant rails. The roof

173 seats 12 ing berths.

are of steel and se are in position

The bogies are welded throughout in accordance with
the latest L.M.S. standard practice. The outer ends of the
articulated units are provided with the standard draw

ear, but the inner ends are fitted with the Gresley
mr

articulated coupling used on the L.N.EJR. The
two independent vehicles, the sleeping car and the club* asm • VJ

The interior decoration of the train is carried out on the

most modern fines. A Hush finish is obtained in the com-
partments of the first-class corridor coaches by the use of

veneered panels. A variety of Empire timbers is used, and
each compartment is finished in a different manner. In the

dining ears a novel effect has been obtained by lining the

walls and partitions with leather on a felt foundation. The
seats also are upholstered in leather with loose cushions.

The sliding doors in these vehicles are faced with Bakelite.

In the lounge car there are some new features in railway

carriage interior design. The walls do not follow the con-

tours of the body sides, but are made to

vertical side with wide *

~

car, conform with standard L.M.S • in these ions are

a
sills. Both walls and

with chromium pla

with blue

mouldings.
and panelled
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N the March 1930 issue of the "AfJf."

description of a wonderful gannet
e Kidnappers, New A remarkable

colony of gannets, the only one in England and Wales, is

to be found on Grassholm, a 20-acre rock that lies about
16 miles S.W. of St. Davids, Pembrokeshire; and the

nesting

and
number
northern
from the cliffs at St. Davids.

Access to the island is

1 1 j ere that the

seen

by a small motor or
sailing boat. The trip can be made only when the sea is

exception St. David me is verj

gives one an impression of a
scheme. Rarely is a nest untended

and well-planned

one of the
This even covering of the nesting area

by the gradual expansion of the
from the cliff edge backw s.

ing the north side of the island it is possible to

sitt i ng s, pr one moves
stealthily, so that closer observation may be made. The
gannet then is seen to be a beautiful b possessing a
billowy white body, with wings tipped with black, and the
srown of the head and back of the neck with, yellow. The

r" i * ~m m " • ^ * « _- .,« m

long spear of a bill the legs

are fine views of the
high cliffs of Ramsey
Island and the wave-
dashed rocks of the
Bishop and Clerks.

Grassholm begins to

e

hour's

after

the sea birds swim-
«

rmng and diving

round the boat in-

crease m ers,

that fail to take
diving out of

when the boat
upon them.

Flocks of puffins and
razorbill:

is

rsstrin

are obs
for the islands nearer

the

b

making

are of a slate

the toes being
outlined with green

a

to

is

to

time
appears
beauty

when

face: then its

set in a patch of skin

at the base of

bill, appear to have a
squint

that is very amusing.
The nest is a large

mound of sea-w

lers and vegc-

matter
sea,

to receive

nide egg
t
where it is

six we

whicl

on
nest.

A gannet protecting her egg by grasping it with her webbed foot. At a later stage the chick is held in the
same manner en in a nest,

to or from
a gannet Hies across the boat on the journey

grounds, and several too*may be
the waves, with necks erect,seen riding

like buoyant swans
When about a quarter of a mile from the island, the

in but is usually covere

Ggg is regular in

shape and is pn le blue

that gives it the appearance of being
chalky deposit

The stains of

rotting

swarmmg cloud of gannets over the somewhat
prepares the visitor for the amazing si- lit he is to enjoy on
landing.

sea-weed and the continual paddling of the
parents' feet turn this whiteness to dark brown as

incubation proceeds.

After the adult birds have been fully admi
t

tntion

boat is manoeuvred round the numerous
s into a small creek about 15 ft. wide, where, until the

boat approaches, numerous grey seals are to be
basking on the rocks. On leaping out on to the rocks there
is only one thing to do. This is to climb the ridge straight

in front of the creek, and on topping it the whole mass of

view. There are ongannets
thousand of them in all life's stages, eggs, day-old skinny
chicks, large fluffy young, mottled year-old birds, brood
ing birds, birds feeding young, and others alighting and
taking off, and added to the great crowd on the nesting

is next drawn to the young. These are of all sizes, from
chicks covered by a dusky skin, just emerging from their

s

nests

full-size young to Ot her
eggs in stages

as is obvious from the colour of the shell.

When one approaches a nest with the parent bird at

home, the rises m
to give a harsh bark.

and stretches its bill

it placesic s

one of its large webbed
manner of a dog defending a bone

on the egg or chick, in the
In the case of a young

surface are more
confusing

observer dizzy.

such
sailing over the

as to

chirk, rnie is struck by the apparent cruelty of this method
of protection, considering that the gannet is the size of a

m a
the plainly supporting a lot of the

lei ting forth

on the side of the rock opposite to the
approach and the even spacing of the nests immediately

grasp is not released

Occasionally a gannet

weight,

the intruder moves away
flight on

approached, crashing its way towards the cliff edge in an
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attempt to escape, as it is impossible for it to take off on
the crowded slopes. Such a move as this causes a great

disturbance, as all the gannets in the track of the escaping

bird are thrashed by its wings, and in return thrust out
their large bills. At the same
time all the birds in the vicinity

start to cackle. In the end the
frightened bird tumbles over the

am ance its it has

opportunity to

birds are taken for food in some of the Northern Scottish
Large

colonies, and gulls account for eggs and chicks.

There are also other minor causes

edge
After watching the above per-

formance, it is difficult to decide

which birds have chosen the

situation for

at the cliff edge are con-

tinually being buffetted by birds

desiring to take off, while birds

edge
receive irate pccics irom birds

through whose territory they
on the wav to the

oneWhile among the

has to look out for low Hying
parents returning to their young,

to avoid the Hailing wings as

a a nea
nest. Owing to the close proximi-

ty of one nest to another, a
annet alighting at its home is a

glides

to compare this illustration with
monoplane with

It.

over the nesting area,
x

several times, and height is lost

each time the nest is approached, until the other sitting

birds are only about six feet beneath. Final]v the

drops nearly vertically, at the same time thrashing the air

of sea from which
the gannet is not immune, such

as becoming contaminated with

>'s oil, considering all the

dangers to which the young
gannet is subject, it may be
assumed that about half of the

eggs laid produce mature birds

to carry on race.

view
from

individual

of

observation of the

close

gannet,

Grassholm is perhaps the best of

the colonies in Britain, it is... w

cessity to use a

very difficult to visit owing to its

position, and the ne-

boat.

The nesting season is very long,

however. The '
A~"

turn in
_

tending
ternher, a

young
month m which

there are several suitable days
the journey can beon

The gannet in flight, with legs and feet completely retracted. It is interesting

a photograph of the flight of a modern
retractable undercarriage.

I

with its wings, and thrusting its webbed feet forward to

check the fall. Sitting at the cliff edge at the end of the

island to admire the gannets in flight, one is unconsciously

made to compare them with aeroplanes, which their huge
wingspan, outstretched neck, and completely retracted

legs and feet make them
resemble,

amusin
father gannet gacie over

nade safely.

As one leaves Grassholm in

the evening, and the gaggling of

the gannets dies away, it seems as if one is leaving what
was intended by Nature to be a sanctuary for these white

fishers. During the homeward journey, as a over

takes boat, one is reminded of the

travelled by these birds in search of mackerel,

are well equipped for flying, with their huge wings,

ability to for long I have seen a gannet

round a headland and sweep across a whole bay, a distance

of a quarter of a n
"

in his bil 1 a

that trails

like a

as he

sea-we

moustache,
add to his

re 7 ge n
Numbers of

black

greater

backed gulls and
gulls continually

over the nesting
li a

_«

eye
an xuitended egg or chick,

or any disgorged mackerel
not swallowed
young gannets.

the

without a sin gle wing

Whilst sat on

Pentland

gulls take care not to go
too near an adult gannet.

In view of the fact that

A corner of the gannet rookery on Grassholm, the island off the coast of Pembrokeshire where
•-•

' the birds make Iheir home*many

nest it is

one egg is amiua
su rpr i sing ax

in
•

is in-

creasing in numbers so rapidly. The bird is so large that it

requires substantial food reserves. The fish on which it

lives are inexhaustible, but they have to be looked for, a

at D unnet

the North of Sco
have seen gannets passing

through
Firth 400 ft. beneath, in

threes and fives. Occasion-

one of the birds

drop like a stone,
w

diving head first into the

sea for fish,

appearing on the surface

would take off like a swan,

accelerating its flight in

pursuit of its companions.

These gannets were pro-

ceeding away from Sule

Skerry, Orkney, the near

which is about 40 miles from this he

on re-

s is very serious in viewproblem that

bird's powers of flight. On the other hand the Ion

of adolescence, lasting from four to five years, gives the
g

est
rf ,

The gannet is the largest British-breeding sea bird, and

is reputed to outlive man. The other British nesting areas

where these birds gather in large numbers are Boreray, the

St. Kilda, parts of the Shetland Islands, the

Skerries in Orkney, Sula Sgeir north of the Butt of Lewis,

Bass Rock in the Firth of Forth, Ailsa Craig in the Firth

of Clyde, and the Skellig Rocks off the coast of Eire.
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Splendid Work

The latest Starrier

a "Duchess

of
M i i

both streamlined and
ng magnificent work onotherwise,

the Anglo-Scottish expresses. Recently No.
id," one of the"Duchess Ru

ined engines, took over the haulage
of the second portion of the up
Scot

1
' at Carlisle, the train being heavily

loaded to 490 tons behind the tender. The

54J m.p.h., the 126.4 miles from Crewe
having taken 131} in in.

There was a glorious finish; speed rose to
85 m.p.h. at King's Langley, the slightly

adverse stretch from Watford to just be-
yond Bushey troughs was cleared at 78
m.p.h., and a steady final maximum of
82 m.p.h. took the train through Willesden
Junction, 152.7 miles, in 152J min. A final

signal check-

ttThe Coronation Scot" in U.S.A.

The Coronation Scot" was shipped from
Southampton Docks in January in the

The engine wa smotor ship
hauled "dead" bv an S.R. locomotive from

unction to Southampton* The

start was five minutes vet so brilliant

was

Up the continuous 1 in

work that Shap summit
a minute early!

a loss of just over
1 min., but Huston was reached in 161 i

min. from Crewe, 158 miles, a modest
7 A min. early! Delays accounted for at
least 10 min. in running so that Driver

coaches were hauled separately, and for

their trip were coated with a wax prepara-
tion to protect them, while all movable

Onin them were
arrival at Baltimore about the 14th of this

month the train will be made ready for the
in the

132 gradient out of
rose to the

most exceptional rate of
44 h m.p.h,; Penrith, 17.9
miles, was passed in

min., and things were so
well in hand that on the
final I in 125 ascent
speed was allowed to fall

to 36 m.p.h. S
summit, 31 A mil
passed in

o Shap
es. was
minn

The easiest of downhill
followed, andru nn i n%

right on to Preston the
rer kept roughly a

minute ahead of time.

the latter station do

series

adverse

miles from Carlisle, being
min. A

from
en-

gineering slacks follow-

ed, eventually causing a
loss of 61 min. and the
141 miles from Carlisle to

of the Baltimore and
Ohio Railroad.

An exhibition tour of
38 American cities and
towns, covering 3,121

begin at Balti-

more on 21st March and
conclude at Hartford and
New Haven, Conn., on
14th

will

The train

show at
World's Fair, New York.
from 30th April to 31st
October.
The engine will be

theI r iven throughout
tour by F. C. Bishop of

Camden, who has been a
driver tor 24 years and
who drives "The Coro-
nation Scot'

1 "The Rovat
Scot" and on occasion
the Royal Train, His
fireman is J. i nnon

A "Safely-First" operation; a pointsman dipping the switch blades of faring points in position at Paddington.
This practice was followed during the period of emergency working, when points had to be hand-operated,
after the fire that occurred in the arrival signal box last November. Photograph by W. 3. Garth, Luton.

*

Crewe took 165? min. instead of the
165 min. booked.
The engine was then re-manned. Driver

Moffatt of Camden taking over from Driver
" "eley, of Crewe North* The restart was

9 min. late, but some tremendous running
soon brought the train on time again. After
a steady ascent ol the Whitmore hank, with
a sustained 47 m.p.h. on the 1 in 177
gradient, '*Duchess of Rutland'* swept down
the gentle descent to Stafford at 85 m.p.h.

there was taken
m.p.h., and then

re-

sm
Driver Moffatt went on to beat even
'Coronation Scot" schedule
minute and a

a
the

clear

between Stafford and
Nuneaton, and with a 490-ton load! This

Moffatt had gained 26J min. on schedule!
This run was timed by Mr. O. S. Nock.

More Wagons for L.M.S, and L.N.E.R.

the successful introduction

Carswell, a native of

Scotland, who is also

stationed at Camden,
Driver Bishop has 41

vears service and Fireman Carswell, who is
-

passed to act as driver when required, has
18. Also aceoni nanvine the train, from

Mr. F. A
accompanyin

mance point of view,
a

is

100 spe shock-absorbing
wagons for the conveyance of traffic that is

particn susceptible to

Soden, who is a Foreman in the Erecting
Shop at Crewe Locomotive Works.
The train consists of streamlined 4-6-2

No. 6220 "Coronation*' eight
L.M.S. have decided to build at their Derbv coa
Works a further of these vehicles, of

and before it left for America the
coaches at high

12-tons capacity each. The first of these
additional vehicles
service this month.

During this

be readv for

«

involved an average speed of 71 m.p.h. over
the 30 miles from Cohvich to Nuneaton.

there was no slackening of effort;

Brinklow* 70 miles from Crewe, was passed
in 66J min,, but then followed signal stops,

first outside Rugby and then at Bletchley.
Even so Bietchiey, 111.4 miles, was cleared
in 113^ min., and after a steady recovery of

summit was passed

the L.N.E.R, are to
build 3,894 freight wagons, of which 3,600
will consist of 12-ton mineral wagons
with end doors, suitable for conveying
coal for shipment in Scotland.
also will be 200 brake vans
200 that are due to be broken
fish vans, for the Grimsbv

riding of the arti

speed was tested in a "sprint" over the 19.8

miles from Blisworth to Rugby, covered at

a speed of 62.2 m.p.h. Starting from rest at

Blisworth, No, 6220, with its load of 262
tons reached a speed of 79 m.p.h. after 6.9
miles of practically level track to Weedon,
which was passed in eight minutes.

miles 1 in 350 gradient to the south
Kilshy Tunnesl, speed did not

5 and Chester fish traffic,

vans, for service from London, and four
carriage trucks for the conveyance of
motor cars, theatrical scenery, aeroplane
material and general traffic.

77 l m.p.h , and on emerging
it rose to S6.6 m.p.h.

at Hillmorion. The Driver and Fireman
on this run were C. W, Langdale and
W. A. Pointer, of Camden, and the times

speeds were recorded by Mr. D.
Barrie.
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1

The up 4 I Royal Scot** near Aclon Bridge, headed by No. 6232 "Duchess Of Montrose,M one of the len 4-6-2$ put into service last year. These and the corresponding streamlined
engines of the same series have made a splendid reputation for themselves on fast and heavy L«M.S, expresses* Photograph by J. G. Muir, West Kirby.

Fine Rumiirt L.N.E«R* Streamliners

no \v
t A4 .streamlined

ft
Pacifies" of the L.N.E.R. first introduced

for use on high-speed services, continue to

maintain their splendid reputation for

consistent running. Sonic interesting re-

cords of the operation over

3 hrs. 57 min. from
months* arrivals on
July 1938 showed a

King's Cross. Five
from 5th
cent, of

punctuality. Of 76 trips checked, 42 were
run into Newcastle before time to the

the Coronation,"
periods of

<i

Riding" and "Silver Jubilee," and ordinary
by these engines reach us from
H. Weight, a keen observer of

East Coast performances.
The southbound "Coronation" express is

62.2 m.p.h. over the 124.4

to Newcastle, its

extent of 1 to 3 minutes; 17 others were
punctual; 16 showed an average of 4 J min,

had

engine trouble was evident, and two of the
stream lin "Pacific" locomotives made
many trips continuously No 4489
"Dominion of Canada," of King's Cross,

was on 33 of the non-stop runs; No. 4491

miles Edinburgh
only stop, in min. In the 43
between 1st March and 30th November
193S there were only three non-punctual
arrivals in Newcastle! Indeed, during
months between June and September,

late and on the remaining out
been a casualty in the shape of an over-
heated axle-box on the engine. Strong
winds as well as relaying or other special

engineering slacks can constitute a serious

schedules, but any-

recovered between

Commonwealth ofA ustralia" of 1 laymarket,
Edinburgh, made 36 such trips during the
season. The down train, after running

miles over the busier part
line, where the fastest part of the schedule
applies

•
was punctual or slightly early

at Newcastle on 49 out of 69 occasions.

ranee
lateness is

Tyneskle and the outskirts of Edinburgh.
Outstanding features of the Leeds-

London running
Limited" have

of the
*

West

once,
Newcastle onlv
though
occasion w

the
m

ion

not d u
once later than 6.28 i,

6.30! On the one

an occasion when
a late passage of Doncaster to the extent

" 34 min. was converted to an arrival

3 min. early. An average of 79.2 m.p.h.
was maintained for 144 miles, eight service
slowings of varying severity were observed,
and 100 m.p.h. was touched twice.

The load behind the tender varied between
about 440 and 480 tons. The opportunity
between Newcastle and Edinburgh for

recovery was fully utilised when
necessary. The up service did similarly well

and presented, like oilier Last
J-

vices, a good punctuality average.
In the winter service when intermediate

load s

the weaheavier a
unfavon
locomotive work

the high quality of the
has been maintained.

was not early delay in the
north resulted in a re-start

8 min. late, but the whole
of the deficit was regained,

and King's Cross rea<

punctually, dint

70.4 m.p.h. overall avera
from the Tyne. The en-

gine was No," 4493 "U'ood-
" in charge of Driv r

Auger of King's Cross,

hauling the full load of

nine cars or 325 tons gross.

The ; i ! 1 nw
;
m«Sp of 237

min. for the 26g$ miles

from Newcastle to
Cross is much
achieve than the timing

An Unusual Load

order to to
600 tons of deli-

cate eqmoment for new
manual
telephone exchanges that
is being made in Coventry
the L.M.S. have fitted a

number of wagons with
a special rubber-bearing

IT sys-

shock
to the containers in which

spnngin
eliminating

•

isthe equipm
Each container-load in-

c 1udes

north of the Tyne. At the
end of this long break of
43 trips, closely timed when entering the
London suburban area, in August and
September last, on 41 occasions the train

was punctual or up to four minutes early.

Once it was two minutes late, and
second delay, which was a little greater,

Backing on! The locomotive is No. 4489 "Dominion of Canada," one oi ihe t^i Kiumn oi Ihe L.N.L.K.
streamliners. Photograph by W. H. Whitworlh, Manchester.

wiring

electrical

many
and thousands

of
ot

Of 30 arrivals during October and

i

November 1938 of "The Silver fubilee"
ing's Cross 26 were punctual or

early, though there had

wa?» due to a slight mishap to another train.

In the opposite direction the booking is

even harder, for the start-to-stop of 188J-

delays; the remaining four were not much
beliind time, two of the days being de
cidedly Journeys by the L.N.E.K

mile London to York is run in 157

min., requires a mean speed of 71.9 m,p.h.,

the fastest steam schedule in Europe or the
British Empire. Following

streamlined trains there lore can hardly fail

to be a thrilling memory to the railway
enthusiast.

htg Scotsman" had a

contacts, and
rubber is used in packing
at vulnerable points.

Over 250 container-loads will be worked
by the L.M.S. from Coventry to Glasgow
in

a
of

sev months.
over
trip

involves a journey of 630 miles per con-
of containers useel

more than
time delivery is

tainer, and
will there

15/,

completed.
* * * *

The non-stop
successful of seven-davs-a-

comes a

booking on to the second call at
over w orkl record

Newcastle, s to be reached in

week running
distance of 392,7 miles in seven hours in

each direction during last summer. No

L.M.S. class "5P5F" 4-6-0s Nos. 5467-71

and 8 2-8-0 tender engines Kos.
S-7 have been delivered frcm Crewe.

i

l>erby Locomotive Works have supplied

new 2-6-4 tank engines Kos. 2644-51.
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ARTIFICIAL

LT1 TOUGH the days are now rapidly

gthening it probable

readers will be in a position

undertake much photographic

work other than indoor during

the next few weeks. For this

reason I am dealing this month
with photography by artificial

light, a branch of i he hobbv that

is well within the capabilities of

even the cheapest cameras.
Cf
breat advantage of loto-

graphy by artificial light is that

the power of the light is always

under control, and does not vary
from hour to hour like

lighting conditions. After a little

therefore, a succes

every
point, and this is

that many amateurs

can e.

to

realise, is that the powerful

flashlight and the special electric

bulbs now available

them with a source of light that,

photographing still life subjects such as Meccano models
or flowers, and although rather long exposures must be

given, this is no disadvantage
w s

raiture,

of thi

more powerful light sources such
as special photographic
electric bulbs, flash powder' or

ribbon be
used.

Several rent makes and
types of these special bulbs are

available, among them beinff the

well-known and
"Sashalitc" bulbs. The former

-

can be plugged into an ordinary
lamp socket, or can be used in

conjunction with one of the vari-

ous types of reflectors now on
the market. These bulbs have a
working life sufficient to permit
the taking of hundreds of photo

"Sashalite" bulbs

Ja^iiidUiiK iiiuitfiit cu*as such as this arc quite easy to obtain with any give Only One Very brilliant flash
type of camera and a small quantity of flashpowdcr. and are

for many subjects, puts a simple box camera practically

on a level with an expensive instrument.

First I want to say a few words about backgrounds. If

useless. are

means of a small flashlamp battery and

there is a room in the house
MI

tempered walls, this will make an ideal

for the walls will provide an ex-
» *

background
r to

lieht-c ured s

any
tern lik<

the

aw th c eye from
ect of the photograph,

such a wall is not available, however, a
alternative is a sheet of plain

grey-tinted p;i

The most suitable films or for

artificial light photography are the pan-
chromatic kind, and if plates are used

should be
1

1

<ed in order to

avoid halation, the fuzzy margin of white

that often appears to surround the out-

lines of photographs 1
1 ken in a

are made in various sizes. They consist ol a sei

similar to an ordinary electric lamp, but containing finely

beaten aluminium foil and oxygen. They are fired by con-

necting them to the terminals of a flash-

current causes the foil

to ignite instantaneously, thus producing
an extremely brilliant flash of about 1/50
second duration. The bulbs are perfectly

and produce no smoke,sa

smell or noise.

One of the most commonly used forms
of artificial lighting for photography is

ced by burning 'flashpowder.

The brilliance this en

abies very striking effects to be secured

by instantaneous exposures, and is most
suitable for taking photographs of groups

light.

diagram shows suitable arrangements
taking a photograph by flashlight.

for of people, Life subjects,
»

important ung i to the type of

candle-light and firelight effects. In fact

artificial lighting to be used. If electric light is available,

excellent results can be obtained with ordinary

it is ideal for all indoor subjects that by daylight are either
"-». . . -

difficult or quite w simple apparatus.

It is wisest to buy a good brand of flash powder such as

bulbs. Two or three of these will provide sufficient light for Johnsons
«

i
A it or all of which are
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ere are s methods of Tiring the powder
available, such as touch-paper or flint and spark, but for

portraiture work the ideal method is to use one of the

electric means of ignition, which ignite the powder

of a room so as to cover completely the opening. The
sitter is then posed inside the room for a profile view, and
the camera, ilso is inside

ssed in order to obtain a

is care

harp outline.

instantly, and therefore allow ex
be

When all is ready the light in the

suitable moment
Flashpowder is

handle
safe to

proper
precautions are taken
The ing

it.

un-powder should never
corked, and should always be
well out of the way of lighted candles

les a osit-

ed cigarette ends! When the flash is

tired the lamp or tray containing

should be held well

behind thea 1 x >ve

camera little to one of

it, and care should be taken to see

that there is no danger of the flash

setting tire to inflammable materials

in

S
neig

uccess or

bourh
u re 1n

work depends to a great extent on
position of the flush in relation

camera. The
most suitable position for average

subjects is indicated in the diagram

room is turned down, the shutter is

opened, and an assistant outside

ro(>m half a

thimbleful of fiashpowder. The flash

illuminates the sheet and ihe result

is a photograph showing a back-

ground of white with a black

silhouette of the sitter

Many subjects will suggest them-
selves for fireside pictures, and with

a little many
groupings

There is no difficulty in

making pictures of this kind pro-

care is taken to shield the

camera lens from
of th

Vl<

e flash* This
one

directly in

the camera
ture o

view from
aper-

one
of a teaspoonful flash-

powder will be required. This should

be placed on a piece of tissue paper

on
Another

page
form of

This fine photograph of a Meccano enthusiast at work on a

model was taken by J. R. Tottlc, Taunton. Two "Photofiood"
bulbs provided the illumination, and the exposure given was

one second at F 8.

and
st-

rolled

ball.

very a

light for photographic purposes is that provided

by magnesium ribbon. This is not so intense as flashlight,

however, and is not suitable for instantaneous exposures.

The ribbon be ased in small quantities con-
J.

taincd in special holders provided with an arrangement
for feeding out the length of ribbon required. If a detach-

ed piece of ribbon is used it should, be gripped at one end
in a pair of pliers, and should be held well awav from
inflammable materials when it is

nited, A sheet of

under the burnin

Care should he taken

to see that the paper is not tightly

ne with the room lightssmg is

a

ig

hould be held

to avoid
trouble if a blazing piece should break

off and fall. Using a fast fl&nchroma tic

screwed up. Focus
full on and then the lights are extinguished. When
everything is ready, the shutter of the camera is opened

•and the powder ball is thrown
of the fire. Provided that the grouping is natural,

results obtained in thib

teresting. If a box camera is

the subject to the lens must

Prizes for Readers

and in-

distance from

film and a lens aperture of about

a piece of ribbon about 10 in, in length

will be

Most
entirely to

to

negative.

lieht failures

a

*£>*- are

is termed "harsh
with consequent objection-

able shadows. ely the trouble

can be overcome either by moving the

subject to photographed further

from the light or by placing ;* piece «>j

white muslin or similar

tween
be-

and the subject to

act as a diffuser. Another method is to

light

Photogra ny bv artificial light

in 6vides considerable scope

work, and to encourage experiments we
are

photographs
prizes for t lie best indoor

artificial light

In this contest there are no restric-

tions as to subject, size of prints, plate,

m, paper or type of camera The sub-

ject must be arranged and photograph-

ed by
ve

competitor himself, but de

loping and printing may be done by
ionals if necessary.

Each print submitted must be accom-

panied by details of the camera,

or plate, exposure and light

it was
Prizes of photographic materials or

use a white reflector such as a sheet of silhouette portraits of thus kind can be easily produced Meccano or Hornby products to the
m.- m . . • •..-.. . • Vtt Jl _ f ...HA ft. _-.---, I* dTfe ~m i -# W* i 1 " rfTfc r J * - _ !_ . _

white paper to throw light upon the wiih the .simplest cameras - value of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6 respective-

darker side of the subject. Too harsh contrasts also may
|

! ly, will be awarded for the three best prints received from
* "

'--* ....... ~. -..
riders living in the British Isles, and there will be a simi-

lar set of awards for the
1

three best prints sent by Overseas
be due to under-exposure, that is, the of tOO

flashpowder, or too development of nega
Among the most interesting branches of flashlight work

The operations

Entries must i essed to "Artificial

are silhouettes and
involved in producing
example is illustrated

hirst of all, a white sheet is hung across

wh ic 1 i

are quite

I

I

i

Competi
13. Those from rea

not later than 28th

Meccano Magazine, Binns Road,
in the British Isles must arrive

but Overseas entries

will be accepted until 29th
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ii Washing Screening

By ngmeer

DDDDDDn
IN the "MM" for January 1939 I described the general method of

coal winning, modern apparatus used in machine mining, and the

underground layout. The coal that comes to the pit top is of all

shapes and sizes, just as it is gathered up after a "fall." But it

cannot be marketed like this. The large Jumps, for example, would
be excellent as a locomotive fuel, but useless for coking; and so the

coal is gr very carefully according to size. With the smaller

kinds there is usually found a considerable proportion of dirt, and in

order that the fuel as marketed shall have as high a calorific value-

on to the various tracks in a fashion something like that of a railway
One or two pointsmen are of course needed for thisy

Before passing on to the refining processes I may mention briefly
the rest of the circuit followed by the tubs at the pit top. Since
leaving the shaft they have been running by gravity, and the level
of the rails in the tippler house is therefore somewhat below the

at the pit bank. After the coal has been discharged by the

isas possible per unit of weight this dirt must In- re

particularly important with small coals used for the manufacture
of coke. I should mention, too, that in even* "fall" at the coal

face

— ' — - -——,— —_ — — — —— >- — — - — -^ — — ^— —

-

— ..M ^— -mr ^^ mi ! p- m1 m n,vt - ' p .— »- t,' m. »« • m j i— V- ft % -fr 4 * ". a t, ,

tipplers the tubs are regulated so that they converge on to a single
track and run for a short distance farther downhill. They then tome
to an appliance called a creeper. The action of tliis may be likened
to that of a bucket elevator in which the buckets are 'replaced by
hooks. The hooks travel between the rails, engage with the axles of

usually comes
down a small proportion

of rubbish, rock, shale, and
such like; the larger pieces

can be separated from the

coal at once, put on one side

and then sent

sur during
repair and

ance work is done. The pit

bottom is not the place for

the smalls, how-cleaning
ever.

At the pit top every pro-

cess in the refining of raw
is automatically con-

trolled, Last month several

appliances in machine
described.mining

These, w
ing up and cheapening pro-

were
greatly speed

duct ion, are t»y

the miners, and the progress

of coal on the various
is such that it can alwavs be
w

various

the processes function with-

out any human control once
are started up and

steady flow of coal is

a

the tubs, convey them up a
fairly steep gradient, and
1 hen release them at such a

level as will enable them to
run by gravity down to the
pit bank ready for re-

marshalling into the cage,
readv for the return journey
to the shaft bottom.
The business of sizing

cleaning coal is us
carried out in a self-coo-

ant, as the
are

tained
processes

respects linked
in many
together.

number of collieries,

ver, the demand for the
lasses of coal varies

considerably from week to
the plant often

includes crushers for aug-
menting the output of the
smallest grades when occa-
sion so demands. The raw
coal is sorted out according
to

screens.
what an

sup
plied to them. Their rate of

K*w coai gutug iniu Luc cage at tnc pit bottom. The
into the cage. Photograph by courtesy of the

onsetter is operating tnc rams tnat push inc tubs
Westinghouse Brake and Signal Co. Ltd*

screens are
• m

used at many points in

mechanical cleaning plants,
and before we consider the

of O
.

ions m

working lias to be arranged to correspond with the rate at which
coal is up the sh

Before any form of cleaning can be done, however, the raw coal,

as pulled up' from underground, has to be discharged from the tubs.

This again is a mechanised process and is carried out by an appliance

called a tippler. A tippler is a kind of cage, though only large enough
to hold one tub; it is cylindrical in outward appearance, the axis of

the cylinder being in line with the line of the approach rails.

Automatic marshalling gear outside regulates the queue of waiting

tubs so that only one is allowed to enter the tippler at a time.

Short stroke pushers are often used for loading up, and then inter-

locking has to be included in the automatic controls to ensure that a

pusher cannot begin to operate unless the tippler is in the correct

position to receive a tub. The action of the colliery tippler is just the

same as that of the tippler for full-sized wagons in the mechanical

coaling plants seen at many locomotive depots on British railways.

As soon as the tub is completely inside, and properly held, the
er is caused to revolve. What is normally the top of this rather

special kind of cage is open, and when the tippler has completed half

a full revolution and the tub is consequently in the upside-down
position, the coal is discharged on to a belt conveyor passing below.

The tippler house is one of the very few parts of a modern
that is not completely mechanised. After the tubs are marshalled

away from the cage at the top of the shaft they run by gravity down
a single line of rails to the weighbridge, passing very often through
an airlock on the way. At the weighbridge the amount of coal is

are allowed to run down a further

detail it is as well that the
working of the screens .should be understood. Screens are nothing
more than large riddles, or sieves: in those used for separating the
larger sizes the perforated bottom is a heavy steel plate, inclined to
the horizontal and drilled with a number of holes all the same size.

uency; the smallerThe screen is cans to oscillate at high
lumps fall through the perforations, while the larger slide down
to the lower end, and are conveyed thence to another part of
the plant. For grading the smaller sizes stout wire meshing is

often used.
Within even the comparatively small area of Great Britain the

] mysical nature of coal mined varies enormously in different parts
of the diversecountry. These different varieties need
methods of cleaning, Scottish and Northumberland coals have a

messdegree
:aning

that m particularly suitable for
certain grades of Kentish coal are apt

to crumble and are better treated by dry-cleaning processes. Out of
of coal washing and cleaning I have chosen for

ailed description that which operates on what is known as
the float-and-stnk principle.

From tipplers the raw conies on to the first set
all the bi sreerof screens. Here arei

than five or six inches, and these large sizes are usually
straight on to hand-picking belts. It is the

coal

before reaching the

w h ich

i

is carried out. On

omcerned
aning

a further set of screens all the
s i \b-d i vision

checked, and then the
slight incline into the tippler house. Here there are usually half a
dozen or more tipplers, and the oncoming tubs have to be switched

stuff is taken out and used, just as it is, for firing boilers, or dis-

charged into wagons for sale as cheap slack. The main body of the
raw coal then passes into a coal cleaning funnel, or cone. As its

t
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name implies, this vessel is in the shape of an inverted cone. It is iull

of a mixture of sand and water. The sand is introduced near the top,

or mouth of the cone, and the water enters at a series of points at
varying heights. The sand is kept from sinking to the bottom partly
by means of an upward flow of water, and partly by mean 8 of

revolving blades that keep the water in a state of agitation. The coal

to be washed is intro-

duced at the ton of the
cone, and the amount of

sand in suspension in the
water prevents the coal

from sinking.

The strength of the
upward cu rrents ofwater,
the quantity of sand, and
the speed of the revolv-

out first, and each is given a special treatment. The nuts are made to

cascade over a series of weirs, immediately beyond each of which an
in ension it onupward stream of water keeps the

to the next weir, while the heavier particles, stone, dirt, and such

like, descend to the bottom of the washer. The slack is washed in

long troughs so constructed that the rubbish is cauirht in a sump,
coal

give
ing agitator blades are
regulated so

the correct time of wash-
ing to the coal, and after

that it is gently sluiced

over to the de-watering
screens. During the pro-
cess of washing the dirt,

refuse, and shale sinks toJ

P*

the bottom of the main
ihing cone. This rub-

is taken out periodic

though even of this

very little is quite useless

modern
collieries the washery can
usually be recognised by

>rma-
tion of the slurry tower.
Thn must not be con-
fused with the washing
cone; the slurry tower is a
h 1

1
ge settl ingtank whence

all the waste from the
various sumps and de-
watering screens is pump-
ed. Such water includes a
small proportion of slack;

in the conical tower it is

allowed to settle and
thicken, and then it is

conveyed by pipes to

matter. The greatest

care is taken to reclaim

Colliery tipplers in action. The coal in the tubs is discharged on to a belt conveyor passing below, Phulograph
by courlcsy oi "Colliery Engineering."

the considerable1 amount of sand that becomes mixed with the

special slurry de-water-
ing screens. Here the
slack is

the water purified ready .

for another cycle of

operations in the wash-
cry. J5y tliis time it

* the mixture is put over de-sanding and de-watering
screens. The sand and water extracted are then pumped back into

the main reservoir, which includes one chamber for clear water; it is

from this latter that the agitation water supply is taken.
Very little of the actual washing process can usually be seen, as

the cone is a closed vessel; but once the coal leaves the washer its

progress can be followed right away to the waiting railway trucks.

The inside of the building containing the
sizing screens for the clean coal has the

will be realised that nothing whatever is wasted in these modern
coal mg ants

But as I explained earlier in this article it is not always possible to

clean coal by washing. It will not always be a paying proposition to

and span look of a ship's eng
room, and the likeness is increased by the

of inspection galleries floored

with chequer plating. The coal coming
out of the cleaning cone enters upon the

uppermost of two long screens; the one
with the coarser mesh is imm
over the top of the other, and both are

being mechanically oscillated backward
and forward. The smaller pieces immedi-
ately fall through on to the lower screen,

where the coal is again subdivided. The
so-called "smalls 1

* are separated from the

which are callednext er

nuts," and fall through the meshes of the
lower screen on to a loading chute just

above one of the railway trucks. In
meantime the larger fragments pass for-

ward and are joined by others in the same
* * mm -4, + m *

grade coming the upper
screen; the latter js busy separating the
t .__. __ —1 1 ___ ' 11-J <f T lZl^„ #*
largest size, Which are called "cobbles."

The nuts and cobbles are loaded
severally into the waiting railway trucks

by what are called boom loaders. These
consist of a travelling belt working on an
arm that is hinged at one end like the jib

of a crane. Normally the belt is at rest,

and the arm is horizontal; but when coal
is t'r.'.iJv to be loaded the arm is lowered

M

through a small angle and the belt is set

going. The arm is quite long, and as the

install the extra plant necessary for the treatment of the slurry, and
in many localities water is plentiful and there is no need to conserve

supplies. In such cases there would be a murky discharge from the

plant, and this has to be deflected into some neighbouring stream. In
many districts, however, pollution of

even to a slight extent, would
not be tolerated, and there is nothing for

it but to use dry-cleaning in some form or

other. The principle underlying dry-

cleaning of coal is simple enough. The
raw coal is graded into the various sizes,

and each of these sizes is transferred to a
" A "table" con

-

separate cleaning
sists of a vibrating screen throughwhich is

blown a current of air; the air carries

oiaway with it all the small

dust, dirt, and other refuse, leaving coal

that contains less than one per cent.
. - *

of impurities.
"™ business of dry-cleaning of coal

must not be confused with the process oi

de-dusting, which is sometimes employed
with coal that is of a crumbling nature,

prior to its passing through a washing
plant. In a de-duster the small coal falls

through a chamber in which there is an
upward current of air

While on
another very interesting a
be mentioned, as illustrating the care

taken nowadays in the handling

all parts of a colliery. When dealing with

the pit bottom working I wrote of the belt

conveyors that are often used for bring-

ing the coal from the face to the point of

loading into the tubs. In a similar way to

that in which the full-sized way trucks

slope is on this account not steep the
is conveyed

-
with m> danger of

breaking or crumbling taking place. The

Coal on the screens that sort it into pieces of different sizes. The
screens arc vibrated mechanically to help in the separation of the

various grades.

are filled, the tubs are charged by means
of a boom loader. As the coal falls from

the travelling belt into the tubs a certain

amount of dust in the

washery plant, including the screens, the loaders, and the
actual cleaning equipment can indeed be considered as a mechanised
factory in which the performance of every unit is co-related. Every
individual appliance must be so designed that the flow of coal is

_

uniform the whole time; the process must be equally rapid at cacl

working wo result.stage, or else choking and unsa
A plant such as I have just described is capable of dealing with
a steady flow of 80 tons per hour.

In another system of coal washing the nuts and slack are separated

ing air current this is carried about and eventually deposited on the

walls of the tub road. Although in the form of fine dust, this is per-

fectly good coal, and its blowing about is so much waste, as well as

making things unpleasant for the men in charge Of the ing

operation. This trouble is obviated by an ingenious form of dust

extractor, A hood is fitted over the loading point, and by means of

compressed air a flow is induced down the funnel-shaped entrance to

the extractor. The dust-laden air on entering meets a mist of very
line water particles, and this wets the coal thoroughly.
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A New Quick-acting Rudder

A new type of rudder has been invented
by Mr. W. Stewart Collie, a naval architect

The End of the "Berengaria" A Sailing Ship in the Suez Canal

Yet another famous Cunard White
lin er has pa

->! Glasgow. It is known a^ the "Hydrogap" | year the 52. 101-ton liner
Rudder, and is being
made by Nautical and
General

-

1

In December last
'

tarta
p *

The
shows
auxiliary

illustration this

steel sc r

on Tins page-

"Frieda" with
i

I

engines

stries

Ltd., London. It is a
development of the
widely-used stream-
lined rudder, which

forwardhas a
•a b 1epart and a mo\

after.part pivoted on
the after edge of the

intixed portion,
the new rudder the
point about which
t urning takes place is

farther forward. The
effect is to open up a
gap between i lie two
parts of the rudder

this is moved
the

w
sfrom

position, and tins gap

in the Suez Canal.
The vessel seems odd-
ly out of place in the
canal, one of the
engineering wonders
of the world and
more suited to the
giant liners of to-day.
and a further con-
trust with sailing ship

s is provided by
the powerful search-

•

Tlieniolorsliip '*FriesenFand ship used in connection with German transatlantic air services. Photograph
by courtesy of Deutsche Lufthansa, Berlin.

increases in

increased.
as the rudder

Through this gap
le is

a
narrow column of water, at high pressure
and accelerated speed, which flows alone theH Jr. - M^ J

opposite side of the rudder, irureasing the
pressure there and giving a greater tin ning
force.

It is claimed a
'1 1

rudder
is more effective than a larger one of anv
other design, and requires
less powerful steering gear.

was taken to Jarrow for demolition tav

Jarrow Shipbuilding Company. The
has been at a cost of

over £100,01)0, by Sir John jarvis, who
has undertaken this work to give employ-
ment at jarrow, and for two years some
-km. _ . _ W

breaking
auction of the ship's

furnishings that preceded the breaking up

men will be occupied in
her up. During

light hanging over
her port bow. AH
ships passing through
the Suez Canal must

searchlight.

mail

carry a
Liners an
vessels making the
canal passage regu-
larly carry one as a
permanent fitting, but
for other craft a

orary unit is- supplied by the authori-
rernovc it on the completion

is

of the passage
The use of the

important when negotiating the canal, and
cars are not allowed to travel at night on

the canal

sts have been made with
a cabin cruiser 30 ft.

driven by a 10 h.p
and fitted w the

engine
1 1 cw

rudder. These have shown
a com e < an

M.

be made in less time than
is required with other de-
signs, and that the Hydrogap
rudder has less effect in

during ar ucing
turning movement.

Coming Launches

The 35,000-ton battleship
"King
launched
King at theWalker Naval

V" will be
H.M. The

Yard of Vickers-Armstrongs
. on 21st February.

This vessel was laid down
in January Last year

Another important launch
in the near future will

new ' Royal
construction

the line road that runs
bank from Tort Said to Ismailia, as their
headlights might interfere with the navi-

gation of ships. The road is

owned by the Suez Canal
Company and can be used by
tourists provided a pass is

obtained.

The sailing ship shown was
12 miles from Port

'Said, and has just passed the
hist oi the st. Limns situated

canal at intervals

about 12 miles. At these
stations ships receive in-

structions regarding their

passage. Sometimes a fast

mail boat is coming through.
a

is

v-movmg

An auxiliary steel schooner passing through the Suez Canal. Photograph by P. Lawrie, London.

stopped and tied up
at the berth while the
mail boat passes.

P. Lawk IE,

Name Chosen for New Liner

The United States Line
decided to give

of

Andes/' under
Belfast bv Harland and

*

Wolff Ltd. The "Amies*' will be of 25,800
tons

of most
to be one
ever built.

She will be launched and named by
H.R.H. the Duchess of Kent, who will be

Duke. The launchaccompanied
will take place on 7th March,

her bell was sold to an American for /TOO.
The "Berengaria, formerly the "Im-

Vnlcan-werke,
— — — «w mr w mm' * ^ w r WW J

peratar," was built at
Hamburg, for the I l ambit rg-Amenta line.
She made her maiden voyage in June
1913, and was in New York when the
Great War broke out. Later she was seized,
and at the end of the War was handed over

4 .

to the Cuiiard Line and placed in the
ii tic service.

new liner

Newport K ews
Dock Co. The
this vear, and

iiamc ,4 merica to the
built for them by the

ipbuilding and Dry
wi 1

1

nehed
ready lor service

on the North Atlantic route in the Spring
of 1940. She will have a designed dis-

of about 34,000 tons, and
be capable of carrying 1,219 passen-

gers. It is estimated that her cost will

be about £5.150,000.
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Salvaging Cargo Worth £5,000, GO (J

A company has been formed in Johannes-
burg to salvage the

*

'Grosvewor," -which was
wrecked near Port St. John, on the south-
east coast of Africa in 1782. She was one of
the most important ships of the East India
Company* and is believed
r

*

to have been carrying an
large cargo.

to an before she could be employed
and she was then handed
and O. Line, and again

reconstructed, this time to her origi

design. She went into

m the routes
thus

company s

it was not until

service

and
six years after

New Light Vessel in- Bristol Channel

The new
shown in

:s s

Light Vessel is

illustration this

ntju

exce i) t u .pn

verincluding gold
bars and precious stones
now worth about
£5,0.00,000.

i unique method will be
employed in the work. A
breakwater 13,000 ft. inw

length is to be built round
the
ship

which the
Inside the

breakwater a watertight
dyke. 400 ft- in length and
similar in construction to

those used on the Zuider
£ee

(
will be constructed,

and the gully will then be

men

pumped dry so that, the

actual salvage work can be
oper-

ations will take about a
year to complete and will

cost 0&6OQ. If the esti-

mated value of the cargo is correct, it is

is in the Bristol Channel,
Glamorgap coast, and it is easily

for it is painted red, w
the word "Breahsea** m

m I • - _ a

large white letters on
both sides of the hulL
Its light is exhibited from
a
and shows one white flash

of half a second duration
every 15 seconds
light vessel also lias a
cliaphone fog signal givin

one blast of two seconds
.

duration every 20 seconds.
It also has a submarine

a radioosct

beacon.
The

Light
n ew "Breahsea"

Vessel was built

at Dartmouth by Philip
and Sons Ltd., and "Liver-
pool Cables" were

The Canadian Pacific liner "Duchess of Atholl" approaching Prince's Landing Stage, at Liverpool.
Photograph by F. Mills, Kearslcy.

that there will be a su us of

{3,650,000 after everything has been paid.
This includes 15 per cent., or about
j£750,000. payable to the Government for

permission to * m*ge, and another
/525.000 in taxation.

The Eventful Career of the "NaZdera"

liner Naldera," of

The close of 1938 also saw the end of the
R and O. passenger T:— •*«-*»"»

Kv.QOO tons, which was taken to Bo'ness
breaking up. The "Naldera" wan

destined for the scrap-yard
earlier last year, but gained a

for

her keel was laid that she finally left

the Clyde.

Famous Clyde Shipyard Closes

One of the oldest and most famous of the
Clyde shipbuilding establishments came to

an end recently, when a sale was held to dis-

pose of the plant and equipment. The yard
was at Greenock, and was established over a
century ago by Messrs. Caird and Co., who
tu out man v shins from it.

hour of the 1*. and O. company's first hners
were built there when that line was founded

for all electrical wiring.

The Life-boats' Busiest
Year

The life-boat service of

National Life-boat Institution

broke two records in 1938. Its life-

were launched for rescue purposes more
often,, and
desi ruction more boats and vessels than
ever before in

helped to save from

history of 1 15 years.

Altogether 27 medals for gallantry were
won by life-boatmen during the year, three
times as many as in 1937, Among these
were three silver medals,
awarded to the coxswains of the life-boats

at St. Ives, Cornwall, New on
the

*

reprieve when on the com-
letion of her last voyage in

eptember she was taken over
by the Government for the
purpose of carrying the British

Legion
in connection with the evacua-
tion of Sudeten land. Although
never required for the voyage.
she for some days in the

—

Thames with the police force

aboard.
This unique

one of

"Naldera."

was
that befell the
evious events

chiefly affected her building,

her design and purpose
were an so many times

it has long been jokingly
stated that in her time she had
been every kind of ship except

She was ordered
.. of Green-

a
from Caird

and Tenbv, South Wales,
respectively.

A silver medal for gallantry
has now
Coxswain

to

Mogridge
of the Torbay life-boat, while
thanks on vellum were awarded
to each of the seven members
of his crew. These awards were

ft *

made in recognition of the
rescue of the two men of a
crabber dragged her

m a gale d uring
J »ecember and was only 30 yds,

from the cliffs, with heavy seas

breaking right over her, when
the life-boat came
in the darkness, guided
beacon on the top of the cliffs.

Wooden Lightships Replaced

Many of the Trinity House
lightships stationed round the
British coast are built of wood.

ock, and construction was
started early in 1914. The pro-

Thti new "Breaksea" Light Vessel built for Trinity House, under whose control it is stationed
in the Bristol Channel. Photograph by courtesy of The Liverpool Electric Cable Co. Ltd.

pelling machinery installed of
twin-screw, u recipro

gines, taking steam from coal-fired Scotch
ilers. Work on the vessel was suspendedt_j

»:t

during the first three years of the War, and
the Government ordered her to be

as a cargo ship, as vessels of thatcom

in 183.5, and from 1869 onwards
were rarely without a P. and O. vessel on
the stocks*. They built altogether between

The Corporation recently de-
cided to replace 23 of these
during the next eight years
with modern steel vessels, and

type were urgently needed. The conversion
was barely completed when were
jjiven to convert her again for troop carry-
ing, and this was no sooner done than still

another conversion was ordered, and the
v essel v.. is gutted for recon s t ruction

as an aircraft carrier! The War came

and 90 P. and O.
over 500 .000 tons gross.

The Greenock shipyard and engineering
were taken over by Harland and

Wolfi Ltd., in 1910. The last vessel ordered
from s was the P, and O. liner

launched in January 1922,

had been extended

the recent depression in the shipbuilding
industry.

new owners, was closed

three vessels of the new type have already
been built and placed in service.

Maiden Voyage of the "Mauritania"

The fitting out of the new "Mauretania"
at Birkenhead is progressing rapidly, and
she will be ready for service in June
On the 17th of that month she will

from Liverpool on her maiden
to New York, leaving there on

sevova
1st "July

for Cherbourg and Southampton. Further
sailings will be made from Channel ports,

with London a* her home port. She will

then sail from Kin^ George V Dock.

-
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HE Fokker company of Amsterdam dates back to the
and the aircraft produced byea

this firm have noted for their high efficiency and
reliability. Fokker aircraft are now built under licence in

16 countries and are in

daily use in 30. The
es produced are a

varied as one
expect of a
that

are so good that the pilot can devote his full and individual
attention to the purpose of the flight. It is designed to be
armed with four guns, the tvpes and arrangement of which
depend upon the type of engine arma-

consist of

private owner, air line

operator, and Govern-
ment military depart-

ments. On the com-
the a ir-

from two-
seater trainers to four-

engined monoplane air

>
the st

accommo-

rn en t

four machine guns, a
pair mou

n

in i

half of the wing, or two
i * m * •

in winer and two inb
ronthe fuselage

ised to fire through the

'screw; while two
20 mm. cannons may
be fitted in the fuselage,

ins two
ine

which
date up to 56 passen

gers by day and 28 by
ni

types

from single-seater
fighters and reconnaissance seaplanes to twin-engined
landplane and seaplane bombers.

J. J.

synchronised
guns. The triggers and
levers for operating tin-

machine guns and can-
nons are attached to

The Fokker D.21 single-seater fighter with which a new Dutch altitude record of 37,250 ft. w
achieved on 3rd Scptcmbc 1938. The illustrations to this article are reproduced bv courtesy

N.V.

was
reproduced by courtesy of

Vliegtuigcnfabrick Fokker, Amsterdam,

the throttle lever to the
left of the pilot.

The D.21 is a canti-

lever low wing

Two typical Fokker military landplanes are the D.21
single-seater fighter and the T.5 long-range
described in this article, A Fokker D.21 was used by Mr.
Leegstra, one of the Fokker

plane constructed on
usual Fokker lines, with the wing built up of two box

plywood ribs, with a Bakelite plywood covering.
Ailerons made of steel tubes and encased in fabric are

s offitted to the outer p
wing, and split landing flaps on the same edg

the trailing

pilots, when he
attacked the Dutch altitude

record on 3rd September last.

The record then stood at

33,400 ft., the height achieved
ight Lieut, J. R. W. van

in a Fokker D.17
on 18th

gland

Leegstra sur

single-seater

January 1935.

lis feat

to a height of 37,250 ft,

D.21 lie flew was one
series of normal

a

vice

machines, without any
the

full

arra

flight, an
load. Usually such

record-breaking attempts are

the

over
the whole length of the centre
section between the ailerons.

a
structure, and

from the nose to the trailing

edge of the win- it is covered
with duralumin panels th ,t

e removed for inspection
of the framework. The top
"of the rear part of the

fuselage is also covered in this
7

will i

and the

doped
om
j" i

1

*

half

en-

closed and roomy cockpit is in

i the aeroplane

Mr, Leegstra, Ihc Fokker company's pilot who made the record flight in the aeroplane
r-n in the upper illustration on this page.

line with the trailing edge of

the wing, and has large

windows that ensure a good
for the pilot. The en-

trance is very large, and in an

carrying only the minimum essential

The D.21 is used by the Air Forces
Finland, and the Netherlands. This sturdy
seater fighter has

*

designed and built m
g sin gle

ance
with the requirements of modern warfare, and is a
formidable aeroplane. It can be used very to

attack raiding bombers, for diving attacks on ground
targets, and for home defence, and can be flown easily in

all circumstances and in any attitude. Its flying qualities

be Hung off

emergency the entire roof can
The usual instruments and the blind-flying

in shock absorbers, and" areequipment are suspen
indirectly lighted. The cockpit equipment also includes a
radio set, chart locker, and an electrically-heated oxygen
m or use when living at very
undercarriage is of the fixed type.

The

The aeroplane can employ any type of air-cooled or
liquid- engine of 600-1,000 h.p., and its perform
ance varies of course according to the type of engine fitted.
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VIII" it has a

service ceiling, with
When equipped with a Bri

top speed of 270 m.p.h., and
this engine, is 31,160 ft.

The T.5 long-range medium bomber is the latest heavy
military aeroplane produced bv the Fokker company, and
a series of these formidable aircraft has been supplied to

the Royal Dutch Air Force. The Force experimented last
*r J.

year with "shadow-shading" their aircraft, and the first

to be camouflaged in

on this page. In

this way was the T.5
min£ the T.5

locking device, if necessary. His main duty, however, is to

the aeroplane against attacks from above, behind
and from the sides. A machine gun is mounted in the cock-

pit for the purpose, and there is a hydraulically-operated

windscreen that when open protects the gunner from the

airstream. If he desires he can disconnect his navigating
controls, so as to give him more room when working his

gun. When
it is

e cockpit is not being used for gun action

a

attention

was given
to obtain-

ing an effi-

c i e n t

arrange-
ment of the

equipment

The radio operator's position is in line with the trailing

_ _ edge of the

wing and is

directly be-

hind the
rear spar, to

ment, and
ensuring

even
to

that

when flying

at a high
speed the

which the

radio set is

attached.
He may also

be
to

gunner, and
to

the rear of

a

aero plane Th*5 "shadow-shaded*' Fokker T.5 bomber of the Royal Dutch Air Force was the first aeroplane in the Service to be camouflaged. where he 51 ts

is a trap door in the floor and provision for two
downward and to the rear.

would be
and well

manuniv and the result is a fast

long-range machine guns for* J. 11*. firing

The crew total five, and consist of the commander, who
is also the navigator and bomber, the pilot, second pilot or

gunner, and rear

turret

fuselage. It can be

The commander occupies the

forms nose
with a 20-25 mm.

automatic gun, or either one or two machine guns, and its

occupant has a very extensive field of lire. The
camera, bomb release switch box, bomb sight, navigation
and communica-
tion controls are

There are also special openings in the side walls to permit
* him to fire to the left and to the right.

The rear gunner occupies the stern of the fuselage where
un is mounted in a conical transparent turret.

to protect him.
a

The walls of the aft section

When he wishes to fire he pushes the gun outward through

a slot, which is closed again when the gun is withdrawn.
As the turret can turn a complete circle and the machine

gun is on

wialso

reach. The
are suspen

room

his

in a

the wing, inside

the - fuselage, and
the compartments
are closed by
hydraulic a lly-
operated trap
doors, the position

of any
time is indicated in

the pilot's cockpit
The first

.

an en-

operated
irrespective of the

theof

and
gunner can sweep a
complete semi-
circle to the rear of

the aeroplane. In

an emergency,
however, the turret

can be thrown off.

The aceompany-
illustrations

A T*5 long-range bomber in the air. This view shows the middle wing form of construction and the conical turret

that forms the pointed stern.
closed cockpit that

is higher than the

nose turret and is just in front of the leading edge of the

wing; a position that gives him a clear view fon\
on both sides. It is specially equipped for long-distance

flights and for blind flying. The adjustable seat is placed

ane.

on the si so as to

right to the places occupied by the
the crew. Part of the transparent

can

e a clear passage on
members of

the cockpit

e cast oil in the event of a bad forced landing,

behind this cockpit, and above the wing, is

that for the second pilot. In it there is a complete set of

steering controls and flying instruments, so that in case of

emergency he can take over the controls from the first

and at the same time disconnect the main controls

in that pilot's compartment by means of a hydraulic

ing

show the Fokker
T.5 to be a twin-

engined middle
wing
The wing is a one-

piece structure of normal Fokker design, and of course is

fitted with ailerons and split flaps. The fuselage is in three

and the

~ wide,

twin-rudder tail unit and a retractable undercarriage are

fitted. The undercarriage wheels are drawn up hydraulic-

ally into the engine nacelles, and the openings then closed

sections, the forward and rear ones of

centre one of wood and forming part of the wing.

the

of

of the nacelles.

aero engine of about 800 to

1,000 h.p. and of normal construction and size can be fitted

in the T.5. When fitted with two Gnome Rhone 14NIT.5. When two Gnome Rhone
engines the T,5 can attain a
The greatest height to which it can
type of engine is 28,8(55 ft.

m.p.h.
J
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Handling Baggage on the "Queen Mary"
In order to avoid confusion, and to

drums for boilers and chemical plants.

is a combination ofThe press

speed up the work of loading or discharging
_—, „__^t 1_ -i-iw __ , J_l_ ^ \tf\^_^^-_ 51 jT tl
passengers baggage on the "Queen Mary"
the special conveyor shown in action in,

the illustration on tliis page is used. The
conveyor was made by Herbert Morris Ltd.,

^^ i

Loughborough, and is of the wood slat

two special 1 designed vertical presses

It is fitted with wheels, and w
required for use is simply run out on to the
quay and hoisted into connection with the

in the ship's side by one of

cranes. The man in

each capable of exerting a pressure of 3,000
, which are connected by steel bending

15 ft. deep and 20 in.

thick. The total weight of the machine
is about 890 tons.

beams 52 ft.

A Fine Russian Tramcar

One of the world's finest tramcars is

now to be seen in the streets of Moscow.

New Belgian Canal Nearing Completion

The new Albert Canal, between Liege

I ium, on icli Gotl-and Antwerp,
structional work has been proceeding for

com-the past eight years, is now nea
pleted and is expected to be in full service
within the next few months. It will replace

thean existing canal and will shorten
route between Liege and Antwerp by
miles. Ships using it will pass through only
Six s of 23 as on the

the
charge then presses a
which sets the conveyor belt in

motion, and baggage placed on
this is carried in a steady and
rapidly moving stream . The belt is

electrically driven and can be
started or stopped from either end.

There is none of the usual con-
fusion

canal, a feat ure that will result

passing up and down gangways
between the quay and the
and the work is carried out smooth-
ly and methodically, the activities

of the workmen bein£ concen-
,

trated mainly on checking or
stowing the baggage as it enters

or leaves the ship.

Lightning Protection for the

World's Greatest Building

One of the problems that had
to be solved the
and engineers responsible for the
construction of the Palace of the
Soviets, Moscow, which will be the
world's tallest building, is that of
rotecting the great structure from
ightning. After experiments last-

ing over two years it has been de^
cided to use metal plates "earthed"
to the main steel skeleton of the
building for this purpose. Similar

in further considerable saving in

time. Another advantage of the
new canal is that its mute

in Belgium, whereas the
canal passes into Holland at

one point in order to avoid
high ground.
The Albert Canal is about 77

miles in length and has a general

width of 85 ft. 4 in., with a
channel depth of approximately

16J ft. In some parts it is carried

210 ft. deep,
of which

through
in the

ings

construction
over 31,000,000 cu. yds. of earth
and rock had to be excavated.
At
along the line

between flanking walls of re-

ally

it is

the old canal

inforced concrete, which
create an aqueduct with a water
level nearly 24 ft. higher than

/. In
the pressure

two

that of the old

to w
of the water these
walls are underpinned

deeply into the earth.

great

4,300
sunk

The canal is crossed by several

With the exception

The special Morris portable conveyor described on this page unloading
baggage from the Cunaid White Star liner "Queen Mary, 11 Photograph

of Herbert Morris Ltd.* Loughborough.

i

'

y

rs

courtesy

arrangements are also being
protect the 300 ft. statue of Lenin that

crown the structure.

made to I This is of the single deck type, and ha* a

Until the building is completed and the
permanent protection plates are in place a
balloon carrying an "earthed" cable will be
sent up to an altitude of nearly 2,000 ft. to

all ning rges

.

graceful streamlined all-metal body nearly
50 ft. in length. It will carry a total of 150
passengers, seating being provided for 52.
The vehicle is fitted with power-operated

double doors at the back and in the centre,
a single door at the front. The door

at the back is used by passengers boarding

that are
new w

fine

of tliree drawbridges at Antwerp
these are of the fixed type and
allow sufficient clearance for any
boats of up to 1,350 tons capacity

to be passing along the

-

Blackwall Tunnel

The London County Council have
to

-

a

Giant Bending

A twin-bending press, which is believed
to be the largest of its kind in the worl
both as to size and capacity, has recently
been built bv the *"

car, and the
alighting. means

interior

by passengers
electric heating

:

the vehicle is

win-Southwark
even in

windows are

at a comfortable temperature
frosts, and all the

under the Tha i nes, about 800 ft.

stream from Blackwall Tunnel,
present tunnel was opened about
years ago, and its 16-ft. roadway and
narrow footoaths have long proved in-

corporation of America, It exerts a pressure
of 6,000 tons and can accommodate plates
up to 40 ft. in length and 8 in. in thickness.

bends these plates into semi-ci
for use in making high-pressure

adequate for the greatly increased volume
of cross-river trat'ri c The new tunnel

in

and
in?

a maximum
said to be free

noiseless in

wiping
devices to prevent frost-

wintertime. The car travels at

will have a roadway 20 ft. wide and
will cost about £3,000,000, It will be
used

m.p.h. and is

m vibration and almost

only by
^ -— •— t— #— — — - — — - —— —

south-bound vehicular
traffic, north-bound vehicles and
trians being restricted to the existing

tunnel.
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Mobile Television Aerial Unit for the B.B.C.

The upper illustrations on this page
show a new mobile television aerial

that lias been constructed for the B.B.C.

Drilling America's Hardest Rock

One of the most interesting mines
in the world is the Soudan iron mine of the
Oliver Iron Mining Co. on the Vermillion

The First Mobile Telephone Exchange

The General Post Office now has the
distinction of

mobile
use in connec-

tion with outdoor
television broad-
casts. The vehicle

possessing the world's first

automatic telephone exchange,
which was placed in

service

North

carries the aerial
* v

equipment and
cables, and is fitted

_

::: ;:.>
..

.• :•

.-

p.v.
.'. V.'.

'

it n &*
,v.

with a four-section

ladder
-

extending .

capable of extension
to a height of 80 ft,,

,* . . «'

from of

which the aerial is

sus p ended. The
ladder is permanent-

mounted above
the roof of the van,

vehicle is

i

-•
.

-

"- - *.•'•«. '.VV

I .-
and
provided with four
screw jacks to give

when
The new mobile television aerial unit

Rungs are provided
in the top section of
the ladder only* as
the aerial and cables

m -

are attached
the ladder is extend-
ed to its full height.

of the
van is steel panelled
and at the centre of
the near side is a
special door 3 ft, 6 in.

wide, which is hinged
at the bottom so

recently placed in service by the B.B.C.
The aerial is suspended from the top of
an extending ladder, which is shown
fully erected on the left, Photographs by
courtesy of Merryweather and Sons Ltd,*

London S.E.10.

Iron Range near Tower, Minne-
, U.S.A. This mine

the
the State

The complete unit is

mounted on w
and can travel to any
place where its ser-

vices are needed. For
instance, it can be
used for restoring the

lone service
a local ex-

chan.'j'o is temporarily
of action

through fire or
breakdown, and also

urgent
where some unavoid-

delay has oc-
* 1 J *

in completing a new
The equipment provided enables 100

subscribers to dial calls to one another or to

trunk operators
c han -^e

.

. i

and

unit

walls,

fitted with

ant deepest
and

enjoys

power supply
two 50-volt

are capable
matie switchgear

n eigh bouring ex-

double heat in-

and floors,

own lighting and

reputation of having the hard

1 .V

America
The rock

any
drill and

mine in

attention,

either from
The

break.

generator

supplied
accumulators,

driving the auto-
week without

charged
the

are
"ven

that when opened it

forms a ramp for rolling cable drums in or

out, and for loading or discharging other
items of the equipment. The door is opened
and closed by means of a light steel

winding cable operated by a handle from
the outside of the vehicle. The chassis
is of the forward control type fitted with
a petrol motor of 65 b.h.p.

The vehicle was built by
-

retem

hard that
about 2,S00 detachable drilling

bits are used each day. After

use they are reground- and
in the mine drill shop and each

main petrol engine of the unit, or fr tilt

bit is used eight times.

The materials the drills have to penetrate
are chiefly rock, jasper, and ore. Of these the
hardest is the jasper, which is composed of

two very hard minerals crystallised to-

and some idea of the difficulty of

drilling the material is given by the fact

electric mains supply if this is available

During speeches made at the inaugura

tion of the new it was
that the experiment is an important step'

forward in the efforts of the General Post

Office to
and wherever it is needed.

service w

British Turbines for South African Power
Station

An important new power

and SonsMerryweather
Ltd., London, the well-
known firm of fire-engine
manufacturers.

A Brilliant New Electric

A

Light

1 ,000-watt mercury
lamp that is no larger than a
cigarette, yet is designed to

attain a brilliancy equiva-
about one fifth that of

IS

the Sun's surface, has been
developed in the United
States. The light is emitted

a highly concentrated
electric arc stream
not much wider or longer
than an ordinary pen, and is

approximately 12 times as
brilliant as that of the incan-
descent filament of a stand-
ard projection lamp having
a capacity of 1,000 watts.

ion has

been erected on the Klip River about 30
miles south of Johannesburg
to meet increasing

for electricity in

mining area. The
ing
structed

plant lias been con
Metropolitan-

Vickers Electrical Co. Ltd.,

Tra fiord Park, Manchester,
and consists of 16 turbo

e withalternators com

together prod
424.HOO W he plant is

p of 12 main generat

ing sets, of vhich

perates at 3,090 r.p.m., and
uces 33,000 kW, and

ofsmaller set

000 \\ pacity
An interior view of the

I
>ow house, g the

An interior view o( the Klip River Power Station near Johannesburg, showing some of the turbine
Co. Ltd.generators. Photograph by courtesy of MetropolUan-Yickers Electrical

iree generators in

reproduced on
The station is

th
V

r-w

I he new lamp consists of a small quartz
tube, inside which is a tinv bore that con
tains a globule of mercury and a trace of

the rare gas argon. The ends of the quartz
tube are capped with brass ferrules that

enm

provide CO Very-
high pressure and great heat are developed,
and it has been necessary to provide a water-
cooling system. This is in the form of an
ingeniously ned water set,

that the average depth to which a drill will [ ' Falls and Transvaal Power Co. Ltd., and
together with existing stations at Brakpan,
Simmer Pan, Rosherville, Vereeniging and
Witbank will brine the total capacity of

requiring iwn**^,. „
1 .77 in. while it takes a minute
a hole than half an inch

surrounds the gleaming lamp.

Actual laboratory tests of the jasper have
revealed that some parts of the material are

actually harder than the steel that was used
to

because
is relatively brittl

being
tough,

turbo-alternators operated by this

Company to 820,500 kW.
The Klip Kiver and Witbank stations are

the property of the Electricity Supply Com-
mission of South Africa and are operated for

the Commission by the Victoria Falls

and Transvaal Power Co. Ltd.

;
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By T. R.

HEN most of us think of butter we picture it being

made in a country farm dairy, but in these days
large creameries have replaced the older hand methods,
and often produce almost as many tons in

J. ** -

iry did ounce e of the most moc
as a

of these

great butter factories is that of Wilts. United Dairies Ltd.,

Somerset, and here cream
of Somerset,

Yonder Hill, near
a large area of the

?

farm
Dorset and Devon is used to make butter at the astonish-

ing rate of five tons an hour.

The spotlessly clean factory buildings are planned on
"flow production" lines to enable the whole of the work to

proceed smoo

arriving at the factory are arranged in a group at a
can deal with the milk as it is drawn from the

cream forwardcooler-tanks and pass the
for ripening.

The ripening process prepares the cream for the butter

churns,

above
ripening rooms are si

churning room, to enable

of

ripening rooms contains a battery of glass-lined

cream to flow by gravity direct to the churns.

cs in which the cream is held during this process, and
all the rooms are insulated and have their temperatures
accurately controlled recorded

from the arrival of the

milk and cream to

the final dispatch of

the butter. The first

geis rece ion

of the supplies from
the farms.

arrive

1 1 1e

run
loading

un

lit of which allows

cans to be trans-

unnecessary
handling.

After the deliveries

of milk and cream
ve

the cans arc placed in

rows on the bank for

samples to be taken.

are

tested by a laboratory

maturing for

a time in the ripening

tanks, the cream is

drawn off through
pipelines to e

churning
haps the
pressive

factory.

chums

room, per
lm-

ace in the
of

rangedare

down the wholelength
of the room, and as

each churn consists of

a large white cylinder,

mounted in a hori-

zontal position and
JL

ed with its own
driving motor and
enclosed reduction

the general ar>

pearance is one of

The big circular tables on which butter is passed under rollers that make it smooth and consistent and
remove surplus water. The necessary salt also is added in this room. The illustrations to this article arc

and a satisfac-
reproduced by courtesy of Wilts. United Dairies Ltd., Yonder Hill, Somerset,

cleanliness.
charges of cream are

fed to e

torv report of the quality of each must be obtained before

the can from which it wa
stain

.

s is allowed to be tipDed

cream start
*

which the
journey through the factory. As soon as

i can is em it is on a chain convevor
it to a special washing and sterilising plant

and after a thorough cleansing it is returned to the bank
ready for loading on to the lorries once more.
The incoming supplies of milk and cream are handled in

slightly different ways.
tipping

T

to

milk passes by pipelines from
lass-lined storage of 300

gallons capacity in the dairy buildings, and from these it
! i ! M

is drawn as to the pasteurisers, in which it is

sterilised by heating, and to the coolers and separators
cream, of a colli arrives

se a is with hv the cream
processing it is pasteurise separ*

plant, and then chilled before being passed to the cream
npenmg rooms, it th.- supplies < > i

cream separated in the factory itself. The separators used
in the ion of cream from the milk

through nozzles at the ends of pipes suspended from the

ceiling, large doors with quick-action locks serving for this

purpose and for the inspection and washing of the butter.

Inside the cylinder is a series of

same purpose as

ates serve

se in an ordinary

e

as

e creamthe cylinder rotates the effect is to beat

cause it to form into butter in the usual way. Drain-cocks

fitted in the churn walls are provided for draining off

the buttermilk and the water in which the finished butter

is washed. At the start of churning, a charge of cream is

introduced into the churn, the doors are locked and the

driving motor is started up. About 45 minutes of churning
L "J J. *m*

follows, at the end of

run off, leaving the butter
the buttermilk is

the

of churn.

The butter is or four times wi
-

water of great purity, the water being chilled to a definite

firmness to the butter-mass.

transferred

through the ge

the

is

trucks

truck is
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loaded it is run into the next processing room. Here is

added the salt that is a necessary ingredient of all butter,

package is complete. In addition to this, there is another

bo 1

1

1 salt
1 '

and it is placed on big circular

tables, which rotate and pass the butter under a series of

rollers. The object of rolling is two-fold. It converts the
mass of butter granules into a smooth and consistent

and

that wraps circular

the butter being
in a

forced into a

t

any surplus water,

which some is

bound to remain

vertical feeding channel and cut off by wires which move
across horizontally. The same method of wrapping
paper around the butter is used to complete the work.

Although the

machines all work
with wonderful ac-

each

the
in the

After rolling, the
butter output of the

factorv divides, for

different forms of

are em-
ployed for various

markets, and these

ieir owncall for tl

methods of hand-
ling, A considerable

theof

age is wcig

leaves the

as it

line,

and any that do not
conform to the set

weight
The

butter in rolls is in-

teresting as

ample of

an ex-

way
in which a skilled

can be
neeessary- even in a

modern mass-pro-

Thc churning room. Each of the churns is provided with its own driving motor and enclosed reduction gear, and
cream is fed into them through pipes leading from the ripening tanks on the floor above.

quantity
butter is bulked
dispatch; that is to

say it is formed into slabs and placed in either boxes or

casks. Butter used for catering and for manufacturing
processes is largely dealt with in this way. Gn the other
hand, butter for the domestic market is generally packet-
eel, and sometimes cartoned as well; and tills work is done

duction factory.
Butter for rolls is

worked up

in a special department by cleverly

Still another domestic demand is for rolled

skilled

designed machines

of packing is

another section.

The paper wrappings for the packeted butter are print-

ed in the factory, this

of just the same type as those used for butter making in

farm dairies. The slab is shaped by a series of rapid move-
ments, and then a quick forward push of a pat forms the

flattened

the w done that

into a roll. So accura is

roll is produced without

anv all the rolls look
.

alike

ed the butter is transferred to storagexooms
that are maintained at the correct temperature to give it a
firm texture, and it is kept there until it is despatched

rail or to its various destinations.
»-

! t was mentioned that

aval

being adopted
to ensure that a su

of wrappers to meet the
butter output is always

e with a mini-
mum of dclav. Small
printing machines deal

with the wrappers, and
for some of these two
colours mavbe re

The ing

and the making of boxes
and cartons is also car-

out in this de

The butter
machines wor

gmg
at great

butter,

which is fed into a hop-
one end is

to tests

samples of thecream and
milk arriving at the un-

loading bank. This is by
no means o

i hat is carried out, for

sam *s are

taken at all stages of

obj ect

ensu re

clelmite standards

and are

maintained, Thelabora
ton', which is very com
pletely is al

ways at work, checking

and testing, and
D s :

no
o butter are

allowed to go forward

forming
through to the Packing and boxing butter^ at Yonder Hill. The correct amount of butter for each package is cut off for packing Until the

w"~ ~ J w
" '

*

Moratory report hastunnel
screw conveyor.

mec and wrapped bv mechanical

the

butter emerges under a
rotating head. When

certified them as satisfactory. In carrying out tins check

ing some 10 or 12 thousand tests of samples are made each

month at Yonder Hill, and if at any stage of manufacture
correct amount of butter to the sample fails to come up to the set standard, the batch

_- - . ... „, „ ugh the
gives it the shape necessary for packing, and the column of
* i 1 m > «

set of plungers mounted on

make a package of the desired weight projects, a movin P"

wire on a cutter-head severs this piece from the rest of the
column, and it drops on to the wrapper, which has been
fed from a stack to a rotating circular

plungers and an ingenious set of mechanical fingers fold

from which it was drawn is rejected at once. It is only on

rare occasions that the laboratory has to stop production,

the es of the er around the butter, and the

for the original check of material entering the

y, and the care taken in handling, keep milk, cream
and butter in perfect condition. All the pipelines through

which milk and cream pass are of stainless
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HE fascination of bridges is not always due to size.

Few of them could be more attractive than such
Bridge, Sydneymagnificent structures as the

Harbour Bridge, or the gigantic suspension bridges that

have been completed in San sco Bay.
Many bridges smaller than these giants are attractive

because of s

ness

features, however, such as the graceful-

structure, or the resource and ingenuity

displayed by engineers in their erection. Others again are

remarkable because
structures,

consist of a scries of

interesting in itself, that are joined

together by viaducts or highways to make up a
unit shortening the route

across some waterway by
or in some

single

these two sections is completed by a concrete bridge faced

with granite. This bridge is only 90 ft. in length and 15 ft.

above the narrow waterway that it spans, so that it seems
withi nsign i fieant in

Canadian and American crossings

important
way

its size suggests,

It is

rever

,

water-

it divides the United States from Canada.
The boundarv is marked by a strip of brass embedded in

roadway, while bronze tablets on the rails at each side

carry inscriptions informing visitors that they are at the
international boundary. This bridge has been described as

The est little bridge

many
other way making com

easier.

A example of a
of bridges has

been com in

North America. This is

Islands

Bridge,
St.

the
Internation
which crosses

Lawrence River imined i-

place atately below
wThich the waters of Lake
Ontario flow into it,

section of the river is

very wide and full of

at

make a wonderful scenic

attraction. It is known as

the "Lake of a Thous<

in the w
length

its

of 90 ft. connects
1

great nations.

The bridge was built

speed

.

was begun
on 1st May 1937, and
was expected to be com-

on 1st November
1938; but actually it was
Opened in August 1938.

Its construction happily
commemorated 100 years

.of peace between the
United States and
Canada, for the last

border troubles between
the two countries came
to an end in 1838. The
opening of the
highway to

Islands," but the Indians

had a more- name

A unique pier of the Thousand Islands Bridge, between Canada and the United States. It serves as an
anchorage for suspension bridge cables and an abutment for an arch. The illustrations to this

article are reproduced by courtesy of Robinson and Steinman, consulting engineers, New York,

mad e a special

was
cere-

occasion to

brate a
for it. To them it was the "Garden of the Great Spirit/'

and this description is one is a

their summer
those

and playground.

There were many good reasons for building a bridge
across the St, Lawrence at this point. One was the great

need for it. The is at Cornwall, Ontario,

100 miles nearer the sea, and above the Thousand Islands

there is no crossing nearer than the bridges over
Niagara River, at the upper end of Lake Ontario,

the

00
es away. Busy ferries of aU kinds ply on the waters of

both lake and river, but a good road crossing was \\

in order to allow the swift and easy passage of motor
cars and other vehicles.

ternational goodwill.

of in-

It is interesting: to find Robinson and Steinman,1 I *v» Ill LVl VJt ill^ LV M U 'v t ttiflfeb J.WI./illfcJUll U-Ji I V 1 \—i

New York, the engineers who planned the bridge

the old Mohawk Trail familiar to readers of

Another reason for

islands form
gineers could use to hold up their roadway in

this point was
stepping stones that the en-

air. The
largest of these, known as Wells Island, is separated from
the United States the main

r a ma
of the St.

bridge. From the Canadian shore three bridges and
viaducts are

est of the islands, and the highway

two

er's stories of Indian and pioneer days in North
America. Onlv after they had decided on the course of

their bridge, however, did they learn that they had chosen

the path by which Mohawk Indians crossed

St, Lawrence two centuries and more ago.

The bridge has a total length of 8J miles, although

the direct distance between its ends is 4| miles, the length

beine accounted for by the skilful use made of the islands

in the river which made a winding course preferable. It

consists of five bridges and several miles of connecting

are of varying types; two are

is aa
highway.
suspension spans, a third is an
girder bridge. The fifth is the concrete structure across

the International "Waterway already referred to, and
thus there are four different kinds of bridges.

It may seem surprising that there is so much variety in

type in the bridges. Actually the entire scheme is an object

lesson in the thought that engineers give to artistic and
economical design, for in each case there was good reason
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or the choice of bridge type to be used. For instance, on
each side of one of the waterways to be crossed natural

rock abutments suitable for supporting a steel arch were
found, and their existence made this kind of bridge the

best from the point

of view of cost

river. A simple cofferdam built round it allowed it to be
uncovered, so that the concrete could be laid down for the

south tower of the bridge. The north tower of this bridge is

rests on solid rock.on man

construction. Simi-

a small rock
island in the middle of

waterway
abuildin or

two-span bridge; and
uncharted rockan

shoal discovered in

the channel on the

Canadian side made it

economical to build a
suspension span there

by providing a
foundation for one of

the towers supporting
the cables

winch was reached at

a very little depth be-

low the surface of the

was
ed by means of rock
drills.

ir southern
end the cables of the

anchorage on
south shore of

the

Island, and here

engineers took
advantage of

the preparations that

Nature herself seemed
to have made for

&

The continuous truss span that crosses the channel between Hill and Constance Islands, two of the stepping
stones in the St, Lawrence used by the builders of the Thousand Islands Bridge. The central pier rests

on a rock island in midstream.

their en rise. At
this point was one of

mind when piannul
the bridges was that they had to interfere as little as

possible with the natural beautv of the district. In addi-

tion it was necessary to allow plenty of head room over

the channels used by river traffic. Both conditions were
best satisfied on the wider waterways by the building

suspension bridges. These are not as conspicuous as the

more massive cantilever or arch bridges would have been,

re the further advantage that in

ments already referred to, the presence of which made an
arch bridge the best kind to build, and a pier was erected

es providing the anchorthat serves three purposes.

age for the cables of the suspension bridge, the pier forms

the north abutment for the steel arch leading to Constance
Island, and also acts as a support for the first panel of that

bridge and for the viaduct span that links it up with the

This unique pier is shown in the illus-sion

they are graceful in outline. The one
arch bridge included is small and its

curves harmonise well with those of

on V*^

the suspension bridge at its

end. As far as possible steel girders

been avoided or

the

and trusses

t small in

iges sus-

pension bridges the strengthening of

the deck is provided for by plate

girders only 6 ft. deep. This also has
passing

over the bridges have practically un-

obstructed views of the scenery of

emost remarkabl
feature of this S^-mile crossing is the
succession of bridges at its Canadian
end. The motorist travelling to the
United States passes in turn over a
long suspension bridge,

duct and an arch bridge, and then
crosses a second viaduct leading to a
continuous truss bridge that brings

him to Hill Island. In this section the

engineers have taken advantage
the presence of Georgiana and Con-
stance Islands, which m

The longest of the entire series of

bridges crosses the American channel,

the main waterway of the St.

Lawrence, and has a
800 ft., with side spans of 350 ft. At
each end is a viaduct 1 ,500 ft. in

lengt h that by easy gradients reaches

solid ground north and south of the

bridge respecti These viaducts

are built on a succession of steel and
concrete piers, two of steel to every

one of

An interesting feature of the sus-

pension bridges is the use of a new
and improved type of cable anchor-

age that was invented by a member
of the firm of engineers who designed

the project. This is believed to be the

simplest and most economical form
devi

r

for cables consisting of

There are 37 strands in

each cable, and each of these is con-

nected to a ro

from e concrete

bars are set in

esdividing lines between the
and are crossed by the viaducts providing the con-
nections between them.
One reason for building a suspension bridge between

the mainland
240 ft. off the north shore of the island, of the shoal of

II

solid rock already mentioned. Although tins is surrounded
r deep water it rises to within 17 ft. of the surface of the

A plate girder being hoisted into position In building one of

the approach viaducts of the suspension bridge it the American
end of the new way

ana was

socket that also is th

the arrangement of the strands and
the upper end of each is formed with
a thread. Each cable ends in a steel

opposite

and the connection between each strand socket and its

anchor bar is made by means of a sleeve with an internal

thread. The sleeves were turned to draw the sockets to the

and after each had been adjusted in order to

make sure that every strand took up its proper share of

the strain, they were spot welded at their

or
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A Famous K.L.M. Pilot

The illustration on shows
Mr, K. D. Parmentier

KX.M., or Royal Dutch Air Lines,

looking out of one of the control cabin
windows of the Douglas PCM air liner. The

Progress of South African Airways

timetable of South African
Airways came into operation on 1st

November last and has proviaea g
most routes

photograph was taken during a recent visit

to the Douglas aircraft factory at Santa
Monica, California, where he watched
flight tests of this huge aircraft and himself
put it through its

tnonstration flights.

on several de-

augmented services on
company is now the largest air transport
concern* in the Dominions, and in theT

British Empire is second only to Imperial
Airways. Under the new timetable the
company's aircraft are operating over
7,430 of air route. are flying a

R.A.F. Vacancies for Short Service Pilots

The Air Ministry announce that about
400 short service commission pilots are to
be enrolled from civil life during the first

three months of this year. They will bring
the total accepted since June last year up

1,700, and complete "the largest intake
of short service officers in the history of the
R.A.F, Candidates must be ween 17&

Parinentier became famous m'hen
Moll, another noted K.L.M.
iv the first Douglas ,iir liner,

a DC-2, in the Mar
from Mildenhall

air race
journe. Aus-

tralia, in October 1931 They won
second place in the speed contest and

ace in the handicap
This was a splendid achievement

fact that the DC-2 was
in

view o f tlie

flown to a definite schedule and made
19 halts

up
the in

down passengers
m MP

mails, and that it was in com
with smaller, specially built racing

To-day Parmentier is one of
the best-known air line pilots

Europe.
in

of Air Transport in Canada

The transport of freight by air has
increased very raj » in

during recent years. In I9M7 the total
was 13,1394 tons, as compared with
7,220* tons'in 1934. and 1,186 tons in

1931. The quantities of air mail carried
also increased considerably, and in

1937 totalled 725 tons, as against 235
c duringtons in 1931. Passenger tra

same period also

to a less extent.
mcreas but

more freigh was

and 25 years of age, medically fit, and hive
been educated to about School Certificate

standard. They will be appointed for
vears* service on the active list,

followed by six years on the Reserve.
A limited number of permanent com-
missions, and medium service com-
missions for a further period of five

annually to shortyears, are granted
service officers.

short service commission in

R.A.F. appeals specially to young men
of mechanical bent and with an interest

in aviation. It offers a complete training
in flying and a life full of interest, with
opportunities of service in many parts

the world. The experience thus
, in addition to the technical

training received, a valuableproves
asset when the officer returns to civil

In this connection the .A.F.
Educational Service is alwavs readv to

vise young officers with regard to a
civil career and to assist them in pre-
aring for it. and additional educational
acUities are available at practically

all R.A.F. stations at home and abroad,
for those who desire them.

carried by aircraft in Canada than in

any other country, but the report for

the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics

Mr. K. D. Parmentier, a famous pilot or Royal Dutch Air Lines, at the
controls of the Douglas DC-4 air liner. Photograph by courtesy of

the Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc.

states that in 1937
freight were carried

transr

35,000 of

whereas the
Canadian

aircraft was just over 13,0(10 tons. A point
of interest is that the corresp
for United States civil aircraft was
3.000 tons,

The Enlarged Royal Air Force

The December 1938 Air Force List show.-,

that at that time the R.A.F. totalled 135

weekly total of approximately ln.000 miles.
\\ are now nine servicesE very

between Durban and the Rand, and six a
week between Capetown and Durban, in

both directions, in addition to three be-
tween the Rand and Port Elizabeth by wav
of Bloemfontein, three to Bulawayo, and
one weekly to Kisumu, in Kenya.
The steady development of internal air

services in South Africa is reflected in the

Full particulars of rates of pay, etc.,

of short service commission pilots can
he obtained from the Under-Secretary
of State, Air Ministry (Department
S.7.e), Kingsway, London W'fi *>

Origin of Names of Empire Flying Boats

The nanus given to the Empire flyin

boats flown by Qantas Empire Airways
on the Singapore-Brisbane section of

the Ktigland-AustraLia air route are derived
from original descriptions used by natives,

or are the names of native places. "Cooee"
aircraft, is athe name given to one of

call or cry used by Australian natives, and
is
F|4

the name of

squadrons, including those stationed oxer-
seas. Bomber and fighter squadrons totalled
73 and 28 squadrons respectively, general
reconnaissance 17, and army co-operation
12. There were also three torpedo-bomber

m crea si i ig of aircra forming

Tasmania, The name
flying boats, "Coogee," is derived from that
of a Sydney surf beach. This name also is

native in its origin and means "mist rising

two communications squadrons
The Auxiliary Air Force is also ex-

panding
totalled

made u

and by December last
r - I

:»ns. Th ius figure was
er, 10 balloon, and

rons, and three generalfour bomber squ
reconnaissance and two army co
squadrons.

company's fleet, which c< -nsists very largely
of Junkers aircraft. There are 11 14-seater

Ik

Junkers Ju 52 air liners and 15 10-seater

Ju 86s, arid two more of the latter type will

soon be added to the fleet. South African
Airways have ordered two Ju 90s, and it is

expected that these will be delivered by next
June, Normally this type of large air liner is

a 40-seater, but those for S"iith Africa will

have live roomy compartments each equip-

y will be
Durban Capetown

from the water"; while "Coolangatla," the
name given to yet another of the flying

boats used by Qantas Empire A

ped to seat six passengers.
felfoployed nl\

to carry both passengers and mails.

means in its

ov mg
Two of

native sen se
lrways,

"high

new stren type
flying boats that will be used on the
Australia-New Zealand service will have

names. One of them "Aoiearoa," is

the Maori
tt

lor New Zealand
means the long white cloud

,J

; the other,
"Awavua j j _

is a native description of the two
arms of a harbour at the extremity of South

as a landing-place for canoes.Island
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Record Christmas Empire Air Mail

More Christmas mails were transported
by air over the Empire routes of Imperial
Airways last year than ever before. During
the six weeks ending 20th December a
total of 197 tons of air mail left this country
for various
Empire

Training ican Civil Pilots

A Government scheme for the annual
training of American civilian air pilots was
announced by President Roosevelt at the
end of last year. Under this scheme ahout
20,000 such pilots will be trained in a year,

Camera Reveals Secrets of Bird Flight

of flight by}
means of heavier-than-air machines made

earliest

^

use of artificial wings, which they attempted
]

to manipulate til imitation of the motion of a
bird in flight. The invention of power-driven

des-

tinations, and
65 tons, or

one-

of thethird

total, were des-

t i n e d for
Australia and

Zealand*
46e were

New
Ther
tons of air mail
flown to India
and as tons to

South Africa,

and other
places to re-

ceive Christ-
mas mail from
England by air

were Egypt

,

R hodesia
Kenya.

-

aircraft

up other lines

aeronautical

research, how-
ever, and study
of the tech-

nique
flight was neg-

high-speed
otography

has enabled the
behaviour
birds in

of

flight

to be studied in

at
leisure, and has
r< > \ ome

Tan-
ganyika,
N y a s a 1 a n d

t

Zanzibar,
coast of Africa

"last minute

The Hotsing 314 "Clipper/' the largest American Hying boat and ttie first of a fleet of six under construction rot i\m American Airways.
Since this photograph was taken the single-rudder tail unit has been replaced by one with a triple rudder. Photograph by courtesy of

Ihe Boeing Aircraft Company,

Tl ic rush was so great
ys had to put intothat Imperial

service as mail carriers every aircraft the>
could spare and in addition had to seek

help. A Douglas DC-3 of Swissair
and D.H.86s of Wrightways and of

Services carried some of the
ey

later

at a about /2.Q00.Q00. The
organisation bears some resemblance to the
Civil Air Guard in this country, as the pilots

Bwill be trained by recognised living school:

aeroplane clubs at reduced fees, and
when qualified will be liable to be called

upon tor national serviifin tlieewi i <>\ the
m

country becoming involved in war.

A i rwa vs four

Ensign" and two of their "Frobisher
class aircraft on the job, and

upper component of the
aircraft, conveyed

of
it

com

Alexandria.

vy of

Southampton to

Fine Flight by American Light Monoplane

A fine non-stop flight across the United
States
"Chief"

was accom
two-seater

November- 1st

aeroplane took off from the munici

Aeronca
aeroplane on

Th e

veryinteresting
facts. The owl111 1

has the reputa-
being

the most silent

of all fliers, and
photographs

taken of one of these birds in flight shows
that the quietness is due to the long hair-

like growth of the barbs of the feathers,

which damps the vibration of these feathers

as the bird speeds through the air. Similarly,

the camera has shown how birds check their

speed preparatory to landing by altering the
curve of their wings and bringing their feet

in a manner suggestive of the
lowering ofan aeroplane's retractable under

fact made
of the camera is

carriage

.

Another
clear by the quick
that during the downstroke, the overlapping

the wings interlock to form ans o

Tokio to have New Airport

of the of

commercial aviation is that
of establishing large and
fully-equipped airports near
to the centres of large cities,

to replace existing airports

situated many miles away
and entailing long journeys
by surface transport to

reach them. A good example
Tokio,is provided by

Japan, the nearest airport

to which is at Haneda and
takes 40 min. to reach from
the citv. Plans are now in

hand
i

rem this by
a fine up-to-
on land to be

reclaimed at Sunamachi, a

in

air-tight pocket, and that on the upstroke
they draw apart to permit
air to pass between them;
an interesting version in

Nature of the slotted-wing
principle employed in
modern aircraft.

Control of Civil Flyin
the United States

The control of all civil

flying in the United States
was transferred recently
m the Bureau of Aero-

_ a a II
nautics, Department of Air
Commerce, to a new body
called the Civil Aeromiutics
Authority, created to pro-
mote the development and

aviation insafety of
oh

that country. The five

suburb of Tokio,
scheme also

The
s the

The first of the D.H. "Albatross" Intercontinental Mall liners built for the British Air Ministry tor
transatlantic flying this year. Photograph by courtesy of "The Aeroplane.

"

s who form the
Authority were elected by

making of a road that will link the airport
with the heart of the city and
gers to juurnev between the two in only 15

min. The Japanese Government have agreed
to provide £175,000 toward the estimated
total cost of about

Soviet Air Service to New York

Soviet air ser-

vice between Moscow and New York is to be
It is reported that a ref

inaugurated this year. Triple-engined air

liners seating 42 passengers and carrying a
crew of six are now under construction for

i

the purpose. A series of trial flights to the
United States will precede the service.

airport at Los Angeles in the early morning
and landed at Roosevelt Field, New York,

afternoon of the
covered the 2,785

43 min., at an average speed of 91 m.p.h

the
serve

President
for

is a
monoplane with enc

_ *

wing

Corporation
the Aeronautical

ca. It has a top
of 100 m.p.h. The normal cruising

and
years

will

The
many tasks carried out under this Authority
include testing and inspecting aircraft and

them to be airworthy. One ofcerti

the most interesting aircraft yet submitted
for tests is the

glas DC-4 air liner

The Authority also is carrying out a de-
'

' orts in the " " *
survey of United

range is

for the
tional

range

.

250 miles, but the "Chief" used
flight had di-

tanks to increase its
—

engine was a 50 h.p, Conti-
nental, boosted up to 00 h.p.

to obtain data for a report to the
Government on the subiect of a national

airport system. An Administrator has been
to encourage the

establishing of civil landing grounds and
airways, and the development of air

commerce
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Dncna
HE organ is a very old instrument and has a peculiar

interest because of its enormous mechanical
saw were of only two pieces. Where joining is

com-
It offers a remarkable example of the way in

necessary in constructing
pipes the greatest care has

rectangular wooden
taken

&
tit two

and en-

gineering have
the help
making

musician.

easier,

iving him a
considerably increase
range of tones. In the old

days, when le valves

pumping the air that gives

voice were

playing an organ was a

feat of considerable
strength and endurance
The task of the

was made easier by the in-

troduction of pneumatic
but to-day elec-

tricity has been
by the organ builder, and
the player seated at

console of a modern in-

le

togetherc>
exa

-seas

naturally can be used in

order to make sure that no
difficulties will arise from

cage or

The other pipes that go
to make up an organ are

of metal. Different makers
.

f

for the alloy of

which they consist, but
in the factory I visited two

of tin and lead are

The pure
are m
correct

two men

er in the
andons

sliding a

<

s organ
lightest

Wiring up Ihc console of a modern organ. More than 10,000 electrical contacts have to be
made for the playing mechanism and stop controls. The illustrations to this article are from
photographs by T. C. L. Hutchinson, taken by courtesy of Kushworth and Dreaper Ltd,

in their works at Liverpool.

pressure of his fingers or, in the case of pedal notes, of his

foot. He also controls

ion of tones

giving every com-
means of buttons placed

un
How much

ning and forethought goes to

that act instantaneously.

plan-

over a pre-

pared fabric laid down on
a stone bed, move steadily

leaving on
them a sheet o\

required thickness, which cools and takes up its

proper form very quickly.

It is from the sheets

are Thei r

e in this manner that metal
on. The mostare

the making of an organ was
revealed during a tour I made
recently x>f the works of

Rushworth and Dreaper Ltd.,

Liver Each of the build-

some

carry

skilled in

and all are

real craftsmen, brought up to

their occupations
and

exactly

building the h&
some

cases,

intricatecompleting
wiring in the console,

giving voice to

or

pipes.

Mention of an organ brings
of all

familiar is the plain cylindri-

cal one. with the bottom end
tapering to a narrow opening.
These are the in

the sound is produced
by the passage
lips form
the sides.

air over
notch in

are

in which a vibrating

tongue of brass produces the
sound. Some these are

while others flare

trumpet, either

;i narrow open-
larger angle to

give a wide bell-shaped end.
Yet others combine a narrow
trumpet
air

a
either near the

up a vision of pi

sizes, and these are to be
seen in various stages of construction in the works. In
this country the largest, which give out the deep notes

make the floor of

Early stages in organ making. At work on double contact breakers for use with the
stop keys used on many church and concert organs.

to the notes the pipes

reed or at their upper ends.

purpose of these varia-
is to givetions

and an

invariably of

are

trees from which the
timber is cut must be enormous, for each side of rectangu-

lar organ pipes 32 ft. in length and 2 ft. in width that

expert with long experience to guide him can give voices

to the pipes. The quality of the tone that they produce
minute adjustments, carried out slowly

conscien

I watched in operation with reed pipes
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ned for an organ then under construction. In front of

the voicer has a bench on which are rows of holes on
which he can place the pipes so that they can be sounded
exactly as if they were in a finished organ bv
down the keys of a manual. The voicer showed me exactly

the reed pipes work.

Each fits into a brass

Interesting as
_

processes are, they seem almost
ridiculously simple when
building up of the console

pipes in the

are com with the

-

eventually will be
org

notes. This is a bewildering combination of electric

wiring controls that

which is o
a

pen at

ot,

the
bottom to allow the pass-

Of

triangular

side. Over the

and has a
on

.

us
:

'

the

made
ordinary

This too is

brass, but no
piece of the

metal will serve, for that

must be springy
of returning im-

mediately to shape when
. It is madeit is dis

..

a slight curve and
on the side of

shallot so that in

tion it rolls

S V

over
vib ra-

the

duces the sound, pipe

would be impossible
describe in the course of a
single article. The wires

used are very fine, so fine

indeed that 100 of them,
each with its three-!old

insulation, is squeezed into

cable onlya

1 in. in diameter. In this

cable the wires are wound
the directions of

spirals

cessive

that

in the suc-

alternating

weave over
other and there is no

ue strain on one side or

the other when the entire

cable is bent
through

It is

the
acting as the resonator.

The curve of the brass

tongue plays a great part in determining the overtones.

the overtones

The voicer at work. By adjustments to the reeds of his pipes he gives them their proper tone,

and matches them ready for installing in the organ.

modern _
replaced the cumbersome
mechanical arran

the art of voicing lies in

that are wanted to give a note of the desired quality.

It was here that I realised most the for the
experience and skill developed bv generations of crafts-

manship. I asked the voicer how long it would take me to

for his position, but he did not hold out any

formerly required, and so has made it possible to remove
the console to a distance from the organ itself. Pressing

down the keys closes contacts and supplies current to

hope that I ever be capable of doing work

!

electro-map nets that control the valves through which air

is pumped to the pipes. The
very carefully designed

out their task unfailingly, and

magnetic

current by a

This of course is

usually of

the blower motor.

made so as to

are su

12 volts, driven

part of the work of building

an organ. Operations in the
factorv proceed in much
the same manner as in

the scope of an organ has
been decided, and there is

complete agreement be-

tween those who require it

ders as to

it shall be required to do,

the next step is to prepare
drawings. The first of these

is to of | in. to

1 ft., and complete detailed

full-scale of aU
the parts are then prepared
for the guidance of the men
who will be engaged in

various

wiring of the playing
lanism by no means

exhausts the intricacies of

the organ of the type I saw
in process of manufacture,
for the complication is in-

creased by the addition of

an electric system of stop

control. With the
organ aver

e

to

heave out cumbersome stops

them again,

often demanded
real effort and were liable to

interfere with his playing.

Modern stops are electrical

and it is notin

Among
t>

these are the

necessary for the organist to

his playing for a
manipulate

Tricky work on the manuals of a modern organ. The press buttons beneath the keys
allow various combinations of stops to be switched in instantaneously.

moment
them,
switches

to

com

select combinations of bring
specialists

case. Carefully selected and seasoned wood only is used,

and the preparation of this and the building up into the I these into operation by the mere pressure of the thumb on
case calls for real craftsmanship of the highest order, not button switches placed immediately below the rows of

o visible but also within the organ
itself. For instance, the louvres of the swell organ box
must be absolutely accurate in size and fit, so that they
shut in the sound of the swell organ completely when the\

le console that I saw under construction the

the

the sides. The wiring

are s in

'een the controls
_

T

are closed, and yet are capable of opening out gradual!}
en a

;olenoids bv which chanees are made add to the compli-

and I was no to learn that more than
is re 10,000 contacts had to be made in completing the organ
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of the "A/.AT." We can supply copies of these books
to readers who cannot obtain them through (he usual
channels. Order from Book Dept.

%
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t
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price. Postage on different books varies* hut any balance
remaining witi he refunded.

4*The Microscope Made Easy"
By A. Lauhbkcb Wells. (Warne. 3/6 net)

The beginner with
to become

is

itThe History of the Highland Railway"
By H. A, Vallasce, (Stockwell. 10/- net)

Tke Highland Railway, now a section of

the great L.M.S. system, was a railway

when he
finds that the interesting objects that he
wishes to examine appear onlv as shapeless
colourless lumps, and still more so when he
reads specialist books on the microscope,
which describe methods that are more suit-

with a character its own one in

of its

which railway enthusiasts were
interested for many reasons. It is therefore

with great pleasure that we welcome Mr,
Vallance's
life,

based on a thorough
search of every possible*

source of

We find that it was
I a

not until 1845 that a

able for the laboratory than for enthusiasts
pursuing a hobby. Mr, Wells has recognised
this, and has written a book that can be
thoroughly recommended as a gateway to

the world of minute things of all kinds for

"Strange Fish and Their Stories"
By A. Hyatt Verrill. (Harrap. 10/6 net)

Fish that climb trees, fly through
air, wear armour, steal rides on other fish

shoot insects and even use a V
od and line to catch other fish, are among

many strange creatures of seas, lakes
and rivers that are described in this

fascinating book. Mr. Verrill certainly does
not lack material with which to amaze his

readers, and tells his stories in an

-

company was formed
to build a railway from
Aberdeen to Inverness.

The former city was
reached from the south
in 1850, but it was 1852

ion was
begun on the proposed
Inverness line, which
never reached that city

owing to financial dim-
-

was
les, but eventually
met by one built

from Inverness to

In any case it

provided a roun
way of getting

Highlands capital, and
a scheme for a direct

' line from Perth that

had been suggested by
Inverness- engineer

named Joseph Mitchell

and effective manner.
The author points out that empires

have been built upon fish and wars have
been fought over
fisheries. Then he turns

ion ofto the
strange fishes, and we

given page a
page of wonders. We
read of such fish as the
piranha of South
America, a tiny man-
eater only a few inches

that is more
and voracious

any shark; and of

strange associations,

such as that of the pilot

fish with the tiger shark,
along with stories from
the author's own ex-
perience of ogTes and
giants of the

mistStrangely
fish, others that well

deserve their name of

butterfly fish, and the
weird illuminated crea-

tures

found

A typical scene on the Highland Railway al Kyle of Lochalsh, the western terminus of the line. From "The
Hisloiy of the Highland Railway," reviewed on this page.

was then revived. Construction was begun
in 1861, and four years later an amalgama-
tion of lines led to the formation of the

Highland Railway
\ these developments are

described by the tfives full

those who wish to make microscopy a
lasting and fascinating pastime^

After making valuable suggestions on the
best type of microscope to use, the author
turns to the things that can easily be done

subjects ofwith it.

details of every move, and adds interesting

sections on schemes for other railways in

under
v

microscope from a

of the and the
cigarette card and other objects that are

various
Hebrides that failed. Then come interesting

stories of the working of the line, which
differed from most British railways in that

it was single track. The various changes in

the services down to the War period and
during that time are traced, and other

interesting chapters deal with locomotives

and rolling stock, and show how the

fought snow on the bl

regions through which the line passes on
its way across the Grampians.
The book ends with a short account of the

merging of the Highland Railway with the

gToup now known as the L.M.S., and has

appendices giving the names of officials of

ithe line, the opening dates of the various

It is well illustrated

by photographs and maps.

pa rt of our evervdav life to the scales of fish

are to be
in the darkest
of the ocean

figure prominently, and
there are many good

neverstories in the chapters on
and on certain mvsteries of the

_

world. The fishes that never existed
course include mermaids, and among

and butterflies, winch can easily be mounted
roughly for examination.
interesting deals crystal

formation under the microscope, a pursuit

that will prove entertaining

the mysteries of the fish world is

sudden and unexplained destruction of the
tile fish off the United States coast in 1882,
and its sudden reappearance in vast
numbers 20 years later.

One of the fishes that never existed was
Loch Ness monster, which

and exposed

Pond life figures largely in the book, as it

should do, for it includes many minute
animals and plants of great interest that can
readily be collected by the simple but
effective methods that are here described.

The beginner who has followed the author

the
according to Mr. Verrill was often seen and
shot at, and in the end was proved by the
authorities, who dynamited and dragged
the

so far will have no difficulty in

the methods of mounting that

'

are described in full in the later portions

of the book. There are 12 plates of typical

microscope subjects and 20 line illus-

trations showing how to proceed to

obtain the best results.

be the remains of a German
dirigible! This will be news to our readers,
and the author's account makes one a little

uneasy in regard to the correctness of

in

that
es of fish

in the book. Nevertheless
: .

the volume is worthv to rank with Mr.
Verriirs

shell

jvious stories of strange
insects, reptiles and birds It

is made more attractive by seven excellent
full-page two of which are in

colour, and numerous drawings in the
text.

«
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"Science in the Army"
By A. Armstrong. (H.M. Stationery Office. 6d. net)

Readers of the "MM." who live in

Tendon, or are likely to go there during the
next month, will be interested in the special

War Office Exhibition that has been
arranged at the Science Museum, South
Kensington, to give visitors

an idea of the modern me-
chanised and scientific Army.
The display will be

February,

**The Edgar Allen News"
(Vol. 17, No. 200. Gd. monthly)

With its January 1939 issue

Allen News*' reaches its 200th number
the opportunity has been taken to survey
the main branches of the activities of

Edgar Allen and Co. Limited, the well-

"Explorers Awheel"
By Garry Hogg. (Nelson. 5/

Mr. Hogg is to be con« on an
interesting new idea in adventure yarns.
The scene of this story is "unknown"
country in south-west England that is

explored by boys and two girls.

written to explain
the purpose of the exhibits

and to describe how the
modern soldier is trained in

scientific and technical work.
i .

i

.

It should be in the hands of

every boy, who will see from
it that the modern Army
offers a fine career, with
good pay and excellent con-
ditions to all who are
and eager to get on.

The need for

knowledge in the Army has
increased out of all propor-
tion during the past few
years. Mr- Armstrong is at
pains
boys who leave school at the
age of 14 to join the Army
are trained as armourers or
fitters, or pass through the

w

accom
uncle,

• rest

Hags from
All the places

by a strenuous
cycle tour the
which never

finish,

visit

are reaJ, and the tour is one
that might easily be made

readers of the book.
episodes aboun

however, the party helping
a farm fire thatto

thev t hemsel ves discover and
*

having other
ventures while

exciting ad-
ing and

exploring hills and valleys.

Camping is another source
of great interest in the story,

and readers who have spent
a time under canvas will

thoroughly enjoy the in-

genuity that helps to make
the camp life of the party
more comfortable and great-
er fun. There are 30 sketches
and maps by Hogg,

An armoured car and a wireless lorry, typical examples of the scientific of the crn
army* The illustrations on this page are from ^'Science In The Army," reviewed on this page.

five-year course at the Military College of

Science, Woolwich. The training in all

these courses is remarkably thorough.
Of other forms of Army technical training

the most important is learning to drive and
maintain motor v .The pu see
what happens to the mechanisms, and some
of the working models used in teaching
them, with different parts marked in

various colours, are on view at the Ex-
hibition and are explained in the booklet.
Heavy workshop repairs, tanks and other
tracked vehicles, signals and

ucing itknown Sheffield steel firm

The articles in this issue are typical of the
magazine in general. Although authentic
and marked by the long experience of the
production and use of steel of all kinds that

firm possesses, they are not mere
- * - * * .

together with a coloured
fece and 12 other

page illustrations, and

lI accounts, but are written in such a
manner that they are of the greatest interest

to all users of steel and also.to the general

reader, A particularly valuable series now
running deals with the manufacture of steel,

the 12th instalment included in this issue

this unusual and original storv can be
thoroug

u

recommended.

Sunspots and their Effects"
Bv H. T. Stetson

(The Scientific Book Club* 2/6 net)

This addition to the volumes selected for

circulation among members of the Scientific

Book Club deals with a topic that is of the
greatest interest to-day, when there is a

air surveyu and

tendency to blame sunspots for calamities

and mishaps of all kinds, and generally to

credit them with an important
affairs in

engineering in the old
Army sense are other topics
that receive attention in the
booklet. A special feature is

made of the scientific side of

defence, and Mr. Arm-
9

air

strong's account deals finally

with the general education of
the modern soldier and the
manner in which the research
department of the War Office

keeps the Army up to date.

There are six excellent photo-
graphic illustrations of various
forms of mechanical and scien-

tific work in the Army. The
book will be a great
all visitors to

and those who cannot see the
display will find in it many
tilings of the greatest interest.

uence on
general. Mr. Stetson's book will

help readers to decide for them-
selves how much of the things
they read of sunspots is know-
ledge and how much is mere

work.
The book begins by showing

_f * 1 -11%
some very striking parallels

between the growth and decline

of sunspots, which take place in

regular cycles, and
Earth. Among the things that
seem to follow sunspot changes
are market prices on the stock

I

exchange, the growth of trees,

cars

changes on
things

a
of

manufactured
generally, and even the number
of foxes and rabbits in the fields

1

1

Not So Useless" and overhaul work In progress, in a Royal Army Ordnance Corps workshop

and woods. On the other hand
crops do not appear to be affect-

ed bv sunspots. Many other

net)

possible connections between
By L. Patrick Greene. (Harrap. 5/

"MM** will rereaders of the
member Trooper Useless, whose adventures
on joining the British South African Police

were told by Mr. Greene in a previous book.
Once more we see this youth in his travels in

the bush, encountering wild animals and
adventures with

*

strangeexperiencing
natives, over whom he wi<

influence. We follow him when making a
census of the natives in his district, and
admire his shrewdness. Readers cannot

. and will

describing clearly and concisely the Besse-
mer process. There are also articles on the

production and use of tool steel, with replies

to enquirers in search of special informa-

tion; and more
with the history of the typewriter and the
early history of electricity in Great Britain

general contributions deal

likin

enjoy tliis very pleasant story.

The Editors of the Magazine are to

congratulated on the skill with which they
have developed their magazine since the
appearance of the first issue 20 years n.^o,

and we hope that this valuable publication
nue to

records.

and make more

sunspot activity and earthly events also are

explained and discussed by the author, who
warns his readers not to draw hurried con-

He then turns to a more scientific

examination of sunspots themselves, show-
ing how r -may .affect the amount and
quality of the light and heat we receive from
the Sun and examining their possible effects

on the weather and the Kaxfch's magnetism.
How radio is a fleeted by sun-i-nts, and the

possible influence of io waves on the

1 light of pigeons are among the other
subjects dealt with, and there are three

full-page plates and many diagrams.
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Havoc Wrought by the
By Sydney Moorhouse, F.R.G.S.

D
a

LL round the coastline of the British Isles a war is

waged that is proving more expensive and
prolonged than any European conflict recorded in our
history books. It is a fight between the inhabitants of our

es, and the ruthless forces of the

shorts, for there are records indicating that many of the
pilgrims bound for the shrine of St. Thomas at

sai up here when winds were too trouble

e towns VI

sea. Every winter the waves hasten on the destruction of

the crumbling of the East Coast, and meadows,
and farm buildings slide away into the
alarming regularity,

of Great Britain changes in shape
land is

ocean that surrounds it.

year
mure

some for them to land at Dover.
. >

The prevailing westerly winds that come
the English Channel play some queer pranks

east coast. Dungeness is affected by these westerly

to the ever-threatening forces of the

It is estim

m
more £2,000,000

winds and every year that headland is literally "blown"
nearer to the French shore. It will be a long time before
we can walk across to the Continent, however, for le

stave

ravages of the sea in

recent

present rate of extension averages but 20 ft, or so a year!
Nevertheless, the lighthouse has had to be moved three
times within 100 years. On the other hand, Beachy Head,

near Eastbourne,
1

on

Romney
alone over £700,000
has been
reclamation and
work
land

S, a.nd still the

is

away into the sea.

Scarborough has
spent £150,000 on
the construction of

its now embattled
shore, and very few
holiday resorts on

re

than £100,000
on defence.

Practically every

once no
than 3,500 tons in a
single nig

Off the shore at

Deal the Goodwin
Sands now appear
as a brown stain in

the sea and 1

us

prrend
at in the

days of Earl Godwin
this place was a

fruitful

whole

low and

being
sea-inundated in

one terrific storm.

Ever since t hen the
s have been

The cliffs at Dawlish, Devon, showing the "Parson and Ctcrk" Rocks. The C.W.R. main line to Plymouth tunnels
through the cliffs at this point.

resort practises some form of reclamation and the
simplest and must common is effected by the familiar
breakwaters, which can be seen on nearly everv seaside
beach. These act as bulwarks upon which the force of the

s make sure that when theea can be and

able is the
at at one time it was

responsible for caus-

ing numerous
wrecks, and so valu-

to have been sunk there
seriously suggested

concrete towers should be sunk and connecting galleries

constructed in order to tap their riches.

waves reach the actual sea wall they have not sufficient

strength to break the foundations. They also prevent sand

Innumerable legends s V of many similar "lost"

many ofes,

and
waves.

from carried away by the receding
realised, however, that each

yard of breakwater costs between £2 and £5 to construct,
and the erections have to be renewed every 25 years or so.

OAt the tiny village of Reculver, near Heme Bay,
curious towers of a ruined abbey-chapel stand right on the
edge of the waves, yet at one time they were more than
two miles inland. Here is a striking example of coast
erosion, but running almost due east from the towyers is a
great stretch of dyke-guarded marshland,
Wantsum, which was once a waterway through w the
Roman sailed in

the Isle of

Reculver and Richborough
passage.

time

to avoid the stormy
Roman forts at

of the
sum endured as an arm of the sea for a

Romans had departed from

lands off the coast of England
these concern the land of Lyonesse, which is believed to
have stretched from Land's End to the Scilly Isles. This is

claimed to have been exceptionally rich in minerals, and it

is said that about 1,000 B.C. the Phoenician traders found
of tin and other metals here. Later on,

mans came here in search of its

e

both Greeks and
treasures.

Lyonesse was reputed to have been a happy hunting
of King Arthur and

1 ) ut

Knights of the ound
how it came to be overtaken bv the

Atlantic does not appear to be known. No trace of it was
to be seen in the days preceding the Norman Conquest.
Much of what is now Bristol Channel was at one time a

pleasant countryside, and the vast bight of Cardigan Bay
also was part of the mainland long centuries ago. Tra-

says that the neglect of the dykes by a
prince was responsible for the making of this bay, in the

*
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same Lyonesse. Actually the

back to a
land

formation of Cardigan Bay has
succession of earthquakes, which
topsy-turvy and eventually resulted in the waves of the

sweeping up
almost to the flanks

of the Rhinogs
f
Cader
mmon

,

Hills

Welsh

steadily for centuries, however, and many of the towns
and villages of mediaeval Yorkshire are now covered by the~ *' """"

or Ravenspur, assea. One such place is Ravensburgh,
Shakespeare calls it in his "Richard II

I 9

where Bolin

broke landed on the

ns,

the Presc

mountains.
Even more

unusual are the
stories attached to
the Lavan Sands,
which stretch ac

to

Straits

the

Mencai be-

tween Penmaenmawr
Le-

that this

was ruled over
by Prince Helig, and

it went

ion

enry IV. So
was this

town that it had two
representatives in

Parliament, but it

seems to have dis-

appeared
the Hthcentuiy

Since that time the
sea has continued its

in

vancc,
—

in

someone is said to
have entered

The low cliffs of the Holdemess coast, Yorkshire. The sea is eating steadily away at the coast from Bridlington
down to Spurn Head, which is being built up with Ihe material torn away farther north.

the
at

Kilnsea, part of

had_ already

sea

.

succu

before the relentless tide during a night of gay carousal,
when the attendants of the dykes were too drunk to
notice the fierce storm that was coming up

This story may be somewhat fanciful, but 30 years ago
ent geologists took advantage of a very low tide

to row out to the site of the supposed palace. Their quest
was not in vain, for they actually found the ramparts of

palace walls

sand,

Menai Straits once

encroachments, but
... j

hve years later the entire building had disappeared. There
are records showing that in 1828 a churchyard existed at

Owthorne; less a of a c afterwards
this is said to have crumbled into the waves. Even to-dav
some 11 ft. of Holdemess disappear each year.

~" ~~
" " " "" " anc] between

town of

The East Anglian coast has also

arwich and is the sea-

formed a rich fertile

we 1

1

now surren

conquering sea

merged forests are not
uncommon features on the west
coast. Exxeptionally low tides

in Bav, oft Mara/ion

»

Cornwall, have revealed traces

of black trees far out in the bay,
and great storms have cast

trunks of these submerged trees

on the shore. In ancient

St, Michael's Mount was a
of the mainland and was sur-

rounded

at one

a dense forest.

Bay also was a forest

, and at

near New Brighton, a low tide

'often reveals an expanse of

roots and tree trunks.

Some of the greatest land
losses have been off the York-
shire coast, and here too a great

area, known as

c Forest, is now under the
waves. In 1934 a sequence of

freak tides revealed many evi-

dences of the

Dtinwich. A port of importance
in the 12th century, it began to

lose ground to the sea soon
church after

under
scour of the waves. In Elizabeth's
time a grant was
inhabitants in

church

they would be able

adequate protection,

was in vain
tinned to

During the
terrible storm hastened

ruction, to-day little

remains of this once
impor

I

In 1897 a storm inundated
ian villages andother East

further south
Essex,

Peters-on-the-Wall
part of Othona, a

*

in

church of St,

only
port in

Roman times, which has
been ed to waves.

Hall Sands, a ruined fishing village in Devon. It was destroyed by the sea
during a great storm.

ence of this submerged forest
l _3

The

An entirely different problem
from that confronting the York-
shire and East Anglian seaside
town authorities is engaging the

e at

sea is

of those in

Southport, for there

the Humber basin must have been one
of the most terrible disasters of its kind on record.
lor tradition states of lives were lost

villages were for ever in
Ll waters.

erosion of the Yorkshire con

gradually departing from the shore and vast sandbanks
were once almost entirely under water. This shows us

For everyter as of the battle with the
square mile of land yielded to the sea six are added "to

our shores, but even so, the fight is an unequal one,
for the mile lost is usually fertile and the six

are mostly useless.
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This Transformer is available for the

Alternating Current supplies:

100/11(Tvolt5 f
50 cycles, and 210/240 volts.

50 cycles. It can be specially wound for

other supplies when required.

BUFFER STOP Dl
A particularly realistic model

of a type to be seen In the sidings

in most goods yards. Price lOd.

A particularly fine model
train, and Is supplied with i

(LM.S.), •Truro" (G.W.R.)

MANUFACTURED BY MECCANO LTD
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HORNBY-DUBLO EDP1 ELECTRIC AND
DP1 CLOCKWORK PASSENGER TRAIN

ELECTRIC
EDP1 Hornby-Dublo Electric Passenger Train Set, LN.E.R. Contains

EDL1 Streamlined Six-coupled Locomotive "Sir Nigel Gresley"
(Automatic Reversing), Tender D1, Two-Coach Articulated Unit D2,

Dubio Controller No. 1, seven EDA Curved Rails, one EDAT Curved

HORNBY-DUBLO ELECTRIC AND
CLOCKWORK TANK GOODS TRAIN SETS

ELECTRIC
EDG7 Electric Tank Goods Train Set, L.M.S., L.N.E.FU G.W.R. or
S.R. Contains EDL7 Six-coupled Tank Locomotive (Automatic Revers-

ing), Open Goods Wagon DI, Goods Van DI, Goods Brake Van D1,
Dublo Controller No, 1 t seven EDA Curved Rails, one EDAT Curved

Terminal Rail and two EDB Straight Rails, (To be operated from Terminal Rail and two EDB Straight Ralls. (To be operated from

a Dublo Transformer, not included in Set.) Price 70/
Dublo Transformers are specially designed for these Trains: no others should be used.

Where the mains supply is D.C., or there is no supply, the above

Set is available with Dublo Controller No. 1a (for use with 12-volt

accumulators) as follows:

EDPA1 Electric Passenger Train Set, L.N.E.R. (With Dublo Controller

a Dublo Transformer, not included in Set.) Price 55/
Dublo Transformers are specially designed for these Trains: no others should be used.

Where the mains supply is D.C., or there is no supply, the above
Set Is available with Dublo Controller No. 1a (for use with 12-volt
accumulators) as follows:

EDGA7 Electric Tank Goods Train Set. (With Dublo Controller

No. 1a.)

CLOCKWORK
Price 61/6 No. 1a.)

CLOCKWORK
Price 46/6

DP1 Clockwork Passenger Train Set, L.N.E.R. Contains DL1 Stream-

Sir Nigel Gresley"lined Six-cou Locomotive «< (Reversing),

Tender D1, Two-Coach Articulated Unit D2, eight DA Curved Rails

DG7 Clockwork Tank Goods T
S.R. Contains DL7 Six-coupled

Goods Wagon D1, Goods Van

and two DB Straight Rails. Price 39/6 Curved Rai d two DB

t, L.M.S., L.N.E.R,, G.W.R. or
Locomotive (Reversing), Open

Goods Brake Van D1, eight DA
ght Rails. Price 27/6

ach
MAIN LINE STATION DI

e mode! In wood of a modern-style station. It is long enough to accommodate a th^
(

:d with printed gummed slips giving a choice of four names—"Berwick" (L.N.E.R.), "Penrith"

(G.W.R.) and "Ashford" <S,R*). Size: Length 24 in., width H in., height 3^ «" Price 7/6

TUNNEL DI (SHORT)
This Tunnel is 5 J ins- long and is

suitable for either curved or straight

track. Price 1/3

LTD. BINNS ROAD LIVERPOOL 13

Upper-
Quad rant
Signals

Signal DI
_e Arm

"Home"* (as

illustrated)
or "Dis-
tant.

'•

Price |/-
Signal D2
Double Arm

"and
"Distant."

Price 1/4
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Fun wiiti an

N previous issues we have referred to the running of

Hornby-Dublo Trains, and attention also has been given

to accessories such as Stations and to the layout possi-

bilities of Hornby-Dublo Track. It is not enough to run

our trains to and fro over the line, however, or even to

may

nnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnnn
models of this kind. He has his left hand outstretched, as

if in the act of taking a ticket and the obvious position

provide such loads as may appeal to us in the open
wagons of our goods trains, A railway on which this is

done may still lack life, but fortunately we can provide it

by using the standard Series of Hornby-Dublo miniature

figures. These are perfectly modelled and are coloured in

the most realistic manner and, as the figures in the illus-

trations on this page show, the

different attitudes in which they have been depicted are

for him is on the platform by the exit from the

His outstretched hand makes him suitable for placing in

other positions, however, and owners of Hornby-Dublo
layouts who exercise a little imagination will be able to

find plenty of jobs for him to do.

The
giving the

<< r>

is neatly uniformed and is in the act of

means of the green flag,Right away
which he is waving. He gives a mbst realistic aspect to the

at the moment of departure of a train. He
A

cannot of course travel by the train, nor is it really correct

to leave him on the platform after the train has

true to life. This a diffi-

These
also will suggest like-

uses for these ex-

cellent figures to keen
Hornby-Dublo
way o

Actually
Sets

are

of

each of

ams six

figures. Set con
sists of miniature rail-

waymen
other is

the

of

It is inpassengers,

teresting to note that

although
necessary to

these tiny folk are ex-

tremely neat, they

culty that most model
railwaymen will have

come up
Some solve the prob-

lem by removing the

Guard from the plat-

form and holding him
in the hand,

putting

at

him
out of

least

somewhere
until

train arrives. This is

easy enough to do on
a simple layout with
on one
may be awkward for

a single-handed oper-

ator on a large system.

The Shunter is an

figure who
Various Dinky Toys components can be used effectively on a Hornby-Dublo Railway System. In this

illustration the Pavement Set, Double Decker Buses and Small Cats add to the realism of the scene. home
the figures "from being knocked over easily. This is a very

good feature, for nothing is more annoying than to com-
plete the setting out of a realistic scene, and then to have

of the figures in ii r.nllapsinej because of an acei-

yard. He is standing wit It his shunting pole held in one
hand, and with the other hand and arm outstretched as if

signalling to the driver. He is wearing a long service

dental

mackintosh with the collar turned up, and is evidently

Most important of the figures contained in the Set

ready
w

rather ro

conditions

ies under the

miniature Railway Dl is Stationmaster, who
has a smart appearance in his service cap and long coat.

He is holding some papers in his hand, which can be taken

to be the usual working timetables or po: some
special instructions, according to circumstances. His

will be on the station

can observe and de

where he
trains and

attend generally to the working of the station. It is also

quite fitting to use him to supervise operations at

the goods depot.

workmanlike is the Porter, who is wearing the

He is eviden
briskly along

carrying a bag in each hand! None of the passengers will

to complain of the slackness of porters at anv

usual sleeved waistcoat of his

of his work, for he is modelled

be
station on a -Dublo way.

The Ticket Collector is more life like than usual

Finally there is the Locomotive Driver, a typical figure

in overall coat and trousers, the coat being modelled as if

buttoned at the top only, in the manner affected bv most
enginemen. He can stand on the n as if waiting for

the Guard's signal, or can be placed alongside his engine

during a stop as if he is just looking round it like the real

eneinemen often do. Again he can be used in the engine

nigs and here

to requirements.

his duties can var ac ting

Having staffed our railway and provided the trains, we
have now to consider our passengers. The Set of miniature

Passengers D2 consists of six fig s, three of whom are

men and three women. It is scarcely necessarv to go into

details concerning them as they are typical of the people

to found day on station platforms.

Our railway must look after the safety of its passenger
MDfht

-

£>
a sy m of IS

*
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i

necessary.

owner is

the Hornby-Dublo
-Dublo

perfect reproductions in miniature of the modern
"rant signals. They have a

e one the home semaphore above the
distant. This is used where there is insufficient

between two home sig

ance

appearance for they are in strict proportion to the
components. Their tapering posts have none of the heavy
appearance that

to allow of the employment of

a distant signal. The distant semaphore is therefore

attached to the same post as the first home semaphore.
Owing to the restricted distances on miniature railway

characterises
systems, the Double

many
miniature signals.

Their Jmish is accur-

workate,

perfectly.

Three distinct pat-

terns of Hornb
Dublo ignais are
made and these are

sufficient for the cor-

rect

most
signalling

7

o al-

are Single

Arm Signals, one hav-

what is known as ain

semaphore and
the other

with
pro
fa

is

can be em
Arm
useful.

ployed
the approach to a
station in order to in-

at

to through
the

road is clear past the
station. If the road is

clear throughout , both
the

distant semaphores
will show "line clear/'

but if the signal at

miliar distant Sema- An appearance of "life" is given to the station platforms by the use of Hornby-Dublo Railway Staff and

phore With its notch-
Passengers. Some of these figures can be used for several purposes, as indicated in this article.

ed or "fishtail" end. The home signal is always a definite

stop signal and when in the danger position it must on no
account be passed by a train. The distant signal however
is placed a certain distance in front of the home signal and

as a warning indication. If it shows "Hue clear" the
corresponding home signal will show "line clear" also. If

the distant semaphore is in the danger position however
it warns the driver that he must expect to find the home
semaphore at danger also. It thus gives him time to slow
down his train and be to stop if necessary
Sometimes of course the home semaphore will show "line

clear

n

time the

_.

ii

* the head of the plat-

form is at danger and
a stop is to be made,
the home semaphore
of the

Signal only will show
line clear," the distant remaining in the caution posi-

tion. The distant should never line while

the home arm on the same post is at danger. In actual

this is

mechanism.
by means of an

Once the railway system has commenced operations on
basis, the owner invariably

turns Ins attention to provide some
activities at or near his station, it is

great deal in this direction with the

ence
to do a

Meccano
Dinky Toys, and some really good fun is to be had in the

it, al-

mg traffic

though the distant may
re been at danger.

The correct use of

these

miniature

tern is important. a
rule it may be

taken that ah main line

points

pro
to

it is

necessary also to place

so that trains

are given permission to

enter the

stations. For these pur-

poses the Hornby-

in conjunction with the

railway operations.

One of the most suc-

cessful Dinky Toys for

use in conjunction with

a Hornby-
way is the Double
Decker Bus No. 29c.

Several of these realistic

will allow a
good service to be pro

a
vided
bus

stituted

and a regular

can be in-

the
i.

Dublo Single Arm $w-
Hornby-Dublo Signals are prominent in this illustration. In the foreground the Double Arm Signal

indicates that the line is clear into the station only.

Main Line Station. Here,
the Pave-

Sections Dinky
s No, 46 are most

nal with a home semaphore must be used. It would be
quite incorrect to place a distant signal with the idea of

its controlling a set of points. distant should e
placed at least a train length in front of the home signal to

it applies. On a Hornby-Dublo layout therefore a
g a station section will first pass a distant

signal, then the corresponding home signal, the
arture from the *

semaphore,

giving the admission to the station

station is governed by a signal with a

useful. Even a single Bus can be quite

Where the Buses are supposed to be operated by a single

company it is desirable that they should all be finished in

the same colour.

Of the private motor vehicles

Tovs
Small Cars, Dinky

effect when used on a

The photograph on the previous

open a of

is >wn as a
Then there is e interesting

which has a home and distant sema
Double Arm Signal,

ore on

type.

variou
motor transport can represe by

motor vehicles, such as the Wagon
No. 2oa, and the corresponding

No. 25g, which can be coupled to it.
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HEN the Hornby-Dublo Miniature Railway System was
announced, we studied its details carefully, as we did those of

other makes, and it was unanimously decided to adopt Hornby-
Dublo equipment for the electric line we 1-~ J

'
~" J "^ r ""

ease of control it affords, the

ower and smooth runningof

Ore$lev
i * w ith

*jsteam
because we

up
vet

i

«

to the main this is

no engine sheds, The ordinary

Coaches are at the branch station, the Vans and Wagons are in

in use the goods and the tank engine is by the water tank.

The f i

Pacific/' which is

01t

the electric engines, and the

realistic finish of every part.

We acquired
Dubio Passenger
Goods Set, to

few extra Wagons, Vans and
Corridor Coaches.
Then we planned a pro-

visional layout and worked
out on paper the proportions

of various standard forma-
tions, such as a "run-round"
loop for use in the station,

the clearance between tracks

a
for an Island Platform, and
the space reouired for

crossover^

doing beforehand, as buving
several complete sets gener-

ally leaves you with more
curves than are

and too few straight sections.

We noted, among other
things, that the Hornby-
Dublo Points exactly cor-

heading to the left in the
diagram, is moved forward

and then backed on to the
Articulated Unit standing at

the Island Platform. As long

as the 0-6-2 tank engine is

the good s yard
points, where the insulating

gap is marked with a Signal,

and th<-

switched <

circuit is

express

engine can be worked over

part of the branch line

circuit as required by means
of the second Controller,

The express pulls out for

the run from say "Edin-
burgh'* to "Newcastle," and
the points are set for a con-
tinuous run in a counter
clockwise direction round
the main line section.

is now
Train working on tnc railway ol Mr. V. j. Martin, Ntwc
express train, with the streamlined locomotive "Sir Nigel

B. Hi "B B H 4 * ^F JEr W _b JB

The goods 3

Newcastle, which is described on tiiis page. The switched in and the tank
at Us head, is standing alongside

the island platform forming part of the main station
engine ru n s round
•

.

Hexham," It brings
to

the

Out of thisrespond to a Curved Half Rail and a Straight

arises the ease with which a crossover can be fitted in almost any-

where in the track. One simply connects either two left-hand Points

.or two right-hand Points, adds two Straight Half Rails, and there

it is. We noted too that every set of Points requires one Curved Half

Rail to bring the curved branch line parallel to the main line, and
.. -^»-^^...^ AiLM 4.»**.~1» «.An .,*,-AinnAn4-? £^+* AA4+m-£±V\ f T"X 1 1 T^TSr^^ri v= Al-T"l1£lf1

our

various other track requiremen
with this information we
afford and began to

It will be seen

continuous main line, which is

doubled in the principal station.

This provides a run-round loop as

well as making the station look

for different purposes. Armed
as much track as we could

out.

the diagram on this page that there is a

Corridor Coaches back to the main station as a local suburban train,

stopping at the Island Platform. One of these Coaches is a through

carriage and will have to be attached to the express, which during

this time has
"Edinburgh/" Now our tank engine

and we must use the main line to run round

s been running round the main line on its journey from
." Now our tank engine is at the wrong end of the train,

<i
re

»*

at the wayside halt, such as happens atis made of the express
Drem Junction for North Berwick on the L.N.EM.
While the train is stationary the "country" section of the main

line is switched out, and then we can use the station section for our

To Co*w0***i±m**fik

more
k

isttc. There is also a goods
yard, and a branch line terminus

with its own run-round loop. Each
portion could of course be elabor-

theated as desired. The gaps in

track in the diagram indicate the
gaps in

conside
the clec

circuit, and
has been given to the placing oi

these with a view to convenience of
H m

running and control. These breaks

are easily made by slipping a piece

flat centre

rail" contacts when joining up the

rails; the rail is not altered in

any way.
The control panel carries two

Dublo Transformers No. 1. and
two Controller-. Each Controller is

of paper between

b:

tank engine, provided we never run
beyond the break* in the circuit just

'

' "

' the station. This also is

marked with a Signal as explained
Corridor Coach is

pulled away and shunted into tiie

other side of the Island Platform
for use later, and the engine is

brought behind the remaining
through Carriage.

Now express is off again,

next stop "Newcastle," where the
through carriage lias to be picked
up.
form

It pulls in on the main
side of the station. Having

disembarked passen
to catch the local out of

"

it draws forward till the engine is

beyond the signal post, and there-

Diagram of the lavout, showing the insulating gaps. The numbers refer to various

buildings and accessories as follows: 1. Goods depot; 2. Water tank; 3. Island

platform; 4. Main platform; 5. Wayside halt; 6. Branch line station.

fore beyond the circuit;

connected to two miniature tumbler switches, so that two sections

of the main line, the branch line, and the goods yard can each be

controlled individually. The only thing we have to remember is not

to allow two engines together on one section, but this is closely

parallel to the block system in real practice. In any case the load of
__ :n —— t jie c jrcu j t breaker on the Controller totwo engines will cause

While the passengers bustle

carriage on the far side of the

in other words it is in contact with
the country section of the main
line, which is at once switched off.

the cre to reach the

IT
5ently propels it on to

through the station

trip, so that we shall never have end-on collisions.

A simple working programme can be evolved on the following

lines. We generally start with the Two-Coach Articulated Unit along

.side the Island Platform and the A4 ""--^-" ----- «*— *'-•--ne Sir Nigel

over mu hvj*wv»**«&
orm, the tank engine draws the

through coach out of the station and then
the rear of the express. It then moves away
;ind reverses on to the coach standing behind the island platform.

The express races off to the south and the tank runs out to the
* with its passenger vehicle. On its return it can then be

engaged in marshalling a goods train in the yard.

After a sufficient length of main line run, the express completes its

journey by running into the station.

J
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By M. D. Bensusan

N ancient build inu rite was recently revived
Edison

&

Park,

morial

Jersey. When
com
was

Menlo
at the

point of the structure, engineers, workmen, and
veteran employees of the late Thomas A. Edison met to

•observe the custom of tree-raising, brought to America by
builders from the Old World, and harking back to the

time of tree-worship, A fir tree, symbolising strength, was
raised to the top of the 131 ft.

thus, according to

Edison Foundation, on behalf of the Edison Pioneers, an
organisation of former Edison employees, whose names,

ent and deceased, are recorded in the tower. The
structure and its \>n\ h;i.s a much wider

*

nificance than is generally understood abroad, being a
monument to the total achievement, not only of Edison's

commercialisation, but of alltalents for invention
who worked with him in hi s atories and in the

tower,

ancient belief,

of the tree-spirits was in

The fir tree was mounted on
the steel framework erected

to support world's largest

electric light bulb. will

serve as an aeroplane beacon.
On both sides of the Atlantic

difference of opinion exists as

to the credit for the invention

of the in cane bu
Joseph Swan having exhibited
one in England during the
year previous to the

ance of Edison's product. But,
in any case, in America a bulb
will always seem a natural
part of any memorial
Edison, whose genius for

invention not
nation hergave

practical electric lighting sys
tern but in-

dustrially. A striking example
of the latter is afforded by the
makers of the giant bulb., the

w
a

Corning Glass Works, a
known industry
former U.S. Ambassador to

England, Alanson B.
Houghton. In 1879 it was a
comparatively small glass fac-

vanous industries he created.

The site
j

the tower is con-
sidered to be that of the
work-bench where Edison ex-

perimented over fifty vears ago.
Since 192 in a

a 1

1

lit has been
switched on

Edison himself from Dearborn,
Michigan. During the erection

of the permanent tower there
has been no interruption of

this light, is fed

several sources of current as a
against the failure

of any one of them. It is now
mounted on a pedestal in the

base of the tower. This light is

entirely independent of the
at the summit, the pris-

interior of which is

12 bulbs,

Stalling 5,200 watts, and 12

duplicate bulbs that will cut in

automatically when those in

use burn out. Powerful flood-

lights play on t

from below.

ity has been sought
in every feature of the design, „

The world's lavs^si electric light bulb
the lop of the Etlison Tower, Menlo
serves as an air beacon as well as a

tory, cd Edison called upon it, in that
year, to furnish "a thin bubble of glass" to surround the
filament of an electric lamp. From the successful experi-
ment

assembled on its steel frame. It is now at

Park, New jersey, in the United States. II

memorial to Edison, the famous inventor.

floor of the base and the

concrete 2 ft. 6 in. thick. Provision has bticn made for

from the exposed bulb made of

•Tyrex" to withstand
weather conditions, to the
back-fill of earth between the

ation pad of reinforced

Corning
w the great

Works.
i producing department of

a velocity of

Later research at Corning provided other milestones in

With eight dark pillars at the
graduates in colour to a very

m.pJi.

the history of glass-making,
1 *

yrex," the tem-
perature-resisting glass, and the famous 2U0 in. telescope
disc. The year 1937

i,
the ribbed shaft

buff below the amber
From an aggregate of quartz and ceramic, or

vitreous material, the exterior forms were precast in slabs
9 in. thick, and steel-anchored to the wooden interiori

cm of commemoration
job

on the

circular

in the glass industry. After eight months
bulb, 13 ft. 8 in. high moulded in 153 curved sections, 2 in.

rms. The structural concrete was then poured between,
providing a monolithic construction. The high reflecting

> a brilliant

thick, from over 6,000 lb.

of the aercregates not on uce

er-
it

was
rex

*t

but is washed free of dust with every rainfall. The
tower thus represents an

The £20,000 memorial tower is the gift of one man,
William Slocum Barstow, President of the Thomas

building giant bulb at its

in

on
11th February of last year, the 91st anniversary of

ttoe birth of Edison.

achiev

top started burning
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These pages are reserved for articles from our readers. Contributions not exceeding

500 words in length are invited on any subject of which the writer has special knowledge
or experience. These should he written neatly on one side iff the paper only, mid should

Australia's Queerest Aerial Cargoes

he accompanied if possible by original pko
published will be paid for. Statements in

sent in good faith, hut the Editor takes no

for use as illustrations. Articles
articles submitted are accepted as being

ility for their accuracy*

Almost anything can be trans]

nowadays.Two kookaburras
were recently sent in a

by air in Australia

The of the S.S. "Albaff

This story of one of many ships that have been wrecked
off the rugged north coast of

aeroplane on
12,000-mile

the

from

to Amsterdam
publicity purposes i

crates of

wllile

have
been flown from Victoria to

Tasmania. Rams marooned
during floods in Queensland
have been fed daily from the

one occasion a

weighing 13

was carried from
AAdelaide.

cuscus, a
opossum family, and a

porcupine were conveyed

Cornwall opens about 7

o'clock in the evening several
months ago, in the
old fishing town of St. Ives.

The night was wild, and few
folks were about; a gale of

wind was blowing from
north the rain came
lashing down, while the sea,

never passive on this ex-

coast, itself

ane to SvdlirV 1>V Two Australian kookaburras bcin« taken aboard an air liner at Sydney for transport to an } >li w, a lid iiniTH'dia

air, pigeons are car
Amsterdam zoo. Photograph by courtesy of Milo Photo Service, Sydney.

mountain-high on the shore
S addenly through

roar of waves and the howl-
ing of wind came the pene-
trating hoot r loud and pro-

of a steamer's siren.
i

Eight times in succession it

the
deserted streets were filled

ried frequently, and canaries are welcome freight for their

singing. Day-old s,

with hurrying figures, all making their way towards the

in boxes, are

frequently despatched on 9,000-mile {lights in Queensland.

were sent by air liner from West Australia to

the Prague Museum, while a crate of Malayan beetles that

reached Sydney in a Dutch

a rock-bound to the north of the
our. There they saw a cargo boat of several thousand

tons fast on the rocks. Over on the pier, the life-boat

maroons went off and the boat was promptly launched.

Soon was
machine were bound for

Panama. A Sydney man who
likes giant for breakfast

se\has
from Townsville each morning.

- -

Strawberries are carried
hout

mangoes are

to

Queensland,

ney
_.

ear

pearling

Sydney

diving-suit for instant use

Northern
was sent from

. A frightened

greyhound carried on one flight
" rougha

the vessel in

distress, which proved to be the
"Alba" Before long the crew of

the wrecked vessel were taken
aboard the life-boat, which was
in comparatively calm water
while on the "Albas' port side,

but was broadside on to the

awavwaves when she
from the "Alba's" bow. Before
he could>

the side of the aeroplane. An
orchestral flute player sent his

The cargo boat "Alba,* 1 wrecked off St. Ives, Cornwall, in a gale, as described
on this page. Photograph by G* B* Lush, West Bromwictu

a great sea

caught her, bowled her over,

and hurled all but three of her
crew and the rescued men into

the sea. True to

life-boat righted

coxswain the

instrument to London by air for adjustment and got it

back 28 days later. Another strange consignment con-

sisted of tips for the billiard cues of a champion, which
were sent to Camooweal recently, while even

a set of false teeth found a place in an
4-

freight

inventory sheet K. Allen (Oatley, N.S.W.). r

her crew swam back to her, and then helped 18 of the 23
men of the "Alba" aboard again. When the life-boat

capsized the engine was cut off automatically, and could

not be restarted as the starting handle had been lost over-

board. The boat was driven on the rocks, but the men
were landed safely. B. Lush (West Rromwich).

i

/

*
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Dwellings that are Different

A visitor from the Far East once said to me, "England
seems all straight lines, with houses in endless repetition/'

So many of our towns justify this criticism, and the
into line that sev

higher altitudes blue, purple,

be found.

white berries nuiv

In bush an

countryside is so

unique dwellings 1

saw in East Anglia
were welcome
sights. The pic-

turesaue

'

tunity to admire the many shades of green
liillsides and contrast them with the white of the snowy

ind and the blue sea waves rollin

in before. At any
mountain g

J;
in beautiful

condition ex-
ternally, figures on
many of the views
of

district,

visitors surely
carry away with

in a vi\

pression of

un-
file

mill, with its black
tower and white

time of the year
walk
trees

one
er

*- -

to find the

ferns or dcheat

e

mosses and lichens

flourish m
moist, shaded

m anooks;

lifetime one
could not discover

This unusual "house-boat" is to be seen at Alcteburgh, on the river side. Photograph by C, A. Reader, London.
r

P. M. ShirtliffThe mill has been made
machinery being removed about eight years ago. A water

to be found in the
West Coast
native' bush.

N.Z.).

tank has been installed in the top room, and below are

bedrooms and a living room. The sails still revolve in a
strong breeze. What fun to live there t

Another perfect setting for holiday fun l< at Aldebur

A Natural History Park
•

in Canada
Ihere is a at the east end of

where the huge boat shown on this page has been
fitted out to provide living accommodation. It is perched

on the marshes alongside River Aide,

at

flows into the sea 10

but turn
awav, with

Calgary, on St. George's Island, in which is a splendid zoo
containing specimens of everv animal found in

name here changed to

deck of the "house-
. From the
there is a

splendid view across Aldeburgh Mere,

a busy yachting centre.

C, A, Reader (London).

New land 9
s Native Bu

I live on the West of New
Zealand, where the rainfall is heavy and

even m
bush that grows on this coast is unlike

that in other parts of New Zealand, and
indeed there is no
the

like it in

are i

nickau
ours, nor are

as straight and tall as
.

so inany
we callof the

pungas.
The bush is beautiful all

round, but I like it best in spring when
white show upmasses

Canada. Perhaps the most interesting section of the park,

however, is that allotted to representations of prehistoric

animals. These animals, the remains of which have been
found from time to time in the Red Deer Valley, Alberta,

roamed the plains millions of years ago,

e been recon-remains
strueted to

appearance in

an idea of the

life.

The reconstructions are in concrete

and have been erected in odd places in

thrill visitors. The largest

the most striking shows
the

and
what the brontosaurus looked like. This
is about 17 ft high and 70 ft

jf"
1 1*11 I 1 L
Children found great enjoyment in

playing on its long smooth tail until the
rities erected a barbed-wire spine

along the crest of

osaurus,

animal that also is represented, had a

great homy head, and its body was pro-

tected, not bv scales, as were those of
mr

most of these animals, but by a large

the tI ark green
owers are the

the olearias are a wonderful sight, too.

everywhere
The
most striking.

Of coloured flowers in the spring, none is pret tier than the
golden kowhai, which drops showers of yellow petals, but
it hardly belongs to

country,

A lifelike concrete model of a reptile of 200,000,000
ago In a natural history park in Canada,

Photograph bv C, fL Adlam. Calgarv, Alherta.

covering its entire whole
body. This animal was only about 1 4 ft.

long, and resembled the
rhinoceros in many respects.

An interesting series of lour figures

bush, as it prefers more open
on the banks of streams and

Many people prefer the bush in summer, when
and pohutukawas are its most attractive trees, with
glorious masses of flaming red and orange iten

shows the development of the horse, the figures ranging in

size from that of a rabbit to that of a mule. Other attrac-

tions are the reproductions of two large carnivorous
dinasaurs standing in an attitude- of battle, their gapin
sharp-toothed jaws and huge bird -like claws giving them a

most terrifying appearance, while here and there are the

figures of great lizard-like creatures, with those of smaller

all the hillsides the coast.

In autumn all the berries are ripening. Red
are the favourite colours for our native berries,

reptile-like birds perched on trees.

A visit by night to

animals in the shadow-
lifelike. G. H.

thrill, for the

dngiy
(Calgary, Alberta).

4
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a

'Lock-Nut"

F I were asked "Which are the most popular subjects

for Meccano models:>" I to re
nMotor cars and lorries/* Thousands of models this

kind are built every year, and there are very few boys
indeed who have not constructed a model vehicle at some

This widespreadduring their Meccano W * *.V *

D
DDDnnnnnnnnDnD

Reversed Angle Bracket. A Pulley fixed to the upper end

Meccano Mechanisms

the Rod can used as the steering

interest in these \

is partly due to the fact

that there are so many
di iterent

In instances where the model has a long bonnet the

arrangement shown in Fig. 2 should be used. A Bush
Wheel is fixed to the lower end of the steering column and
is connected by Cord to the Double Angle Strip carrying

the front axle. The Double Angle Strip is pivoted
directlv to the underside of the model. Alterna-

te

es

choose

winch can be seen

everywhere around us,

I think the main
u-reason

larity lies in the fas-

cinating mechanisms a

modern car chassis in-

corporates. Most of these

mechanisms can be re-

produced quite easily in

Meccano, and in build-

ing them up the Mec-
cano enthusiast gains

an excellent knowledge
an actual car is based.

In building models of this kind, however,

. tively the Bush Wheel may be dispensed with,

tied to

Double
wound

the Cord
one end
Angle
tic

around

Strip,

several

the

. *

s

steering

column, and then tied to

the other end of the

Double Angle Strip.

is sufficient
*

be tween the Cord and
the Rod to enable the

model to be steered by
turning

principles

The mechanisms al-

ready mentioned are in-

tended

lines arise to way in

for small

various mechanisms can be reproduced with the Meccano
parts available. These problems occur most frequently in

connection with the steering gear and transmission

sms, and in this and a subsequent article there-

fore I intend to describe various methods of assembling

these that are suitable for both small and large models. In

models, and are designed

so that only a few parts

are needed for their construction. Builders of large models
will require a gear that conforms more

the present a [ am dealing with the steering gear.

In the simplest type of steering gear a Rod journalled in

a Double Angle Strip and fitted at each end with a wheel
forms the front axle, and the Double Angle Strip is pivot-

ed at its centre to the underside of the model, usually by
means of a lock-nutted bolt. Unfortunately this form of

under control and it is therefore suitable for

on

steering is not

the simplest models. A better method, if the

are available, is to

s

a Bush Wheel to the

centre of the

Angle
Strip used to

support the
front wheel
axle, and to fix

in its

form
a

Fig. 2. A simple steering arrangement.

to

the steering
column. The
Rod is journal-

led in bearings

by the

baseplate of the

model, and a

with the mechanisms used in actual vehicles. On an actual

motor vehicle the front axle is sprung to the chassis, and
the wheels revolve on stub axles pivoted to its ends. This
arrangement is easy to follow in a model. From Fig. 2, it

will be seen that a Strip can be bolted across the chassis, in

place of the Double Angle Strip, so that its ends pro
each side. Two sets of Flat Brackets are then fastened by

f* Bolts to two Double Brackets, so that each forms in

effect a IV strip with a Double Bracket at the centre. In

the lugs of the Double Brackets are journalled 1

on which the wheels are

free to turn, the H"
Rods
angles

being at right

to the

Brackets. These
axle units are

> the |*
then
Boltpivoted

to the ends of the Strip

to the chassis,

further lock-nuts being
used to hold them in

place.

The front and rear

pairs u

are connec
Brackets
together

Cord, the rear Cord
tightly

around the lower end of
i

Fig* 3* A robust steering meek*
heavy models.

for

i

i
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the steering column before its ends are tied to the Flat

Brackets. This steering mechanism can be fitted to most
small models, and works well if it is carefully assembled.

It will be realised that these systems will work satis-

factorily only if the steering column
is close to the front axle, and although

is no disadvantage
it seriously interferes

to the drag link, represented by
1 in 3,

the pivot arm
Strip 8 in Fig. 1 and b^

In actual vehicles, the steering column is not in direct

connection with the drag link, but usually is geared to it

by a worm and worm wheel or a worm and nut arrange-

ment. This method enables a finer degree of control to be

obtained and should always be incor

small

with the design of larger models.

The simplest way of overcoming
the trouble is to con-

the two fear

Flat Brackets in the

model when the stock of parts allows. The best arrange-

ment is to use a V Pinion and 57-teeth Gear. Alternative-

ly, if the steering gear is required for a model having a long

bonnet, the system shown in Fig. 5 should be adopted. In

this case the steering column 2 is mounted in an almost

horizontal position, and a Worm fixed to its end meshes

mechanism previous-

described with a

Pinion

Strip, the Bolts being

lock-nutted. The
front Flat Brackets
can be omitted. The
Strip is fitted with an
Angle Bracket at its

hole, and a
small Crank Handle
(without Erinoid

is soGrip)

that its cranked end
arranged

in the slot-

ted hole of the Angle
Bracket. A Pulley is

to the other end
this is turned

in a ano

on the vertical Rod 2.

Instead of a track rod to couple the two front wheels,

and a steering arm and drag link as in Figs. 1 and 3,

Strips 4 are pivotally

attached to the Double
are con-

toaether at the

centre to a Crank fixed

Rod 3.

When a motor ve-

hicle turns a corner

the near side road

Fig. 4. The Meccano steering gear shown here is based
on the Ackermann system used in actual vehicles.

The action and special features of this mechanism
described on this page.

wheels describe a

curve than
\v s

Crank Handle
Bracket moves the track rod

which in turn swivels the wheels.

For use in large models this mechanism should be modi-
give them their

lengthened

fied slightly. The Flat

replaced by
arms, or

Strip of suit

able length is then used to connect one ofb>

the pivot arms to a Bush Wheel fixed to

the lower end of the steering column.steering

A scheme similar to this is illustrated

in Fig. 1. The front is a 44" Strip

fitted with Reversed Angle Brackets to

provide bearings for the swivel pins 11.

are V Rods that carry Collars at

their upper ends, and the Cranks 9 and
9a at their lower ends. The wheels are 2

ff

on f
Bolts screwed into the Collars. The arms
of the Cranks are connected together by

A

Pulleys and are free

This will more readily

be understood when it is remembered
that the outer wheels are at a greater

distance from the centre of the turning circle. To allow the

front wheels to travel through their respective arcs when
the car is turning, which is necessary to prevent undue
tyre wear and skidding, it is necessary to turn the inner

ha greater angle than thewheel
outer one, no matter whether the v
is turning right or left. This object is

achieved bv what is known as the Acker-

and the methodng
inby which this can be

Meccano is shown in Fig. 4.

The gear used in this mechanism com-
prises two short levers rigidly connected

to the stub axles. The levers are joined

by the track rod and lie at a slightly

obtuse angle to the stub axles, this angle

such that the centre lines of thebein

the Strip 10, which forms the track rod,

the bolts being lock-nutted. The steering

arm is a 2|" Strip 7, which is bolted at one end to Crank 9,

but is pivoted at its other end to the 5V Strip 8. Strip 8 in

turn is pivoted to a 2|* Strip bolted across the Bush
Wheel. When the steering wheel is turned its movement is

5. Originality is a feature of this simple
but effective steering mechanism.

transmitted

levers, if extended, would cross at a point

on the centre line of the car. Usually the

ign is arranged so that this" point

lies just in front of the back axle.

The stub axles 13 and 13a are fixed in Couplings 17 that

in turn are pivoted on vertical Rods or swivel pins. It is

not possible to fix levers at an obtuse angle to these

through Couplings,

Strips 8 and 7 to the

Cranks 9 and 9a and
thence

wheels.

to the road

The steerin arrange-
ment shown in Fig. 3 is

similar in principle to

that just described, but
the constructional de-

tails are slightly differ-

ent.

These steering systems
can be simplified somewhat by connecting

a similar effect is obtained by fixing the

Rods 11 in the positions

shown, and joining them
by the Rod 12 and
Swivel Bearings, It will

be seen that the lines

centres of

6. A simple type of
steering gear suitable for

incorporation in a model
traction engine*

joining

the swivel pins and the

bolts of the Swivel Bear-

ings would meet on the

centre line of the mo
were extended,
which the lines

•

depends on the length of Rods 11.
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A Wagon and Other for Small Outfits

THE models illustrated this month have
been specially chosen because of

simplicity. are constructed from
Outfits Nos. O to 3, and are just the thing
for new model-builders. Although easy
to build they are very, effective, and
their subjects are so varied and at-

tractive that they are sure to please

every model-builder.

The first model to be described is

t.oLiX'ther by two Angle Brackets bolted
together to form a double bracket, and the
bolts passing through the Angle Brackets
are used also to fasten in position the two

Then it is threaded through the

the realistic liner shown in 4.

Apart from bolts and nuts only 12

Meccano parts are used in this model,
and all of them are contained in

Outfit No. O.
The hull is the first part to build.

Two 5 1* Strips are curved slightly,

illustration of theas shown in

model, and secured at the centre by
bolting Angle Brackets to each, and
turning these round so that the free

ends come together and a bolt can be
passed through the holes in them. The
bolt joining the two Angle Brackets
holds also a compound strip, which is

formed by placing two 2\" Strips so

that they overlap three holes and
bolting them together. This strip

forms the deck of the model liner.

The superstructure is next added.
Its sides are constructed by fastenin

two 2%"x¥ Double Angle Strips together

by bolts passed through the holes in their

turned up ends. A 2\" Strip forms the roof

and is attached by an Angle Bracket at one
end of the structure and inside it. Two §•*

Bolts are fixed on the 2|* Strip to represent

the funnels. The completed superstructure
is fixed to the hull by Flat Brackets, one
on each side. One of these: can be seen
in the illustration.

Two short lengths of wire are used for

the

block and finally is tied to the jib.

The crane is mounted on a 5i" x 2
J*

l-'Iangskl Plate l>v means <»f a 2* Rod .uid a

Bush Wheel. The Bush Wheel is

bolted to the two 2J* Strips that
form part of the base of the super-

structure, and in its boss is fixed the
upper end of the 2" Rod. The lower
end of this Rod passes through the
Flanged Plate and a Spring is

placed on it to hold the Rod in posi-

tion. The Flanged Plate is mounted
on four rubber tyred 1* Pulleys.

Parts required to build the model travelling
crane: 4 of No. 2; 2 of No. 5; 2 of No. 12; 2 of No.
16; 2 of No. 17; 1 of No. 19g; 4 of No. 22; 1 of
No. 2-1; 18 of No. 37a; 18 of No. 37b; 1 of No.
40; 2 of No. 48a; 1 of No. 52; I of No. 57c; 2 of

No. 90a; 2 of No. J 26a; 2 of No. 155a; 2 of
No. 189.

The next model to be described is

the humorous little group, depicting a
jockey being thrown from his horse,

which is shown in Fig. I. Both the
horse and its former rider can be

into various
the fancies of

or his friends.

ons to suit

model-builder

Pig. 1. This model, which depicts a jockey alighting from his horse in

rather an unusual manner, is built with Outfit No. 1.

/r small radius Curved Strips that form
the outer end of the jib.

The pulley block is built up from two
Flat Trunnions bolted together. At the top
the Flat Trunnions are

two
passing through the washers, and at

the bottom is fitted with a small Loaded

spa
between

by
them, the

This model also can be built from
the contents of Outfit No. 1. It is best

to commence by building up the horse,

the body of which consists of two 5VTX IV
Flexible Plates overlapping each other by
one hole and bent into the shape of a
cylinder. Its legs are represented by four
2\" Strips, and its neck by two 2\" small
radius Curved Strips. The upper ends of the
Curved Strips are joined by a Bolt,

which carries al-o two Flat Brackets. An
Angle Bracket bolted

the masts of vessel. pass
pound

bolts inside

IIthrough the end holes of the co
strip andjare anchored to

the hull.

Parts required to build model liner: 2 of No. 2;

3 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10; 3 of No. 12; 13 of No. 37a;
11 of No. 37b; 2 of No. 48a; 2 of No. 111c.

The travelling crane shown in Fig. 2
will lift small loads, and not only those
who possess an Outfit No. 1, from which
it is built, but those with larger

Outfits will find it a really good subject

for their attention.

The superstructure of the crane is

Double Anglebuilt up on 2£*xi
Strips, with their ends turned upward.
which are joined by two 2\"

bolted in their second and fourth holes.
.

ft

The jib is formed of four 5
J* Strips bolt-

ed to the turned up ends of the 2\" x J
Double Angle Strips. The upper ends of

the 5J-* Strips are bolted together, with
the front pair projecting two holes above
the rear pair, A glance at Fig, 2 will

make these constructions clear. The bolts

carrying the rear pair of 5V Strips hold also

a 5i*xU' Flexible Plate, which is bent
round to form the forward part of the

JL

control cab and this is completed by
attaching in

se s

to one of the
to secure the
the baseplate.

The jockey's body is formed from
two Flat Trunnions overlapped as
shown, and to these are fastened two
2\" Strips representing his legs and a

5
J* Strip bent round to represent his

arms. A 1" Pulley is used for his head,
and it is mounted by a f

* Bolt on an
Bracket bolted to the Flat

-

Trunnions. When completed the jockey
also is secured to the base plate by
an Angle Bracket.
The model is completed by adding the

Angle

fence, which consists

supported by 2\" x \*
of a r Strip

Double Angle

Fig.

rear a second 5
J" x 1 J*

Flexible Plate bent in the same manner.
The two sides of the jib are then secured

2. A neat model travelling crane constructed from the contents
of Outfit No. 1.

Hook.
A Crank Handle is passed through holes

in the sides of the cab, and is secured in#

position by two Spring Clips. A length of

Cord is then tied to its shaft and wound
around it several times, after which it is

passed through the roof of the cab and over
a 2" Rod held in the two Curved Strips.

Strips from two Trunnions bolted to

the flange of the base plate.

Parts required to build the model horse
jockev: 2 of No. 2; 6 of No. 5; 2 of No. 10; 5 of No.
12; 1 of No. 22; 23 of No. 37a; 22 of No. 37a; 2 of
No. 18a; 1 of No. 52; 2 of No. 90a; 2 of No. 111c;
2 of No. 126; 2 of No. 126a; 2 of No. 189.

The model illustrated in Fig. 3 is of a
novel type of tricycle in which the two
front wheels can be steered the
handlebars. The steering mechanism is

very neatly reproduced in the model, which
makes an excellent subject for Outfit

No. 2. Its construction is commenced by
building up the main frame, which consists

of two compound strips each formed from a
^^ ^^

$¥ Strip and a 2\" x J* Double Angle Strip

overlapped two holes. These side-members
are joined across at a point $\" from their

4
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Strip, and finally is tied to

the other Flat Bracket.

The steering column is a
3V Rod, which is journalled

in the centre hole of the 2\"

Strip that joins the
members of the main frame

and also in a Reversed
Angle Bracket bolted to the

"
it

carries the 1" Pulley men-
above, and at its

2J* Strip. At its lower e

Fig. 3. Outfit No* 2 is required for the construction of this intereslinq model
of a tradesman's tricycle,

rear ends, bv a 2£* Strip and two Angle
Brackets. Trie rear ends of the 5$" Strips

are bent inwards, as shown in the illustra-

tion, and in them is journalled a 2* Rod that

carries a Road Wheel, which forms
rear wheel of the tricycle.

In the end holes of the 5 1" Strips are

bolted two 2£" Strips. These represent the

rear forks of the tricycle and to their

upper end a Bush Wheel.
\ 2V Strip is bolted across

the "Bush Wheel to repre-

the handlebars. The
steering column is pre-

vented from sliding in its

bearings by a Spring Clip,

which is pressed on to the

Rod between the Reversed

Antfle Bracket and the

2J" Strip.

Parts required to build the model
tricycle: 2 of No. 2; 6 of No. 5; 4 of No. 10; 8 of No. 12;

1 of Nc>. ifi; l of No. 17; 2 of No. 22; 1 of No. 24; 3 of No.
3"-; 33 of No, 37a; 29 of No. 37b; 1 of No. 40; 2 of No.4Sa;
of No.. lllc;2 of No. 125; 2 of No. 126; 2 of No. 126a;

2 of No. 155a; 1 of No. 187; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No, 190;

1 of No. 191: 1 of No. 200.

4

The model shown in Fiir 5 represents
i me of the travelling tower wagons used for

repairing overhead tramway wires and lamp

the third holes from the lower ends of two
of the SY Strips forming the fixed portion

of the tower. A length of Cord is attached to

the centre of the Crank Handle by a Cord

Anchoring" Sprin and wound around it

several times. It is then led over a 2" Rod
journalled in the two 2\" X J* Double Angle

Strips joining the W Strips of the tower,

and tied to a 3£* Rod passed through the

bottom holes of the 5£* Strips attached to

the platform. The 3J* Rod is

from sliding in its bearings by two Spring

Clips. If the model is to work really well,

the sliding 5£* Strips must be thoroughly

oiled.

Each side of the bonnet of the lorry

consists of three 2\" Strips secured together

by two Flat Brackets. The complete sides

are attached to the flanges of the 5i*x 2\"

Flanged Plate, one by a 2\" Strip and the

other by a further Flat Bracket, and they

are joined by a 2J* X %¥ Flexible Plate that

forms the top of the bonnet. The edges of

the Flexible Plate are bent over so that it is

iseasily bolted in position. The
represented by a Flat Trunnion, which is

fixed to the forward end of the 2|*x2J*
Flexible Plate by a Cranked Bent Strip.

the iorrv is constructed byThe cab
attaching a 4J/x2f Flexible Plate to the

chassis by an Angle Bracket. The ends of

the Flexible Plate are bent round to form

upper ends are fastened
nions, the bolts holding
further 2Y Strips that are not secured
at any other point, but when arranged
as shown tflVC a

appearance to tne trame of model.
The saddle, for which two Flat
Trunnions are used, is secured in

position by a bolt that passes through
the flanges of the two Trunnions.

side of the container of the
tricvele consists of a 2§*x2i" and a
2£*xU* Flexible Plate, which are

placed together so that they overlap
each other by one hole and are then

the sides of the cab. How this is done

can be seen in the illustration. The roof

of the cab is a 1 11 /1 6* radius Curved
Plate fastened to the 5£*x2£* Flex-

ible Plate.

Two 3 J*. Rods are used for the

axles of the wagon. The forward one is

journalled in holes in two 1£* Discs

bolted to the sides of the bonnet, and
it carries two 1* Pulleys fitted with

Rubber Rings. The I'ullevs arc each

Fig. 4. Only 12 Meccano parts are needed to make this Outfit No. O liner

bolted to the main frame. The top, back
and front of the container are formed bv a
compound plate built up from a 4Yx2V
and two 2J"x2J* Flexible Plates. One end

the compound plate is bolted to the
forward turned up ends of the two 2\" X £
Double Angle Strips of the main frame. It is

then bent as shown and tin.- rear end is se-

cured to the 2Y Strip joining the sides of

standards, etc. It is fitted with a Magic
drives it along at a good speed

ant. can be built from the
Ko, 3,

of

The chassis of the model consists of a

5i"x2r Flaneed Plate, on which four SV

mam frame by a Angle
Bracket. The plate is additionally supported
at the centre by two Angle Brackets.
The front wheels of the tricycle are

mounted as follows. An Angle Bracket is

bolted to each side of the container with its
ff

Bolt isfree lug projecting inward, A
passed through this lug, and a nut is

on its shank. Two Flat Brackets and an
Angle Bracket are then placed on the
Bolt and locked in position by a second nut.

The last-mentioned Angle Bracket provides
support for one of the front wheels, which is

secured to it by af Bolt. The Flat Brackets
form part of the steering mechanism and
must be arranere

are nted by Angle
Brackets, as shown in the illustration. Four
holes from their upper ends the 5£* Strips

spaced from the 1|" Discs by a Washer.
The rear axle revolves in the centre

holes of two 2\" small radius Curved
Strips, which are secured to the flanges

of the5r x2£" Flanged Plate/The axle

carries a i" Pulley and this is connected

to the driving pulley of the Magic Motor.

Parts required lo buikl model tower wagon: 6 of No. 1;

8 of No. 5; 5 of No. 1U; 2 of No. 11 ; 8 of No. 12; 3 of No.

16; I of No. 17; 1 of No. 19g; 4 of No. 2J. A of No. 35: 56
-

-
" " " 1 of No. 40; 1 Of

6 of No.
1 of No.

176; 2 of No. 188; 2 of No. 189; 2 of No. 190; 1 of No.

131; 1 of No. 199; 20 of No. 217b. 1 Magic Motor
(not included in Outfit)

oined
Doubl A

rely by
Strip:

nmons pom ard

2Vxi
d tw

Th
structure forms the lower fixed part

of the tower. The sliding portion con-

sists of two 5k" Strips that arc fasten-

ed to a 2i*x2i* Flexible Plate at

their upper ends by two Reversed
Allele Brackets. The Flexible Plate

forms the floor of the platform, and
the sides consist of two 5V X H* and
two 21* X 1J* Flexible Plates, which
are supported by the remaining free

lugs of the Reversed Anjrle Brackets.

so that one
forward and the other backwards.
The forward pair of Flat Brackets are

joined across by a piece of Cord, the length
of which should be adjusted so that the
front wheels are parallel to each other. The
rear pair of Flat Brackets are also joined by
Cord. One end of the Cord is tied to one of

The other is passedthe Flat
through the turned up end of the 2J* x i
Double Angle Strip at the opposite side of

the container, and is then led around a 1*

at the bottom of steering

column, through the second Double Angle

The slides in which the sliding 5£
ps move are formed by tw

Double Brackets 1. which are attach

ed to 2YxY Double
Strips, and two 2J" Strips 2 mounted

the narrow ends of the Tr
by

h the holes in

bolts passin
Doubl

Brackets 1 each carry a Washer
side the Double Brackets. The
Washers prevent the
Strip from springing the

D
The platform is raised or lowered Fig, 5- An interesting Outfit No. 3 model of a tower wagon of the

bv a Crank Handle journalled in type used for repairing overhead tramway wires.

i
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A MECCANO MOTOR CHASSIS FITTED WITH A
PETROL ENGINE

* Ion ^4

The two illustrations at the centre of this page show
an extremely interesting model of a car built by
Iain H. Gardner , Glasgow W.l. The model is 2Rh
and 11* wide, and took a year to complete, but this is

not surprising when the large number of unusual
features that the ear possesses are taken into account.
The chassis is built up from Meccano parts and is

similar to the one described in Special Instructions
Leaflet No. la, but instead of being fitted with an
Electric Motor as a power unit it has a 15 e.c. single-

cylinder petrol engine that runs at 3,000 r.p.m. The
petrol tank, coil and condenser of the ignition device
are fitted at the rear of the chassis.
Another unusual
ure of the car is

that a three-valve wire-
less set is mounted on
the chassis. The con-
trols for the set are
fitted behind
the driver's seat, and
the batteries are con-
cealed beneath the
stand on which the car
is mounted.

on cranes designed to lift light loads. Two Rods acting
as winding drums are provided, a few inches apart, in
the crane jib. One of these accommodates the hoisting
cord, and the other the cord that controls the opening
and closing of the grab* The second drum is geared to
the Motor or Crank Handle. The Rods forming the
drums are provided with Sprocket Wheels, which are
joined by a length of Sprocket Chain that is not taut but
has about an inch of slack- When the Motor is switched
on, the Rod carrying the grab control cord completes
about half a turn bt-fure the drive is transferred to the
hoisting drum. This half turn is sufficient to close the
#rab before it starts moving. For opening the grab
when it has been hoisted the hoisting drum is provided
with a strap brake. This holds the grab in position
while the Motor is reversed to turn the second hoisting

warship
Chain.

fill-: y be represented by means of Sprocket

Life-boats are a distinguishing feature of any ship,

and they can be built up neatly from Strips, Two Strips,

the length of which will be determined by the size

of t lie model, are needed for each life-boaL They are
curved slightly, and their ends are joined by |* Bolts.
In a very large model the life-boats can be represented
in a more detailed fashion by using Flexible Plates.

Readers interested in small scale models should
examine the model of the "Queen Mary" illustrated
on page 50 of the January U M.AI*** In this model the
life*boats are very ingeniously represented by Flat

Brackets that have been bent double.

AN INGENIOUS REVERSING GEAR
I

::::

Sri;

disposal*

The Worm is

The bodywork is car-
ried out in tin sheet,
whirh was cut to shape,
and the pieces were
then soldered together.
This was no easy task,
and every reader will

appreciate the skilful
way in which Gardner
has completed it. Lug-
gage boot, opening
doors, folding hood and
bonnet are provided
and the car is enamel-
led in cream and red.
Parts such as the
radiator, bumper
windscreen frame

a 1 1 i I

Scott, Carlisle, possesses a No, 7 Outfit and re*

cently found that he would have to construct a reversing
gear in order to complete a model successfully. As his

Outfit contained only a Worm, two £* diani* Pinions
and a 57-teeth Gear, he was at first puzzled as to how
he was going to do this, but eventually succeeded in

building a compact reversing gear from the parts at
his disposal. Details of this gear are civen below.gear are given

fastened on the end of the driving
shaft, and two 34* Rods are journalled at right angles
to it, one above and the other below the Worm. The
3A* Rods are spaced so that the V Pinions fastened on
them will gear with the Worm, and are connected
together by means cf a I* Pulley, a |* Pulley and a
Driving Band. A 2A* Strip is slipped also over the ends
of the 3A* Rods and held in place by Collars, so that
the Rods can be slid backwards and forwards in

their bearings.
The next task is to

adjust the £* Pinions on
their Rods so that it is

to nut either

A fine model car, built on
a chassis constructed en-
tirely of Meccano parts.

The model is driven by a

15 c.c. petrol engine, and
is fitted with a three-

valve wireless set. It is

of Iain H.
Gardner, Glasgow W.l,
and is fully described

on this page

o£

they

are
chromium plated. The
doors are lined with £*
thick wood to make
them more selid.

Inside the car the
seats, floors and doors
arc upholstered in red
leather, and a correctly-
designed dashboard is fitted. The dash instruments
are represented by watch dials, and two of them
have holes cut through their centres so that oil and
gnition bulbs may be seen, These bulbs do not
work in conjunction with the engine! but
add to the realistic appearance of the car.
On the dash are mounted also the switches for

the windscreen wipers and the lights, while the electric
horn is operated from a push button on the steering
column. Altogether there are 16 lights. Six of these
are mounted at the front, and the rest are accounted
for by interior, dash and rear lights,

A SIMPLE TYPE OF VALVE. OPERATING GEAR
In a recent letter K. Purton, Boreham Wood,

Herts,, put forward a suggestion for a neat type of

valve operating gear that could be used on a small
model steam engine, in which the valve is mounted
above the cylinder. The links between the piston rod
and valve operating rod consist of a 34*

t a 4£* and a
14* Strip, which are joined together in that order by
loek-nutied bolts. The free end of the 3|* Strip is

pivotally attached to the piston rod by means of a
Collar and a lock-nutted bolt, and the free end of
the 1 A* Strip is similarly attached to the valve operating
rod- The 4|* Strip is pivoted in the third hole from
its upper end on a bolt fastened to a l*xT Angle
Bracket that is bolted to the front of the cylinder.
The lengths of the links can of course be adjusted to

suit the model on which they are being used.

drum and so open the grab* The brake must then be
released before the grab can be lowered.

the
•

Worm through the lower
Rod

put
of them into mesb with
the Worm by pushing
in or pulling out the
4* Strip. This is easily

done and all that
remains now is to fix

another Kod in posi-

tion, so that a 57-teetb
Gear on it will mesh
with the \" Pinion on
the lower 3£" Rod. The
3J* Rod is the
driven shaft, and its

direction of rotation
can be changed by
sliding the coupled

3|r* Rods so as to

bring the disengaged
1* Pinion into mesh
with the Worm.
The direct drive from
diaaou Pinion to the

is, of course, the more

Model ship-building with Meccano is extremely
fascinating, as many readers have discovered, and one
of its greatest charms lies in the fitting of deck details
that will stive a finished appearance to the model*

57-teetb Gear oo the 3.V

positive of the two, and if possible it should be arranged
so that this drive is the one used for heavy work. For
instance, if the reversing gear were being used on a
model the direct drive would the

The
give

Meccano
appearance

does not include any s_

use many of the
representing the
instance bollards

A NOVEL IDEA FOR A DOUBLE SUSPENSION
CRANE GRAB

G, !-. Harris, Bexley, Kent, has devised a simple
form of double suspension crane grab that can be used

range
deck fittings, but it is possible to
ordinary model-building parts for

more important deck fittings. For
can be represented realistically by Collars, or by a
number of Washers, or on small models by Threaded
Pins. A capstan can best be made by removing the
Spring from a Meccano Spring Buffer (Part No. 120a)
and securing the Buffer to the deck by means of a nut.
For a winch a good plan is to secure a Handrail Support
to the deck, and secure a 1* Hod through its plain
hole. A \" Pulley is then secured on one end of the Rod
and a J" diam. "Pinion on the other. Alternatively the
1* Rod can be supported by a Double Bracket if a
Handrail Support is not included in the Outfit,

A neat rail around the edge of the deck adds much
to the appearance of a model, and one can easily be
fitted by securing short Screwed Rods or J" Bolts to
the deck and suspending Cord between them. The
Screwed Rods will be too thick for a small model,

crane, trie direct crive wouio ope
hoisting drum while the load were being raised, and
the drive through the upper 4* diam. Pulley and the
Driving Band would come into operation when the
load were being lowered.

A REVERSE DRIVE WITHOUT GEARS
Sometimes it is necessary to arrange a reverse drive

between two shafts in a straight line, it is quite easy to

do this without Gears if the following system is used.

A Coupling is fixed on the end of each shaft by
means of its middle transverse bore. To one end of

and they should be replaced by short lengths of wire
anchored to convenient bolts. The collapsible rail of a

Coupling a Swivel Bearing is attached by a |* Bolt
passed through its "spider11 and gripped by a Grub
Screw of the Coupling. The Swivel Bearings are joined
by a Rod, which passes at its centre through the middle
transverse bore of a third Coupling supported by two
Rods locked in its longitudinal bore/ The two last-

mentioned Rods must be free to move in their bearings,
and must be on the same level as the two Rods between
which the drive is being arranged. When the mechanism
has been fitted up, it will be found that the Swivel
Bearings are in diametrically opposite positions, so
that when one of them is revolved, the other is turned
in the opposite direction.

+-
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uNew Model etition

A Competition for Beginners in Meccano

D
D

CD
Here is a competition that has been arranged specially

. andg model-builders with ofor

particularly those who have not yet taken part in any of

the "MM" competitions. At this time of the year there

are always thousands of newcomers to the Meccano hobby,

and this contest gives them a fine opportunity, which they
should not miss, of increas-

ing their Outfits by winning
a valuable prize of Meccano

and then send it to "Junior Model-Building Com-
eccano Ltd,, Binns Road, Liverpool 13,

Entries must be
not later than 29th

If the model has

to reach

features that are not clear]v
shown in the photograph or drawing submitted, a

be

This Contest is open to all

readers under 14 ,years of

age on the closing date of

the competition, which is

29th April, and it does not
matter whether they live in

the British Isles or any
other part of the world.

Each coin petitor

his own
his model

ma}-
for

may use
size of Meccano Outfit up to

udine Outfit No. 6.

No parts may be used that

arenot included in Outfit No.

6, but either Clockwork or

Electric Motors may be used
to drive models if desired.

r

hen the model is complc

rief explanation

desirable. This should be
written on a separate sheet

along;of paper and
with the illustration.

To ensure com

chance the

judged by experts familiar

with the

the variou

ltlCS of

will

Out-
seek

models that

interesting sub-
which are built

This fine model is typical of many modern fire-fighting machines used in up-to-date fire

brigades. It was built by L. Willington, Birmingham, who was awarded a prize for it

In the "Grand Summer 11 Model-Building Competition*
ML '

I

~

ted illustration of it is or

. and
specially

represent

and
as strongly as possible with

the parts available in the

Outfit used.

The following

be awarded to

of the models decided to

be the best received. First,

Second

.

products value

required. This may be either a drawing showing the

principal features, or better still a photograph. If the

competitor cannot make a satisfactory drawing or cannot
obtain a photograph of his model himself, these may be pre-

pared by others, but it must be clearly understood that the

model itself must be the competitor's own imaided work.
The competitor should write his age, name and address

products value £2/2/
Five prizes of products value
ducts value 5/

value

All young model-builders

state size of Outfit from which the model was
constructed, on the back of the photograph or drawing,

opportunity this

prize for a few hours' pleasant

the

win a handsome
and we urge

to set to work on their models immediately so that they
ces by having to rush theirwill not s their

preparations as the date dr near.

Still Time to a
In last month's "M.M.*' we published particulars of the "New
jar" Model-Building Contest, in which cheaues and a latereues large

number of other valuable prizes are offered for the best models
submitted. The closing date of the Contest is 31st March, and
as there is still plenty of time for readers to send in their entries,

we are again giving full details of how these should be prepared
and submitted.
The competition is open to all model-builders, and is so arranged

that no matter how young a boy may be, or how .small his Outfit,

he will stand just as good a chance of winning one of the splendid
prizes offered as older competitors with large Outfits at their

. Every model builder who has not yet begun to prepare
his entry should do so now, and a special invitation is given to
all who have not previously taken part in "Jl/.M." competitions.
Entrants can choose their own subjects, and models of aero-

planes, cranes, all- kinds of motor vehicles, machines and archi-

tectural subjects are all suitable for this competition. Any size

it is clear enough to show- the details of the model, and neither
*>

of Meccano Outfit or num of

there is no age limit or restriction of any kind.

may be used,

actual model built for entry must not sent. Instead
it is only necessary to forward a good photograph or, if this is

K small photograph will do, providednot a

a

w aphs nor drawings need be prepared by the competitor
himseff. The model itself, however, must be the result of the com-
petitor's own unaided efforts*

The competitor should write his age, name and full address

on the back of the photograph or drawing, and enclose it, together

with a brief description of the model, in an envelope addressed
New Year ModeI-Building Competition," Meccano Ltd., Binns
Road, Liverpool 13.

Entries must be posted in time to reach this office not later

than 31st March. Any entries received after that date will be
held over for the next suitable competition.
The prizes to be awarded for the best and most interesting

models received include valuable cheques and Meccano and Hornby
products, and the chief of these are as follows: First, Cheque for

£5/5/ i Second, for £3/3/-; Third, for £2/2/
Other prizes are 10 consisting of Meccano or Hornby products to

the value of 10/6 each, and 10 of products value 5/
It should be noted that photographs or drawings of models that

win prizes become the property of Meccano Ltd. Unsuccessful
en however, will be returned to

stamped addressed envelope is included
that a

that purpose
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Contest Results
Spanner

winning Models

D
D
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HIS month I continue my description of the fine

that won prizes in the

Building Competition As be from the

is a er near the

photogra s and details of models
already published in the January
"MM." the entries n

wide range of subjects, and for

month's article I have chosen some
that I hope will provide readers with

for their future model-building

activities.

connects

is

One of the largest and most corn-

models among the entries

was a fine level-lufling travel

byling crane

Willems, Antwerp.
model is illustrated on the

opposite page and I am sure

readers will agree that it is a

of work.very fine

Every part of the construc-

tion is carried out neatlv and
full to strength

and rigidity, and me-

driver's seat, and movement of this engages a \" Pinion
with a 57-teeth Gear on a Threaded Rod mounted longi-

This Rodtudinallv in the
carries also an Octagonal Coupling, to

are t wo
second Octagonal

Strips to

at its rear end to

chassis

Another well-built model motor
was that sent Sharpe,

eight-

type
used for transporting rolls

of news and its main
features include differentials

for each pair of

and brakes
rear wheels. Each of

front wheels is

four

the

fitted

< letails of the oper-

ating mechanism show that

Willems has a sound know-

Model-builders who won prizes in the Grand "Summer" Model-Building Competition.
In the top row, reading from left to right, are C. Sharpe, Ilford, and C Brown, Bradford,
while in the bottom row are R. van Berkum, Fenwick, Ontario, A. Aikman, Steyning,

and I. Cross, Motherwell.
W

T

steering mechan-
ism and each is independent-

sprung
L. Willington,

ledge of the principles on which cranes of this kind are

based. Regular of the "MM." will be familiar

with other examples of Willems' work, for several of his

s.models have been illustrated in past is

were as

Birming-
ham, is to be congratulated
on his good work in building

a fine model fire-engine. It was exceptionally well-built

and I liked particularly the constructional details of the
escape, which when fully extended reaches a height of

8 ft. 7 in. The chassis is eauimxd with all the usual
many

interesting" models of various
fittings

kinds of
.

or

among the-entries, and some
these are

attractive on account of the

e amount of detail work
incorporated in them. < hie of

the best is the model tipping

lorry illustrated on this page.

It was built by A. Aikman,
Steyning, who is a regular

competitor in MM." com
a

Diesel-en

forward control

lorry used for

heavy haulage work. The
e of carryin

a load of 40 lb. and is driven

is ca

and mechanical de-

forinc
t5

steadying the vehicle when
the escape is raised while the

ing on un-machine is

even ground.

R, van Berkum, Fenwick,
Ontario, sent a model of a
type very different from any
of those already mentioned.
It represents a four-horse

mail coach of days gone by,

and although very simple in

construction, its builder has
managed to obtain

ance of realism

—

by an type Electric
A model of a tipping motor lorry that won a prize for A. Aikman, Steyning.

often is lacking in simple
models of tiiis kind. His
success was due, I think, to

Motor. Features the chassis are Ackennann
his care in ins: the few

box
'

rev
and mechanism for tipping the bodv

gear-

The drive to the tipping mechanism is taken from a V
Pinion on the end of the clutch aft,

further Pinion on a shaft fitted with a sliding: Do
ges a

Clutch.

s>

parts he used, and to the good proportions of the model.
A model of one of the latest mobile anti-aircraft guns,

complete with army lorry, was the subject of

the entry sent by C. Brown, Bradford, and I. Cross,

Motherwell, won a prize for his good work in building a
steam breakdown crane of the type used in railway

r
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service

their success to neat and careful work
Both of these competitors owe

Several com
two or more
Cheaclle Hulme,
horizontal engine, a tower

emitted ries of

one of these was C. G. Jones,

sent three models comprising a
an car. Of

these I liked best the engine, but all three were strongrv

bmlt and evi-

dently were the
result of many

bridges, are not favourably considered. Actually models

of this kind are among the finest subjects for Meccano,

m of their great popularity must bebut
particularly well-built, or

structional features, in order to attract the attention of

possess novel con-

judges. These were in two model
ives built by W. G. Stainer, Bournemouth.

In one of these

boiler is

urs

work. I shall

look forward to

seeing %

models from
this competitor
in future con-

tests.

Among the

the

b uilt from
Flexible Plates,

while in

a
more

A well-proportioned model of a streamlined train in service on the Union Pacific Railway, U.S.A. It was built by H. G. Shorten,

Winnipeg, Canada, and was described in the January issue of the "MM."

uniform
effect is obtain-

by using
Strips for this

purpose. The
valve mcchan-

built

that won the smaller prizes was an
representation of H.M. Aircraft Carrier "Eagle
by R. Myburgh, Claremont, Cape Province, South Africa.

urgh based his model on the cover illustration of the
1934 "M.M., ff

scale as far as possible. Among
uce the to

most interesting

ism on engine is

and Buffers and Train loco-

motives a appearance
G. Shorland, who is a member of Exeter

features of his model are working lifts and a conveyor
for bringing the aeroplanes from the hangars to the
flight deck. The conveyor is built up from about
3|" Strips assembled
somewhat similar to a creeper

Club, sent a model of Exeter Museum, and had the

distinction of being one of the few competitors who chose

architectural

endless

a complete system of interior

, a searchlight

green navigation There
floodlight for illuminating the working area of a small

deck crane at night. Unfortunately the constructional

Myburgh's
been,

winning one
Another prize-winning ship

battleship H.M.S.
mitted by F. Maker, Cailington, Cornwall. This is more
neatly constructed

reduced its builder's

principal

only

in size and
built, it has

their models.

is 5J ft. in length and,

although it is very imposing
" well

plain

and unreal appearance that

its chance of winning

a higher award. Architectural

subjects must be chosen very

carefully if they are to make
Generallyrealistic

it is best to select a

that has
work few large

wall spaces, otherwise
,# ~ " ' '- "life"

lacking in detail work. The hull has
5 ft. and is composed

me that the model
was entered

Exhibition contest

school, and was succes

winning
althou
with over
all kinds.

I have often

advisability

subjects

models,

Outfit

it is difficult

to a model of this kind.

Results of "Sharp Eyestf

one s

small one.

Contests Nos. 2 arid 3

The offered for tlieprizes

and most neatly prepared solutions

of the puzzle pictures that appeared

on pages 402 and 464 of the July

and August 1938 issues of the

spectively have been
£

it
'

M.M.
awarded to the competitors named
in the following lists. Several all

correct entries were received in

each contest, and the prizes there-

fore were awarded in order of

instance value
vice was the success thatad

attended the efforts of A. Muff, Canterbury, New Zealand,
in the "Summer"

This level-luffing travelling crane was built by J. Willems, Antwerp,
was awarded a Special Kdi tor's Prize.

merit to the senders of the most

neatly prepared of these.

"Sharp Eyes" Contest No. 2.

First Prize, Meccano or Hornby products

R. Roddick, Rosano de
Second, products

ctition. This com sent a
simple model of a road grading machine, and although
tins is not so imposing as many of the models that failed

to win prizes

ion

unusual and the details

re t] so

faithfully that it attracted instant notice from the judges.

Competitors must not think, however, that models of

the more popular subjects, such as locomotives, ships or

value £3/3/-:
Santa Fe, Argentine.

value £2/2/-: F. Cooper, London S.W.19

Third, products value O/l/-: R. Biggs, Bristol 6.

Products value 10/™: C Barnard, Johannesburg; C Keekok, Singapore; E. Hooper,
Exeter; K. Costain, Bolton; D. Murison, Buenos Aires.

C. Wravford. Bovev Tracev: T. Gnanadurai, Trichinopoly,value 5/-: C. Wravford, Bovey Tracey; J.
S, India; H. Hussey, St. Helens; H. G. Johnston, Southali; L. Slater, Portsmouth.

"Sharp Eyes" Contest No. 3

First Prize,ze
f
Meccano or Hornby goods value £3/3/-: H. G« Johnston, £

Second, products value £2/2/-: J. Whitcomb, Pirbright. 3rd, products value
SouthalL
£1/1/

C> Keekok, Singapore,

ucts value 10/-: C- Barnard, Johannesburg; K, Lack, Sheffield 7; H« Husscv, St
Helens; A. Mohamedbhai, Zanzibar, B.E. Africa; C, Wravford, Bovey Tracey.

Products value 5/-: L. Slater, Portsmouth; W. Jones, Birmingham 1; A. Khand-Wala,
Karachi; D. Murisoa, Buenos Aires; E, Robertson, Whitehaven,
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and Mode 1 I III*

This month club members are settling down to the steady work of
the second Winter Session, with the delights and excitements of the
""''"ay season well behind them. There is no need lor regret at this,

however, for club programmes can be kept as lively as ever, and
Leaders in particular should take care to introduce Variety and to

among the members. etitive games
such as Table Tennis should not be overlooked, and regular knock-
out tournaments should be arranged. Special emphasis also should
be laid at this time of the year on model-building competitions of
various kinds, such as simpiieitv contests and others of an amusing
variety.

Merit Medallions in 1938

This month I publish my usual list of Merit Medallions awarded
during the past year. I am* delighted to find that this is much more
extensive than in previous years, the number of Medallions awarded
being 100, the largest since 1932. The list is an excellent one, includ-

members of clubs from all parts of Great Britain and the

and I take the opportunity of congratulating all who
have won this award, the highest open to Meccano boys.

X.ast month I spoke of my determination to make 1939 a record

year, and this splendid list, which shows that enthusiasm is runnin

high among club members, is an excellent omen. I shall not be satis

ficd unless the list for

Blindfold model-
building is great fun.
In this entrants are
shown a very simple
model, and are then
blind folded and asked
to complete the
model, the
parts being laid out in

front of them. A

ISaDDnaaannnc lanDnaDaaDDaDDnnnnnnnnnannnanDnnannnannDn the present year
extensive

D
BARKING—D.

Merit Medallions Awarded in 1938
I). Johnson. BURNLEY {Todraorden Koad Central school)—W, Cooper,

D
D
a

even more
and representative.

and urge Leaders who
takenhave not

D L. Lang. CHELMSFORD (Great Baddow)—K. J. Avis, A. R. Cooke. CHESTERFIELD (Mary Swanwick) sufficient advantage
D —F. Massey, K. Vickers. EDINBURGH (Edinburgh Hobbies Club)—S. J. Cairns, N. Innes, R. Kirkhope. 9 of the award to keep it

j=j If. McMichael, J. Moffat, G. Patterson, 1. Stwiebouse, A.Tait. (St. Giles Schoolboy Model Club)—W, Chaync, N
q J. du Bois, G. Kerr, J. C. A. McNaught, G, Sims. A, Turner- ("Tw« nty-eight'l—I. A. Magnusson, P. H. rj

o f the aw
in mind and to let me

^ have their nomina-
Sutherland. EXETER—Mr. M. C Hodder. II. E, Moore, C. Norman. R. Perrell. K. Robinson. R.Saunders, Q tions at the end of

model such as the G. Shorland, A. Spiller, P. H. Willey. GLASGOW (Morison Mf-moriat)—R. Bruce, j. Muir, J. Wilson, each quarter. In each
simple linerillustrated HORNSEA—P. Thorn. ISLANDMAGEE—A. English, I, Forsythe, T. Hunter, C. McCalmont, D. D club two Medallions
and described on Dase P McCalmont, W. McCalmont, B. MeCreadv, S. McCready, T. Maitland. JERSEY (The Beeches)—N. G
113 of issue

would form a good
subject for a contest
of this kind.

Another form of

comoetition that

Hlackwell, B. Dubm, H. Dubras, P. Le Febvre, R, Le Mantuand, D. Nhnllc. KIDDERMINSTER
H. BamfieJd. D. Flvnn. LONDON (Old Charlton}—D. Lambert, K

-

Piejus. MAIDSTONE (Sutton

a
a
B
a
L D. uxlana. 1- & M.ep!u-ns. SAI.IAM] iSt. St, phea's}- li K I- ltiauiut. L. K ^.luagufc SlDMOUTH
Q (Si,l Vale)—P. E. W. Taylor. THORNTON H K.ATH (St. Oswalds)—P. A. G. Broughton. WEST CALDER

n are av

Flyan, P. Smith. NEW.
Blundy, E. Foster, A. Kemp, E. Masding. PLYMOUTH—K. 1.. Emdon, D. HorsweU, R. Mitchelmore, D

should be .1 is
OJreich)—M. Anderson, U. Lumsden.

¥ *

Building."
In this competitors

D OVERSEAS CLUB MEMBERS
-

_ ly, and there is no
>hew. (Winchmore Hill)—J. A. Q restriction on thekind

(Mount Senior Schooi)-E. q of service that can be
recognised by the pre-

sentation of

Medallions. All that is

necessary is that the
red

D
a
a
a
a
D

are given a parcel
containing the parts
that they are allowed
to use, and are re-

quired to design and
build a model with

D AUSTRALIA,. (Mayiands)—J. Knight, R. Knight, R. Le Cheminant, R. Patterson, B. Perm, C. Petersen. D
W. Petersen, S. Press, H, Rickman, G. Winnett. (Thebarton Technical School)—B. Clark, CANADA D

Q (Roscmoiuit, Rcgina)—G. Hardwide, C. Pearce. EGYPT (Cairo)—J. 11. Awad, M. Bekheet, S. A. Nader. Sng M. K. Salem. INDIA (Ranjit. Lahore)—A. Singh. NEW ZEALAND (Asbburton)—E. Lewis, M. Kruse. q
r-i (Christchurch)— L. Dennis D, Mel^ren. SOUTH AFRICA (Malvern)—M. Cowling, M. Leach. (Pioneer).

a L. Alley, G. Evertoa,
D
a
D

them. The excitement DaaoQnaaQDaDDnuaQaDDODOQDaaaanaDDcaannaaDnDaaaaaanan tion of

shall have
done something that
has helped to make
his club more efficient

or better known, so

that recruiting, steady
work in an official

capacity,the organisa-

of a contest of this

kind is increased if a time limit is imposed. The judges should take
into account the merits of the finished models as regards design and
construction, but also should give points for ingenuity in

tea

of new ideas, and long and

ing
use of the parts provided. To lenve any of these out should be
regarded as a fault.

The Guild Correspondence Club
An encouraging sign of increasing Guild

year has been the steady growth of the
To-day there are more Meccano boys than ever in regular com-
munication with each other, and firm friendships are being formed
between Guild members in many different parts of the World. One

tures, the introduction
service are all qualifications.

Two Attractive Exhibitions

The Holy Trinity (Miidmay) M.C. holding their Annual

past
nee Club.

interesting feature is that correspondence has led in

rs in this

particu
many instances to actual meetings, and Meccano
country have actually travelled overseas to Holland and France
to stay with their correspondents in those countries, after which
return visits have been arranged.
At the present moment correspondents are wanted p;

Canada, South Africa and the United States. Guild members in

those countries, especially new ones, are therefore urged to write
immediately for entry forms.

Exhibition on Friday and Saturday, 17th and 18th February. On
the first day the Exhibition will be open from 6.30 to 9.30 p.m., and
on the second from 3 to 9.30 p.m. The display will take place in the
club's new hall at .Miidmay Centre, Newington Green Road, London
SA, and on both occasions will be opened by Dr. Cochrane, President
of the club. There will be an excellent display of models built by
members and other models on loan from. Headquarters, and light

Tickets, adults Gd., children 3d. tre s w ill b
can be obtained from H. C. Boyes, 37, Mackenzie Koad,

m, Kent.
The Exhibition of the Kidderminster Club takes place in

Clubroom, House, Prospect Hill, Kidderminster,
Monday 27th February to Saturday 4th March. On weeknights the

opening time is 6.45 p.m. and on the Saturday there will be three
displays, at 2.30, 6.30 and 8.30 respectively. The attraction will

include a fdm show. The charge for admission for children is 2d.,

and there will be a silver ollcction for adults.
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Exelcr M.C.—Tin* u*ttoU high standard of model

-

'outstanding modi-Isbuilding has Ik-en main
being a Tudor Period house and an air liner, Several
new games have been introduced at meetings, and

thian football, darts, draughts and pin snooker
are now played regularly. Association football has been
continued with renewed vigour after the Christmas
ortries! Club roll: 80, Secretary: J. T. IL Fenwick,
45, Callhorpe Road, Exeter,
Heath Grammar School MX*—A -Model-building

i oiupetition has been held in which members had to
construct modrk incorporating not more than liio

Old Charlton MX.—Th
has included a Beetle
but

1" varied programme followed
m* a Debate and Model-

incorporating not more than
nuts. An equally interesting contest was a handicap
layout designing rompetition

p
hi Id on a Hornby Train

Night, in which members were allowed varying num-
bers of rails with which to lay an original track.
Inter-group darts matches have been held, and one
meeting; closed with a sing-song.
Arrangements for the future include
a descent of a colliery, a Lecture by
a local stat ionmaster, and a trip to

the Yorkshire Electric Power Sta-

tion at, ThornhilL Club roll: 51.

Bottoniley, 6.

Ifopwood Lane,

The subject for one Muriel-building Night
was a mouse trap, and many ingenious models were
devised* Several model steam engines were brought
along to one meeting and carefully examined, A

srcssive Games Evening left members breathless
but happy. An Odds and Ends Model Evening was
held, cardboard* cotton reels, tins and other oddments
lying used to build models of a locomotive, a marine
living base and other useful subjects. A further in
ti-resting issue of "The Mecca nic" the club magazine,

been produced. Club roll: 20. Secretary; IX C.
Lambert, 23. Charlton Lane, Charlton, London S-E.7*

St. Oswalds (Thornton Heath) MX-—

A

M. K TiRhe f 3», St, Andrew's Road,
St ret ford Public Libraries MX.—Meetings of the

Meccano and Hornby Train Section have been well
attended, and a number of excellent models built
Train running has been enthusiastically carried out
on both clockwork and electric tracks. Further
teresting additions have been made to
ooks. Two popular Lantern Lecture*

Meccano^ motor chassis and a mechanical truck have
been built. Members enjoyed an instructive Talk on

in-

scrap
dealt with

A Visit to Holland*' and "From the Atk to 'Queen
respectively. A Concert and Games Evening

was greatly enjoyed- The Stamp Section is thriving,
and many stamps donated have been distributed
anions members. Unusual stamps have been carefully
traced with the aid of reference library books, Thr

sarette Card Section also is very active." Club roll: 35.
Miss F-
Institute,

Secretary:

Technical
S
Stretford

Public
Road. Old

Prizes of Meccano
in

Craven
Halifax.
Barking MX

parts were awarded in a Model
building Competition, the ages and
experience of members being taken
into account by judges. An excellent

suspension bridge and a field sun
the entries. On onewere among the entries.

evening members were formed into

groups, each of which constructed
pari of a large model that was

. A H«.*rnbv

Evening was a pleasant diversion,

and many trains were run n a large

continuous layout with a number of
sidings. Table Tennis and a Spellin '

Bee were the chief items of an
imtayable Social Evening* A Cine-
uiattii^raph Sliow featttr- <l Charlie
Chaplin and "Popeye," and 'uUo
incluili'd a film of an ice hockey
tnatrh, A very happy Social Ivveii-

ing was spent on the occasion of

the Club's second birthday* Club
roll; 32. Secretary: F. K. Whitehead,
60, Devon Road, Barking, Essex.

St, Stephen's (SaJtash) MX.
I he club stock of Meccano has been
enlarged by purchase and by mfts.

A fine Meccano 1 raction Engine has
sen built The Model Section is

engaged in the construction of
models of St. Paul's Cathedral and
a iiandley Page air liner, and an
overhead signal cabin is bein
reconstructed. Miss D. Bearblock
has hcf'O elected President m place
of Miss Porter, who has left the
district, *Ihc club was represented at the

M.Gi Exhibition. Club roll: 6. Secretary:
Hr uind, S+ Homer Park, SulUsh.
Regent Street Central School [Heywood)

Mr. Greenwood gave a Lantern Lecture on
Preservation of the Countryside " and Mr. Chaplin gave
one on "London" that included views taken on various
school excursions,, 7 he usual club activities have been

A

Library,
TrattonL

Manchester 16
Plymouth MX-—A Parents"

dg has been held, when
parents were able to look round the
club while the usual activities were
in progress. A Library has been
formed. A Visit has been paid by
members of the St. Stephen's
(Saltash) MX*, who invited mem-
bears to attend their recent Exhibi-
tion. A party of members accepted
the invitation and greatly enioyed
the event, "ihe club's own Annual

tion was of the usual high
Standard, and was a well-merited
Success. Club roll: $6. Secretary:

A. K. Millar, 21, Hamilton Gardens,
MutJey, Plymouth.

EGYPT

Membeis of the Chrisichurch (New Zealand) MX,, Acting Leader, Mr. E. A, Gay, secretary, S. S.
Stringer, with parents and friends at their recent Annual Social Part of the fine display of Meccano
models can be seen, while there was also a Hornby electric layout in operation. The Christchurch
MX. was affiliated in May 1930- Members are keen model-builders, and a special feature of club life

is the friendly rivalry with the Ashburton MX, An Inlcr-CIub Shield awarded for cornp
model-building between the two clubs is at present held by the Chrislehurch MX

in

Plymouth
B. K. J.

MX.
"1 he

#
including a Boxing Competition, A large

number of Meccano model* were displayed at the
Annual Exhibition and Concert, prizes being awarded
fur the best three, the Concert was very lively and
successful, Club roll: 150. Secretary: L. Mathews^
2, lames Street, Heywood.

Sid-Vale MX*— Regular Model building Con test

>

have been held, in which the subjects included (<Guns,f|

"Aeroplanes/ 1 M Railway Transport Vehicles," and
"Farm Implements." Many excellent models were
enured, and competition was very keen. Parents were
present at the General Meeting, and four new members
were enrolled. Club roll: 10* Secretary: L* R. I. Gliddon,
Sheffield House, Sidmouth;
Hornsea MX*—Good attendances at recent meetings

arc evidence of the attractive character of the pro-
gramme. In addition to the regular features, it has
included Lectures and Talks bv members and by
visitor*. Him Shows, both educational ami arauMii*;,

i variety of panics. Subjects dealt with in Talks ana
Lectures have included " Ihc Weather Forecast/ 9

and "the African Jungle," Club roll: 14,

P, Richardson, SunmierWfcb*" Esplanade
N. t Hornsea*

itAeronautics*'
Mock

and a Cinematograph Show, and a
1 rial provided a diverting evening,

discussions haw been held, and Games Evenings are
to be included in future programmes. Club roll: 25.
Secretory: J, F. J&qiieg. -Kl 'Molirio," 5

f Ingram Road,
Thornton Heath, Surrey,

Islandmagee MX.—Tin- Concert given recently was
greatly enjoyed by all present, the performances of
members being greatly appreciated, and was so
popular that it h to be held annually; Meccano models
built have included a block-setting cranes tower wagon
and pithead gear. Members of tin* Junior Section
devised an ingenious crane, and the Irttwork Section
have teen very busy. Club roll: 18. Secretary: S.
Mk: ready, "ttJIIntotiUrt/

1

Islandinagee, Co, Antrim.
Winchmore Hill Collegiate School MX-—The

Exhibition and Variety Show held recently was an
outstanding success, A fine array of models was
entered for the Model- building Comets, prizes being
won by representations of a dance band, a funicular
railway, a mechanical horse and trailer, and a battle*
ship, A working model railway added to the attraction
of the Exhibition, and an entertainment^ including
songs, sketches, musical items and an ever-pooular
"puzzle corner" also was given, and well received.
Club roll: 28, Secretory: F. j, Ilearu, 143f

Road, Southgate, London NT 4.

Bridport Grammar School
Exhibition of model* by members was held recently,
A Meceanograph and a gantry crane attracted par-
ticular attention. The Woodwork, Mctalwork and
Stamps Sections are flourishing. Club roll: 40. Secretary;

way

MX.—An excellent

MX,—Pleasant meetings
have been held, and a highly satis-

factory standard of model-building
maintained. 1 he Woodwork Section
has bet ii especially active, while
Stamp, Football and Cy line

Sections have al! amply justified

their existence. The Leader has
visited Syria and Palestine, calling
on other clubs there, with verv
happy results. A Library has been
formed. Club roll: 35;

'
Secretarv:

Saved Fahinv A wad. 2S, ElGczawi
Street, Shoubra, Cairo, Egypt

AUSTRALIA
Thebarton Technical School

MX,—Th*' dub has been able to
purchase the due-projector for
which it has been saving for several
years, An excellent folding screen
has been made by members, and
several entertaining Lortures have
been given on such subjects a&
"Kitesr "Electric Clocks" and
" Making

"Electric
Electric Light Globes in

Australia" A large Meccano electric cloi k ha? been
made to operate from the 210 volt mains sii&plvlng the

where it now occupies the place nf honour
Large stocks of Meaano parts were added to the club's

recently. Members have visited the local auto*
ma tic telephone exchan|{e

p the yards of a Port Adelaide
timber merchant, and Wnnderlieh Tileries. Club
roll: 8h Secretary: B. S- Clarke, 21 f Vktorm Street
iil *ndore t South Australia.
Maylands MX,—The club concert was given with

characteristic enthusiasm. The programme included
orchestral pieces, sketches, musical items, songs
and humorous turn*;. I he concert concluded with a
performance by the Mouth Organ Band, making
its last public appearance. Mr. Patteraon, leader
of the Band, was presented with a silver cigarette
case in reeognition of his services. Model*building has
been carried on with the usual intensity, and fine dis-
plays of models were staged at tht: Factions and Session
Exhibitions, Games tournaments have been keenlv-
ion tested. Mr, Priestly, a supporter of the dub. hak
raven a scries of Lectures on various tvpes of engines.
Club roll: 37, Secretary: W, Petersen," 1

( Warne St.,
Maylands

r
Western Australia.

Melbourne MX.—Busy eveninss have
with the c lub's model

Busy evenings
railway layout

.
.

spent
which ineor-

orates g-volt and 20-volt tracks. Tinplale track that
las been in service for six years has been replaced with
sjcel track, giving titibin efficient train runninff. New
sidings have been added, and a new 20-volt locomotive-
has been tried out* Club roll: 111 Secretary:

8, Hayes Street f Northcote, NJ6, Victoria.
L. Ison,,
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HE illustrations in the page show two splendid examples of

British locomotive engineering that have recently been built by
the Vulcan Foundry Ltd., of Newton-le -Willows, Lanes., for service

overseas. The upper engine in the illustration is a handsome
"Pacific" for the Argentine, and below it is a "Moti
motive for the Gold Coast. will pr

description of each of these two types of engines interesting.

deal with the "Pacific" Jirst; this and its sister engines are in1

principally for the express services on the main lines of the Buenos

type loco

find* a brief

I will

tended

fruitpeak this business necessitates the

specials every i lay, eachone having to be worked at express speed over
running of six or seven

cs
I f

the 750 miles from Cipoletti to Buenos Aires. The new "Pacifi

should be ideally suited to long through workings of this kind.

The Gold Coast is probably known best to the majority of readers

by its postage stamps, as a unit of the Colonial Empire lying some-
where in equatorial West Africa. It is a comparatively small
territory, and the coa-t line from which it derives its name stretches

*

Aires Sou i hern way radiating from Buenos Aires.

for roughly 300 miles along the very middle of the Gulf of Guinea.
I roin Accra and Takoradi, its two principal ports, railways run

Train speeds in Argentina are not high by British standards, but
the new engines could, if need be, give an excellent account of them-
selves. A striking point in their outward appearance is the short

" of the former Northern

northward to converge at Kumasi, the some 170 miles

chassis, reminiscent of the "Super-Pacifies
and so unlike theRailway of

the L.N.E.R. and
and Stanier4 is of

L.M.S. respectively. The boiler barrel too is

short, but this in com lunation with large tubes should make for ex-
cellent steaming. There
are only two cylinders.

19 in. in by
in. stroke; in this

feature , a compara-
small diameter

and a long stroke, the
engine follows

English G.W.R. tracli-

inland. These two main routes are laid to the gauge that is standard
in practically the whole of South and West Africa, namely 3 ft, 6 in.

Including various branches the total route-mileage on the 3 ft. 6 in.

gauge is about 50o, and over this system between 80 and 90 steam
locomotives are at work.
More than threes uarters of the total earnings of this Government-

owned railway is de-
Ml

rived from goods traffic.

The annual cocoa crop
accounts for nearly half

the freight train

ion, a comparison that
is made still more in-

teresting by the use on
the B.A.G.S. engines of

the favourite G.W.R.
working pressure of

225 lb. per sq. in. -

The Argentine
standard gauge is 5 ft,

6 in,, and locomotive
rs in ooun-

revenue. Other import-
ant products of the

i

Colony are manganese
ore, used increasingly

nowadays in the manu-
facture of rails, and

Much of this

diverse goods traffic is

heavy, and to help in

dealing with it striking

•'Mountain" loco-
motives, as shown by
the lower engine in the

on this
o

page, have been put in

in* .upper engine is a '* Pacific- for the Buenos Aires Great Southern Railway; lac lower one is a * "Mountain" for service. Some of
service on the Gold Coast lines* For these photographs and for information contained in this article wc are

indebted to the makers, the Vulcan Foundry Ltd if Newton-Ie-WIllows.

"Pacifies"

try may well envy the
cross-sectional

space available. In the
new engines the piston valves are 10 in. diameter,
it has yet been possible to accommodate on a British

In common with most Argentine locomotives these new
are oil-fired. Until fairly recently the South American lines relied to

a very large-extent on imported coal, mostly from South Wales; but
the difficulty of obtaining supplies during the Great War and during
the subsequent labour troubles led to local timber being used as a
! uel on many less important workings. Efforts also were made to de-
velop the natural oil resources of that continent. As a result the
B.A.G.S., in collaboration with the Buenos Aires Western and the
Buenos Aires Pacific Railways, acquired an oilJield of their own
at Comodoro Rivadavia.
With oil-tiring it is possible to keep a locomotive cab in the state of

cleanliness traditional in a ship's engine-room, and in this case the
interior is painted pale green. At night the cab is electrically

new engines have been
built by Nasmyth,

same powersupply is also used (or the big electric headlamp. The
locomotives themselves are finished in black, lined out in blue and
white, a distinctive liverv that sets off their bold and workmanlike
Appearance. The total weight of the engine alone in working order is

8SA tons, of which 54 tons represent the adhesion weight; the tender

in a
weighs 67| tons loaded, and carries ti,(.H)U gallons of water and 1

1

tons of oil. The vacuum brake is used, as might be ex
country where British railway influence is strong.

In addition to its passenger traffic the Buenos
ern handles a

1 ~~ _ - -*-- »--
rge quan

» Great Si iiith-

of grain. One of the disadvantages of

Argentine grain is its humidity, and this enterprising railway has
erected at San Enrique station a gram-drying plant to which the

farmers can bring their produce and have it treated be lure sending
it to the coast by rail. This process not only cheapens the freight

charges, by removing superlluous weight, but also ensures a better

price being obtained per unit weight of grain sold. Another seasonal
traffic that demands a high standard of locomotive performance is the
result of the huge annual fruit crop of the Rio Negro valley. At its

Wilson and Co. Ltd., of Patricroft, Manchester, and others by the
Vulcan Foundry Ltd., of Newton-lcAVillows. The Nasmvth Wilson
engines differ from those from the Vulcan Foundry in being built on
bar frames.
A first glance at the photograph suggests a gigantic locomotive;

actually, for the particular wheel arrangement, the new engines are

unusually small. The coupled wheels are only 3 ft. 9 in. in diameter,

are grouped so closely together that the wheclbase is only
12 ft. 9 in. long; the extreme shortness is better appreciated by com-
parison with other eight-coupled types, such as the standard L.M.S
° a n" the rigid wheelbase of which is 17 ft. 3 in., or '*Cock o" theoVr1

•' r

North" on the L.N.E.R., which boasts 19 ft. (> in. The Gold Coast
lines, though for the most part substantially laid, run through
equatorial forest, or tropical grasslands; there is much sharp curva-
ture and a long rigid wheelbase would be out of the question. The
axle loading is very light too, amounting to no more than 52 tons
distributed over the four coupled axles.

The two cylinders are 19;1 in. in diameter by 24 in. stroke, but tins

comparatively small size gives a nominal tractive effort of 23,500 lb.

at 85 per cent. Of the working pressure, which is 1 80 lb. per sq. in. A
vivid contrast is obtained by comparing the total weight of the

,
in working order, with that of Britain's biggest

«

st "Mountains
1
' weigh 74£ tons; the Southern "Se

4 -4-0

;

Schools"
engine alone
the Gold Coast
67 tons.

From the illustration the boiler appears to be very long in relation

to its girth. A feature that helps to give the impression of great

length is the combustion chamber in the fore part of the fire-box,

which extends for a distance of 3 ft. ahead of the front of the grate.

The point where the fire-box ends is just discernible in the illus-

tration, almost in line with the hindmost point of the tyre of the
BBnB ^r

rear pair of coupled wheels.

The new engines are painted dark red and are lined out in black

and gold, the standard livery of Gold Coast locomotives.
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N attractive feature of the miniature railway hobby

its/"lis

that

variety of ways in w hicli

owers. Some layouts are arranged
v

are provided on one side of the system from
visitors can view operations in comfort.

Toint traffic working is favoured, as can be seen from
the illustration, both G.W.R. and L.N.E.R.

srei

running possibilities they afford, others bear witness to

their owners' interest m signalling, or scenic effects, and so I being available. The most important passen

on. The most satisfactory however are those in which are made up of No. 2 Special Pullmans, and usually are

there is a nice balance between the various interests, and a hauled bv a Hornbv L.N.E.R, E320 Locomotive "Flvin

x ample of a well-arranged system of this kind is

that described on this page. This has been developed by
Mr. H. W. Jones of Purley, Surrey, for the use of his son,

who in the accompanying photograph is seen busy
with the layout, and obviously enjoying himself!

Scotsman
G.W.R.

traffic,

a
6

is handled by th<

pecial Tank Locomotive, is carried in an
and Vans numbering about a

dozen in all. A complete breakdown train is also kept in

assortment of Wagons

readiness for anv
rowth of the

railway has followed

the usual lines. First

came a small clock-

way that was grad-

ually expanded. Con-
version

working
subsequent
ments resulted in

form of the

system. This is per-

manen
baseboard

laid on a

a room that has been
allotted to

it. The room measures
12 ft. bv 10 ft., and
full advantage
been taken of the or>

L

port unities afforded

This usuallv is in charge of

an L.N.E.R, No. 1

Locomotive,
which is used also for

andshunting
"pick-up"

-

goods
is a

unit for

duties.

aneons

Apart from the in-

the

traffic

the
and control

,

of the

line has been given a

good deal of

t i on
istic result has been

a

secured \
of the

the inclusion of many
accessories of various

also of

by this space in

of

The "Dperalmg Superintendent" of the ruihvav described on liii:; pasfe. !n addition to the rati vay operalions,

adevelopment
realistic and workmanlike

the scenic interest and road traffic are notable features of the line.

Meccano Dinky Toys.
Lighting is provided

The layout

railway.

means of

the form of two ovals, each consisting

uble track, which run round the room. There is inof

addition a branch line, which diverges from the main
system and divides into two sections, one of which forms a

dead-end siding, the other serving the locomotive depot.

Standards, and this gives a very pleasing and
stic effect. Miniature houses have been placed in suit-

J*

positions, and a modern touch is added by the in-

ent control of different trains is n

two main parts, each of which forms a separate electrical

section, supplied with current by its own Meccano Trans-
Connections between the various tracks bv means

to run a
track right through to the innermost one,

of Crossover Points make it

the

elusion of two Dinky Toy Aeroplanes suspended above
Paled Fencing and Trees have also

form the boundary of the

premises and also to add to the general effect of the scene.

Two stations are included in the layout. One with an
island platform is situated on the inner loop; the other is

on the outer loop, and forms a through station of the

and vice

The whole layout is arranged on a baseboard
which has been carefully planned to suit the track system

• . mm . m A *
. r . * j* * -i - »i j«

on of satisfactory lineside effectsand to allow the

The latter is a point that is sometimes overlooked when
the details of a miniature railway are being worked out.

mW "*—

f

ordinary type. Both passenger and goods trains are dealt
"

- 1

• * of
(
eachat the stations, which receive their

kind of traffic, and a "real" atmosphere is crea

usion of various station accessories,

lines, luggage andin and especially

of Dinky Toy Station Staff and Passen

arc from the to the
,

The baseboard covers a
;

but there are two
of the area available,

or openings cut in it to an
operating space. These are placed so that access is afforded

from them to all parts of the layout. An unusual feature,

which adds to the completeness of the railway roojn, is

main roads adjoining the layout, for heavy motor traffic.

"nig almost every type of vehicle available, is run on

the roads. Tins traffic is o . in conjunction with the

railway services. The illustration on this page shows the
a.

Hornby No. E2E Level Crossing that is used by the road

transport vehicles working in connection with the line.
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TATION working and locomotive operation have

formed the subjects of recent articles in these pages.

this m we deal with the use of Hornby Rolling

Stock in order to produce the most realistic effects and
the fun.

The Hornbv Series includes a wide varietv of vehicles

for

not be

and freight

istic if we use in

passenget traffic. Our trains will

rmation as man}

are

or express passenger
m' m -«

'

-w -v < ft 4

the No. 2 Corridor Coaches
\ ery realistic trains can made up, and a

similar assembly to that just described for the suburban
trains can be used. The Corridor Coaches can be properly

mk. jBk. #

O
5wayed together

— —

means of the realistic Corridor

accessories

*

types of rolling stock as we can get hold of,

however. It is to our coaches,

vans
we

so on with a view to the kind of traffic

on sy<-, In

classification of numerous types

practice the

stock is v

thoroughly carried out. and strict control is exercised

over their working, to

ensure that each

Connections supplied with them,
that should not be overlooked in connection with
Coaches arc the Hornby Train Name Boards. The Coaches

ed with holders for the boards and a train dis-

to tilt

are

tinguis
i

m
1

r their use always s gre

interest of operations.

For long distance excursions or specials, such as foot-

ball, or race trains, the No. 2 Saloon Coaches arc excellent.
f

These Coaches follow the end vestibule or

e

of vehicle is pur to its

maximum use in carry-
. — —

uu r the for

which it has een

designed. If we adopt

similar measures in

miniature, greater
in the forma-

tion of our trains and
therefore more enjoy-

ment will be the result,

I >ut it is scarcely

necessary to ac

strictly to

stock classification and
as is done in

pn
On a Hornby

way, especially

•working

timetables is carried

design, and are very
pleasing in appearance.

The most handsome
Coaches in the Hornby
Series are undoubtedly
the No. 2 ecial

are

available in the form

Pullmans, which
I

of ordinary Pullman
also asc

Composite vehicles
with accommodation
for the guard
mgm. A characteristic

feature of these
Coaches is the provision

of names as m actual

practice. The names of

t

the Hornby
Goa c hes ava i 1able are

A selection of rolling stock on a Hornby Railway. The Fish Vans in the foreground are typical
i i

I

**

regular by examples "f Hie vehicles used im express trains conveying perishable traffic. or "Grosvmor" and

, the o iterator must know
exactly what stock is available for the different services.

One of the earliest steps in preparing a working scheme
therefore is to make a list of all

vans on the system. If these

wagons

or
i i

those of the Composite vehicles arc "Alberta," "Verona"
With these splendid models formations

trains as "The Golden Arrow"
man* or the

repr
"The Queen of Scots,

"Bournemouth Belle" can be up

it

are on
possible to see straight away what vehicles

for any particular kind of traffic that is

to be worked.
nger first demand consideration

i
and

with those of the Hornbv Series it is possible to make
up trains ranging from luxurious Pullmans down to the

ordinary locals. The No. 1 Coaches offer many
bilities for use on local or branch workbra..

particularly suitable for working in

say, three Coaches and a Guard's Van

are

com
a

iing candistance suburban or "residential' services,

be better than the No. 2 Coaches. Excellent reproductions

The subject of freight trains now requires attention.

The selection of vehicles to compose a fast freight train

is of the utmost importance. The fast services of actual

practice are only possible as the result of the fitting of

much of the stock employed with automatic brakes and
other equipment generally corresponding to that of

trains. Some of the freight trains in practice

are what is known as "fully fitted." They are said to be
"piped, " which means that they have continuous brake

connected throughout the train, and must have
the vehicles.provided on east

ft

are pi
r ?

their position in the train

of this type of

Coaches in the centre of the train, wi
can be made by using First-Third

a
at On trains

Third
re to be re

stricted in length, however, a favourite scheme is to place

two of the vehicles together
v J

to form the

b rake
As all of them
whether they are brake-fitted or not does not

On the other hand "partially fitted" trains are composed
of some brake-fitted vehicles some stock,

and the fitted vehicles of these must be marshalled next

to the engine if their brake power is to be effective.

• As* readers are aware, the freight services in actual
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dealing

the

handling

es pe

foodstuffs gen
Series is well supplied with vans

those

and
the

this e of freight. There are numerous
trains that carry fish, meat and fruit and for all of these

recognisable by their white colouring, and in this and in

other de

appro vehicles are avai in

and with them some very
Hornby Series

stic trains can be as-

The Fish Van is of special interest to L.N.E.R.
4 u

Hornby vehicle is a close re

All these vehicles can be
therefore suitable

all vans can be

iction

as

ess ons
to be so

fitted, for their purposes necessarily make them suitable

for fast freight work, and occasionally, for conveyance
M -

coupled on to the front or rear of ass

miniature railway
it repre-

enger trains.

owners,

sents a type of

vehicle used on that
-

for the trans-

from the

fishing ports to the
inland centres
population.

of

upputraffic

be in

the choice of vehicles

to use. The popular

fully insulated meat
van

in 19:>(> of Containers
in the ] [om l>v Series

ad <

.

greatly to

operatingfun
goods services. Con-
tainers are similar to

the body of a railway

van or

be carried on a
suitable rail

or on a road lorry asr

return ve

earned for themselves
the appropriate title

of
"^ *'

x.

,

A miniature S.R. express made up of Hornby No, 2 Corridor Coaches. The engine hauling the train is the
E420 "Eton" Locomotive, which is a model of the first member of the real "Schools" class.

tice, which
with refrigerating
apparatus for carrying frozen meat imported from abroad.

mima

Except those of the S.R. these

anee. The S.R.

white and a complete train of them is of strikin

rigerator van is

in it's own way, for it is painted
pink that is preferred by the S.R. for

are pa in tec

appear-

ture the Hornby Flat

Truck is ideal and is

in accordance with the latest practice on the actual rail-
A

a feature of the introduction of the container

distinctive

shade of

vehicles. The
No. are different in

ways,
services was the provision of special flat trucks for

conveyance. The Hornby miniature containers are fitted

with lifting tackle on the roof in the form of chains and
a ring for the crane hooks, and look very e

but tin's lias no effect on their use in "traffic.

loaded on to the trucks, as

in the illustration on the
be seen from the one

th

For fresh meat traffic

ventilated No.
corret t

pa e. When

e

is

a hie
,.M.S

This is avail-
' s fern

representing
. or G.W.N.

meat vans, and each
is is in the cor-

rect details. Each of

lese Vans can be used
in

in

a manner
the assembly m

miniature of such trains

as those that run
from the

West country direct to

city terminals. Another
van

m a kin it up trains using

tliese vehicles, it should
remembered in

actual practice

certain number
trucks are

All those that carry con-

tainei> are. l.»Ul as t\\r

Hornby traffic manager
type ofhas only

Flat Truck, it is a good
idea to mark the wagons
in some way su as t<«

diiierentiate
fK
P1

.

vehicles.

ween
ordinary

An tiX" could be

is the L.M.S.

COIl- Up and down express^* passing each other on a Hornby S.R, layout. A Train Name Board is

prominent on the roof of the Coach in the background and adds considerably to the "real** effect.
painted on each side,

-

No. Banana
e

i n presents the special steam-
signi ing "Suitable for

operating Garston Dock.
express traffic." This is a scheme that is applied in actual

interesting vehicle is finished in grey with white
The same plan can followed with such

let term
For the conveyance of m

i

is the G.W.R.
v Traffic Van, a most realistic vehicle,

in rn ol

to milk vans, parcel

the G.W.R.,
p

ri

In dition there is the

and other similar

handsome

applied

as the No. 1 Luggage Vans, which represent the

type of van that may appear as part of an express good>
train, or in the composition of an ordinary freighter

individual Hornby railway owner can decide whether his

luggaerr* vans are to be considered as

\

Milk
according to ind

P* or not

commo

over

can m

An increasing amount of milk is conveyed
jon > to-day, and these tanks arc worked
groups, so that Hornby Railway owners

of trains on which they are most
run.

correct use them on

On the other hand a No. 2 Luggage Van, which repre-

sents a high capacity type of van in general freight, or the

own outs •

whatever real railways these represent. They are instantly

utility" and is now so

will necessarily be a brake-fitted vehicle. As a rule

wagons are not "pipe fitted."

popuk
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Branch News
Cii' rlton-cum-Hardy.—Points and sig-

nals on the Branch layout have been intcr-

Burv St. Kdmunds.—The attractive

programme followed has included talks of

locked, and a new system of timetable

working introduced. Two Pullman Coaches
_ . _ . _ . .

com
and
ions

interest, »ames and
cussions on

pork.

have converte an
been

unit. A quayside scene has been added to

the layout, and gives realism to the running
of "The Irish Mail" and the "Ocean Liner
Express. " Other well-known trains run are

"The Mancunian" and the "Queen of Scots

Pit a n A Social Evening was greatly

enjoyed. Secretary: G. H, Hill, 56, Highfield

Road, Chorlton-eum- 1 lardy.

Manchester 21

Branch activities, and track w
cehVnt timetable
conducted, interest being increased by the

addition of a Hornby "Flying Scotsman"
Locomotive and a new corridor coach. A

lias been arranged to Haughley
re it is hoped to see the

Aniiiian" Express, and also to

Thetford. 'The first Exhibition of the

Branch was a treat success, and is to be

Junction,
"East

and printing to be by members.
D. W, James, The Grammar

School, Wimborne, Dorset.
i

Norwood.—Intensive train running has
been possible with the very useful Branch
stud of 1 1 locomotives, Members visited the
extensive joint L.M.S. and L.N.E.R. model
line of Mr. J, B. Wilson, of West Norwood,
and were particularly interested in the scale

coaches he has built. Plans have been pre-

pared for the building of similar coaches for

Branch use. A locomotive and carriage
travelling

cranes, has been constructed in Meccano
repair depot, equipped with

9

A. o

JHTON. ing

incorporation, meetings have
IK-CU in m

down

,

the Branch * layout.

track has been
and signals and various
buildings added, and a sue-

L 1

cessful start ha* been made
with actual train running.

•: G. W. Ruifeil.

mhurst Way, Avon-
daleDrive, Loughton, Essex
Twyeord Grove.

building has been conti

On the Branch

u;h

o a

hump marshalling yard has
been laid down at the "Ply-
mouth" goods yard, and two
carriage sheds 7 ft. long have

in position. A
Hornby No. 1 Special Tank
has been added to the
motive stud- A visit has

London. Sec-
Prescott,

Twyford Grove, Ban

Moretnn Ho use, Gam- tt

Lane, Lower Tooting, Lon-
don S.W.I%

new
-

Northampton.-
track constructed during the
-utnmuT \< now in use. and
regular timetable working

carried out. The
main

and a branch ter-

minus, so that long-distance

expre .

.

& can be run.

retmy: D. j. Rushton, 40.

The Vale, Northampton.

Proposed Branches
T h e following new

of the

A group of members of the Edgbaslon Branch No. 347, Chairman, Mr. L. A. Strudwick, who is

seated in the centre of the group of members shown, secretary, R* L* Teare* The Branch was in-

corporated in April 1938. Meetings are held weekly and track operations, with timetable passenger

and goods working, are the chiet feature of the programme, Bebates are held and visits made to

engine sheds and other places of railway interest.

Railway Company
present in process of forma-
tion, and any boys who are

desirous of
linking up wit lit his organic i-

tion should communicate
with the promoters, w se

Maidstone.—Satisfactory progress was
reported at the Annual General Meeting of

the Branch. A 10-in. garden railway of a

local enthusiast was inspected with interest.

The club has had on loan a multi-gauge
track for passenger-carrying

els constructed by membersu

were dis

Exhibition
at the Model Engineering
London. The future pro-

gramme includes Cinematograph Shows and
Lantern Lectures. ~

91, Old Tovil Road, Maidstone.
Denville.—Meetings have been well

attended, and much work has been done in

connection with the Branch layout, which is

being relaid to a new design. Electric equip-

ment is used throughout. It is intended to

construct an embankment for the layout,

using a framework of Meccano and a cover-

ing of papier mache. A Hor

annually. Secretary: T. S. West,
Crown Street, Bury St. Edmunds.

Everglades.—Realistic operations ha.ve

been carried out on the fine elect ric lavout

of the Branch. "The Royal Scot" is one of

many famous expresses realistically repro-

duced. It is hauled by a Hornby "Princess

Elisabeth" Locomotive, and the layout on
which it runs is of Hornby Steel Track.

Heavy goods traffic has been dealt with on
the tin plate layout, a Hornby E12n Tank
doing good work in the

-1shunting yards

Liv

names and addresses are
given below.

\. E. Foot, 5. Linden Avenue.
ERPOOL 22 L. 16. Great

Georges Road, Waterloo.
Loughton—Mr. G. A. lord, 8,

View Road.
Scunthorpe
Walsall G.

Essex.
Ward, 13, Clarke Street.

Wilkes, "The Elms,
t p

W( >LV ERH AMPTON 1\ c.

StalTord Road,
Spink

,

336,

ey

Darts and billiards have been played. A
visit is to be paid to a signal cabin. Secre-

; P. D. Stuart, 7, Lodge Avenue,
Cosham. 1 lants.

Queen Elizabeth's Grammar OL
ang(Wimborne).—Timetable

been carried out and schedules have been

Locomotive has been purchased. Games are
well

trains

Secretary: L. Adkin,

tie Cottage/' Fourth Avenue, Denville,

Havant, Hampshire.

The running of mixe<i

Branches Recently Incorporated
E. T. Driver, "St.

Tycehurst Hill, Lough-
360. Loughton Mr,

it r

361. Wellington r.
1

362.

26,

Wellington, New Zealand.
Road, Brooklyn,

JIT?

played
"Mvrtl

ing, milk vans
being regularly attached to local passenger
trains. It is intended to take photographs of

the I '.ranch and the layout, the developing

First" Norwich—Mr. W. j. Green,
•- •* -: mm

363. Ilford
82, Eade Koad, Norwich.

A. W. 183.
r Road, Ilford, Essex,

364. Homelea {New Malden)—Mr. J. H.
Cocks, 14. Hillbrow, New Maiden.

*
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The eight photographs reproduced on this page show

interesting views of Hornby-Dublo railways. Some of
them concentrate attention on the locomotive or train,
their principal feature being interesting formation or

lineside arrangements and effects are
the trains to

be

Join theHornby Rail- |~~]

way Company and j—

|

become elipblc for U=J
the competitions an- I I

nounced on this page, Q

Dnnnnnnnnan
at the head of the list.

m < > r (

•

these combine

and in each
two sections, Home and Overseas,

nzes of products
values of 21/-,

three competitors

to

will

entries

form striking-

realistic

Forscenes.

our chief con-

test this

the order in which the photographs are placed is nearest

to that in the
1

list compiled
by taking the

i > we
ask members
to place

photographs
in order
attractive-
n accord-
ing to their

own on
building

up of minia-
ture railway
layouts.

t n this

votes all

the , entries
into account.

In the event
of a tie for any
prize, the
award will be

contest each
competitor is asked to do only two things. The first is to
say winch illustration he considers the most attractive.
and to give in a few words his reason for selecting it. The
second is to write down a list of the photographs in the
order in which he thinks they will be placed by the
votes of the competitors, representing
the number shown on it. His own first choice

one

to the
competitor

gives

best state-
his

reasons for Ins

of the
photograph
that he
siders best,

dopes containing entries must be marked "H.R.C
February • in the top left-hand corner, and
each sheet submitted must have on the back the name
postal address and H.R.C.

>

>hjp number. Lntnes
to reach Head-in the Home section must

quarters at Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, on or
before 28th February.The Overseas closintrdateis31stMav.

+

Drawing Contest
We have sure in announcing

month the second of this year's Drawing
Contests. Competitions of this kind are
always popular for every railway enthusiast
enjoys making d rawings of railway scenes,
such as Ins favourite locomotive, a train at
speed or a station scene. The subject we
have chosen for our competition this month

_ _

Layout Planning Contest

In this contest we are asking members to
submit designs for layouts based on a main-

, of either double or single track.

is A Signalman at Work."
may illustrate any of
signalman, and need

etitors

duties of a

attem ts to the most common
lr

Olli

Two ions, sidings and any
other features necessary to make a model
railway for passenger and goods traffic

racticable and interesting may be a
ut the maximum space allowed is 15 ft.

lung and 10 ft, wide. No cost restrictions are
imposed, but the layout must be one that
can be constructed from the Standard

ing the levers.

To the senders C the three best drawings
received in each Section, Home and Over-r

seas, prizes will be awarded consisting of
Hornby Train or Meccano goods to the
value of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6 respectively.
The sender's name, full postal address and

Ho Tin plate Track.
The contest will be divided into the usual

H. G.
D.

third: H.

COMPETITION RESULTS
HOME

November "Word Building Contest*'
Johnson (3K784), Soulhall, Middlesex.
O'Hkkuhv (fi<)65«), Dalkey, Co. Dublin.
Kershaw («0754), Darwen, Lanes. Consolation Prizes:
R. Richardson (62755), Bridlington, E. York*,; J.
Brown (58364), Drurachapel, Glasgow; C. E. Wray-
fokd (G03U), Bovey Tracey, Devon; EL S. Bayly
(52870), Wembley, Middlesex; K. E. Wilburk (26029),
Chingford, London E.4; I. Harris (60992), London W.6.
November "Missing Links Contest."—First: J, C

Button (10335), Crewe, Cheshire. Second: IX H. Earle
(4 Kit 7), Wembley Park, Middlesex. Third: C, E.
Wrayford (603H). Hovev Traeev. Devon. Consolation
Prizes: P. D, Stuart (59000), Cosham, Hants.; H
Johnston (38784), Southall. Middlesex; M. Seakig
446773), Wankrock, Co. Dublin. Lire; l\ Mills (3
Kears I

m

H.R.C mem number must be
written on the back of each entry.

Envelopes containing entries must be
marked "H.R.C. February Drawing
' and posted to reach Headquarters

at Meccano Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13,
on or before 28th February. The closing

for the Overseas Section is 3 1st Mav.

two sections, Home and Overseas,
each will be awarded prizes consisting of any

manufactured by Meccano Ltd.,
to the values of 21/-, 15/- and 10/6. There
will also be a number of Consolation prizes.
Entries must be addressed "H.R.C. Febru-
ary Layout Planning Contest/' Meccano
Ltd., Binns Road, Liverpool 13, and the

and Overseas

Nr. Bolton; \V.

HT
(31),

ey, «r. aoiton; w. Soo it-Cross*: (34991%
thampton; D. H. VVakely (1744$), Cheam, Surrey,

OVERSEAS
August "Photo Contest No. 5."—First: T. Watson

(16065), New South Wales, Australia. Second: G. C.
Taylor (59265k New Souih Wales, Australia. Third:

closing dates in the H
Sections are 28th February and 3 1st .May.
respectively. Each competitor's name, full

postal address and H.R.C. membership
number must be written on the back of his
entrv.

H. Bennett (10615), Auckland, New Zealand
solation Prizes: PL Pharson (29199), Victoria, Aus-
tralia; J. S. B. Taylor (60262), Johannesburg. South
Africa; P. Macoonal© (43305), Toronto. Ontario.
Canada; A. A. H. CtLusFEN (54756), Wijk- Maastricht,
Holland.
August "Spot The Errors Contest No. l/ f—First: D.

Pakkes (38595), Ontario, Canada, -ieeniid: H, H.
Milligan (53976), Capetown, South Africa. Third:
A. A. Shawky (53749), Giza, Orman, Egypt Con
solation Prizes: K- Pearson (29199), Victoria, Aus-
tralia; J. KiiiGWAY (51742], Johannesburg
Africa; D. Mukison (37642), Buenos Aires, South
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AIR RAIDS
YOU simply MUST get this interesting and valuable
FREE Gift which includes a GERMAN K.L.B. stamp
(their A.R.P.); a stamp from the new philatelic

country GREENLAND: a set from disputed TUNISIA
and MEMEL; URUGUAY (Caucho); JAMAICA
(Negroes): PERSIA (Air Utah]: SWEDEN (High
Value Crown); MEXICO (Morelos overprinted);
sever.il BRiT. CULuNlALS including AUSTRALIA
(New Issues) and CEYLON (Pictorial); HUNGARY
(tine large handsome Pictorial Charity); POLAND;
LATVIA; LITHUANIA: TUNGA (Palms): GtORut VI

stamps; PICTORIALS and NEW ISSUES. 1HE GIF l

YOU MUST OBTAIN and ABSOLUTELY FREE to all

genuine approval applicants who send 2d. stamps
(abroad 6d.j to: WINDSOR STAMP CO.
(Deol. M). 59. LEE ROAD. BLACKHEATH. S.E.3.

TRIANGULAR STAMPS

II

Includes British Colonials, Map and Pictorials, Old
King George, U.S.A., Canadians, Philippines. The

FFERENT STAMPS T
i <

nan ars include a large Airmail and another

including picturing ;i Tunny Fish, To the fltal 5G0 apphratm

Tri-

angulars FREE

two er Triangulars including a Philatelic Ex
hibition issue, and a double head stamp depicting

Pope Pius

LISBURN & TOWNSEND LTD

, Just send 2d# postage requesting

approval*.

M.M.), LIVERPOOL

ONE THOUSAND STAMPS
ON APPROVAL

From which you may select am 100 lor 3/*.

This selection fe not made up of the very commonest
varieties, but contains stamps catalogued at 1/-

each or more. (I do not sell less than 100-)

A returnable deposit of £1 is required from overseas
applicants.

WANTED. A collection oi POSTMARKS of Gc. Britain
and Ireland, Write first stating number and price.

H. HARDY. "Hoyland." Potter Heigham, Norfolk.

Wonderful 1939 Offer
20 New Issues and Novelties

Including new BELGIAN CONGO, CAYMAN ISLANDS (King George Vll.

CEYLON Ipictorial). KENYA I King Gcorpe VI), (new design!

.

Set of DENMARK, SPAIN, STRAITS SETTLEMENTS (King George VI).

TURKEY, etc I will send this collection absolutely free to all stamp

collectors sending 2d. postage (abroad 6dJ

G. P. KEEF, WILLINGDON, EASTBOURNE, ENGLAND

HOSPITAL STAMPS
75 Different Foreign and Colonial Stamps selected

from Collections presented to Hospital. Send 6d.
and addressed envelope to;

Memorial
An n

Hospital
SECRETARY,

Hall, Woolwich. LONDON
/torn our limited number will

$cnt an request*

S.E.18.
'Ins

Guaranteed LUCKY" PACKETS
UNKNOWN
UNUSUAL
UNSORTED i

(Over 200 cliff. Guaranteed)

Stampi on paper, etc. British Colonials and Foreign, Just as received from Convents, Missions, Banks,

etc. Guaranteed unpicked. Chance of a valuable FIND in every lot. Send to-day for vour treasure hunt
to-morrow* 3 for 4/3; 6 for 8/-, Abroad extra postage, FREE! 25 dill. British Colonials, 5 Reign and

Commemorative Packet to approval applicants. Also FREE duplicate exchange.
ENCLOSE POSTAGE. DEALERS SUPPLIED.

ASTLEY & CO. (M.4), NEWBOLDS, WOLVERHAMPTON.

A really marvellous packet contnininK 46 fine stamps,
beautiful pictorials from ORIENTAL COUNTRIES ONLY-
Tcmples. Mosques, Pyramids, Minarets, desert scenery, eic*

SPANISH MOROCCO, 2 IRAQ, unused OTTOMAN EMPIRE
(obsolete). Set ot 10 TURKEY including old and new issues*

5 EGYPT. 4 PALESTINE, BRITISH MOROCCO (Geo* Vlj. 5 GEORGIA (quaint-looking stamps usually sold for 5d.) t Set of 5 ALGERIA
Set of 4 FRENCH MOROCCO (large pictorials), Set of $ TUNIS (including bi-colourcd Parcel Post). The last three sets alone
would sell singly for 1/2—and 2 beautiful SYRIA* This ts the finest packet for the money 1 have ever ottered. . _^__

ENTAL PACKET
Price 4|cL only. Postage lid. (abroad 3d. extra). Purchasers of the above asking to see my approval sheets will be
presented with 10 PERSIA. In addition to this senders of addresses of stamp-collect inn friends will receive set

of 6 POLAND. BARGAINS: 20 Airnost. 6d.. 100 B. Colonials, IK 6 Triangular*, 7d„ 20 Brazil, 6d.

WATKINS (M Dept.) J
GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET

THE FIRST STAMP Ever Issued
(British 1840 Penny Black) for P.O. 3; 6. It is guaran-
teed genuine in every respect. lis companion stamp
(1S40. 2d. blue) fox a fun her 59 (cat. 17/6)1 Other
"Classics'* which every Collector should have arc the
Cope of Goctl Hope Triangulars; we otfer Id. rose lent,

40/-) for 12 B: 4a. blue {cat. 1 57-) for 5/-; and 6d. pale

lilac {eat. 40/-) at t5/-. Superb approvals of any
cotintry against approved "English Reference* or a

deposit. Full Lists Free.

N0RRIS & CO. (Dept. M). Norwood. London S.E.I 9.

12 K.G. VI
9

ISSUES, INCLUDING SEVERAL SETS, other FINE COLONIC! PtRTm*!*'

S

including SCARCE JUBILEE and CORONATIONS. SET OF 6 ROY KIN*? PETER. SCARC
MONACO. BELGIAN CONGO. LUXEMBOURG. IRAQ. 5 MANC.IUKUO. etc..

and COMMEMORATtVES
issues from ABYSSINIA,
etc., in all

38 STAMPS, CATALOGU 2'6
*
FREE

GR BRITAIN

to every applicant enclosing 2d. (Abroad 6d.) for mv Wflrlri-FamcLfS **VftT UE t(
Approvals containing only perfect

stamps ar VERY LOW PRICES which enable you to buy TWO ttrfnips instead of one.

PHILIP COCKRILL, 13 P
MGNTRELL ROAD, STREATHAM HILL, LONDON S.W.2.

JOIN our New Issue Bonus Approval Service
Western Imperial, Trowbridge, Wilts

Postally used 2'6 and 5 / - King George

V, cat: 2 '7, sent free to sfl genuine

applicants for approvals enclosing 2d.

postage. Only one gift to each applicant

a

Mention 'Meccano Magazine
"

D. HARRISON, Roydon, Ware
a

FREE! A Wonder lul Packet of 39 Diff. Stamps, including:

SMvenr Jubtp, Coronations. Geo V & Geo* VI PJcts,, unused

and used, a handsome largo foreign pictorial cat 2'6.m un-

used high value ifqui Chile, aod many othei interfiling

items. This packet will beienl free to a II genuine applicants

for our fine range of Pictorial Approvals, who enclose 2d,

postage. To those mentioning "'Meccano Mag.
11 we will also I

include a pair of unused and used Duke of Windsor stamps.

Shields & Piatt. 29, High Street. Harrow; Mddx.

a

_.

MANY RARE STAMPS have been found by purchaser*

of The "DIAMOND" Packet, which contains approx.

1 000 UNSORTED STAMPS from convents abroad,

rpkt. 116. 3 pkts. 3/9* S pkts. 6/-- All post free inland.

(Postage to Colonics 3d* per pkt. cxira, S* Africa and
Foreign 6d. per pkt. extra* Piuces on Empire Airmail

Route 1/- per pkt. extra.) Beware of imitations.

O* NERU5H
"ft"), 68. TURNPIKE LAKE, LONDON N U(DEPT

FREE packet U.S.Commemoriitivcs to applicants for

id- approvals* Carlilc, 120* Bournbrook, Birmingham*

507 TAMPS
This magnificent gift parcel contains 507 UNSORTED
FOREIGN STAMPS, many scarce from MAURETAMA
(fine new issue), ARGENTINA. BRAZIL. CHINA, INDIA,
GWALIQR. HUNGARY, with heaps of others. FREE TO
ALL sending 2d. postage and requesting mv FAMOUS
EXTRA-LARGE-DISCOUNT approval sheets (abrond

I./- P.O.)

BANKSIDE ROAD, B01TNCM0UTH.

FREE
15 ZOOLOGICAL

STAMPS
To all approval sheet applicants sending 2d. postage.

for 30 days (abroad 60 day*)* we offer this collection

of 15 interesting ZOOLOGICAL STAMPS, packer of

STAMP MOUNTS and two bcfttttifally illustrated price

lists of SETS. NEW ISSUES and BARGAIN OFFERS.

ERRiNGTON S MARTIN.

Deot. 297, South Hackney, London E.9 Est. 1880

100 DIFFERENT STAMPS FREE to gpphenm for id.

approvals. Cox, H, Broadmead Av„ Worcester Park,

Treasure Trove Mixtures pay for aorring. English all

issues i lb. If-, Foreign and Colonials 2/* 1 Ik, add
postage. Duplicnres exchanged, rules free. A, E.

Witherick, 12. Mcridcn Street, Coventry,

E. EASTICK, 22.

FREE! EXHIBITION PACKET comamm* 50 differ-

ent stamps, including ANTWERP t8S4 and BRUSSELS
1896 EXHIBITIONS, etc.* 250 mounts, duplicate

and perforarion Raufie. Requesr approvnta. Enclose 2d.

postage* No approvals sent abroad* A. R. Dickie
(Dept, M), 23, Winecombe Cre*ccnt # Eaima, W.5.

M
BEAUTIFUL BRITISH COLONIALS CRAM/WED IN EXCITING METAL CASE

A STAMP FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEA WILL BE FOUND IN CHEST!^
Join the modern Treasure Hunt to-day. The Empire Treasure Chest is absolutely FREE. Dozens of interesting stampi from

every quarter of the King's wide Empire are waiting for YOU m the most novel treasure box of the age* The chest itself has a

SHED—-a Treasure Stamp
Chest and Approvals,

Itself—STRAIGHT FROM THE BOTTOM OF THE SEAll Send 3d. posrasc reoucsfinn

VICTOR BANCROFT. Dept. M.M.. MATLOCK, ENGLAND.
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should

M in

ANY different types of ns ve
past issues of the "AfJW." Readers have been

alt with
how to

together, then reptiles, fish, in sects and mammals in turn. Mam
will have to be sub-divided into classes, such as rur

ted animals, carnivora,

ny respects the. most interesting of all land aitini

given a separate
i heir own. The Mozambique

mentioned
ng

horned

form collections of ships, railway locomotives, wireless stations and
bridges, for example. We are sure, however,

have a taste

many
for natural

>ry, and to these we say, "Why n

build a Zoological Collection?"

prov
for several of these

Other countries

from which a wide range* of

material can be obtained are

There are literally hundreds of differ-

ent stamp portraits of animals, birds,

fishes, reptiles and insects, ranging front

The Colonies. Forex-
the stampsample,

Ethiopia show the ga
of

selle

-

majestic of and

(3L70, 1938), and Batcleur
eagle (1L, ose of

India to the silkworms of Lebanon!
Indeed almost every kind of animal is so

well represented that a complete and

Somaliland picture the ostrich (5L, 1932),
m T

1932), and on those of Tripoli arc the

lioness (1L 75, 1932). golden eagle (1L 25.

4.hippopotamus
fi'OL, 1932),

and
(5L, 1933i

well written-up collect zoo-

logical stamps would prove
most fascinating
The illustrations on this page
four of them
the Mozambique Com-

pany's 1937 issue, one from Green
recent first issue, and the other Irom St. Pierre

n's'new issue, give a splendid
type and great interest of the

that is available.

The range of material is wide and it is

therefore important to decide upon a definite scheme of arrange-

ment at the outset. Otherwise the collection is likely to develop

Liberia also provides a wide range of material. The 1918 issue

shows the bongo (la), the palm civet (2c), the curious

fish (50c), and the crowned eagle (30c). The 1921 issue shows
i _ _

crocodile (15c), leopard a hornb.il I and
a•pliant ($5), The registration stamp of 1921 shows

adder. The 1906 issue aI>o provides several

interesting specimens.
Among British issues. North Borneo prob-

ablv will prov the most
pheasant is shown on the 5c. of 1894,

other animals represented are the crocodile

o a jumble
arra

• -

are various ways in which the collection

satisfactorily, of course, and the following

as guides for those who have nosuggestions are offered only
special ideas of their own.
The stamps may be arranged to follow t}\Q usual classification

of animals, or in accordance with the countries or geographi-
cal regions from which they come. The arrangement of the
stamps by geographical regions is the easier way, and
has the advantage that it presents an immediate

issue shows the tapir (lc),

(I2c, 1894), orang-outang (4c, 1897),

and honev bear (10c, 1897). The 1909

(5c), rhinoceros (6c), w

pir.l tire of the- animal pnpulal urn < <l various part - . .1

the world. The Mozambique Company's 1937
issue, to which we have alreadv referred, gives.

for example, a splendid impression of the
animals of East Africa. In addition to the
giraffe, zebra, lion and python, ill us-

* 1 - f

trated here

,

et HI

boar (inc.), cockatoo (12c), hornbill (16c), wild bull (ISc.) and
megapod (24c). A clouded leopard is shown on the 25c. issue of 193 1

.

It is impossible in a small space to give a complete list of stamps
that might be featured in the collection advantageously, but the

Editor has such a list in preparation, and copies will be available

later on for distribution among readers who are interested.

A loose-leaf album in which to mount the collection is

essential. The most suitable Size would be about 91 in. by

Mi in,, and it should be made the general rule not to

more than 15 or lfi stamps to a page, for a

greater number would make the page appear a con-

fused mass of stamps and writing. This

be avoided at all costs as the stamp d
¥

sign s are to be considered

In the
ually

hippo-
potami {80c.}, the white rhinoceros

_ . _ _ ___.

(2

w r i t i n g - up,
minimum

i40c), kudu antelope
crocodile (50c), and leopard (60c

Arrangement by classes is more
in accordance with zoological prin-

ciples, of course, and in a
s as «T/.v Stamp

published by Stanley Gibbons
Ltd, in two parts at I /-each, would

IT r

prove a valuable aid.

In a grouping arrangement of the
all birds must be brought

requirements are the name of the animal,

and the countrv of origin, but: if desired

the scientific name,
habits and any other details may
added. All tin- matter should !"•

"com-
posed'* on a piece of paper before it is

nnally written on the album page.

The style of writing-up depends on the

collector^ choice and ability. A simple

style and plain lettering, black on a white
page, or white on a black one,

looks effective.

*
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YOU Seeing the

APPROVAL

•—

They me from Stanley Gibbons, the

most famous stamp dealers in the world,

so, as you might guess, they're "super/'

Just write and ask to see them, you'll

be thrilled by the wonderful variety of

Fine packet of unused African stamps irom Belgian Congo (river scene),
Morocco Agencies King Geo. VI. already obsolete* Italian East Africa
(Abyssinia, etc*), Sudan, Somali Coast. Kenya, Cameroon?, a fine set of 5
Ivory Coast, new issue, inscribed in error *Balouc Woman 1

for *Ba#ule
Woman—one ts already obsolete—and another set. only just issued, of
French. Guinea. Mozambique, etc. etc.. 30 stamps in all, sent free to all

genuine applicants for approvals enclosing 2d. postage. Only one gift to
each applicant.

R. D. HARRISON ROYDON WARE

stamps they contain. And, remember, you

get real value for money from Stanley

Gibbons*

stamps at

h.

arerovals—-there

a penny or a tew pence

STAMPS
-

The Stanley Gibbons' Approval Sheets are arranged

This wonderful packet containing LARGE PICTORIALS mostly bt-colourcd—
IVORY COAST, SENEGAL, WALLACE IS,. 3 POLAND, ALGERIA 1937.
AUSTRALIA (Commemorative). S. AFRICA, UKRAINE, CORONATION.
TUNIS, Set of HUNGARY, CZECHOSLOVAKIA, 2 EQUATORIAL AFRICA
INew), etc. The above packet will be sent FREE to all who apply for my new lists

of approval sheets and send lid* for postage. In addition, all who fiend me stamp
"cctors* addresses will receive 6 Persia or 6 Venezuela stamps FREE, 100 B,

Colonial l/-t 20 Airpost 6d*. 6 Triangular* 7d. ( 1,000 difcrcnt 3/11, 20 Braril 6d„
20 Peru 6d. H, C. WATK1NS (M. DEPT.X GRANVILLE ROAD, BARNET,

A

in catalogue order, by countries, so write for Sheets

of those countries you are particularly interested in.

There are also special NEW Sheets containing King

George VI stamps only.

Stamp

UNUSED BRITAIN 1864

• STAMPS
Just published, a new book by Rowland H. Hill telling the excitinj

fascinating story of the Ship, right from the primitive canoes of th

Solomon Islands' cannibals, through the days when Sail was king, t

liners such as the Normandie. Illustrated wit

and 66. U.P.T. Co., Canada Jubilee, 10 Newfoundland (cat. 2/1). Queen Mary,
Gcoroc V, S.W. Arm Trinity, Publicity Issue. Newfoundland and Labrador, S.S.
Caribou. Codfish, 3 Nigeria, 1921/32; ihe lot dJ. post free. Bargain sale list free.

Collection 40 Nigeria, Rhodesia, etc.. cat. 27I-, for 5/8.
30 Newfoundland. Q.V. to date, for 2f6.
40 Ceylon, etc., nice lot. cat, T3/-. for 213,
50 Canada, 2 6. Any lot on approval.

"STAMP

«
•t

i*

N, T. HILLIER, CLUB/' HORSMONDEN, KENT

the modern
18 full-page

ry

CORONATION STAMPS
FINE USED COMPLETE SETS

of ship stamp illustrations.

Pr 4d. extra.

STANLEY NS LIMI
DEPT. S.15, 391 STRAND, LONDON W.C.2

Falklands 1/,; Aden 1/6. Gambia 1/3. Tapua 1/6. Fiji 1/3. Cooks 1/6.

1/3, Niuc 116, Malta 1/3, S.W, Africa 7/6, St. Kitta 1/3, Gilberts I ft

1/3, Solomons 1/6.

80 DitT. British Colonials. 2id. and over, 4/9, Triangular*. 20 Diff. AU
15 Dill. Russian Large Commcmoratives (cat, 5/3) ...

50 Difl. Airmails 3/- 500 Difl. Stamps
44P

**•

30 Diff. 61 -.

It-

2/6
**#

4« .

Post extra. to i n stock

_'i i ,-. -m T. CALTHORPE, CUTTING AVENUE, SUTTON-IN-ASHFIELD

FREE1 Rhodesian Stamp (cat. 5H. Request approvals,

lid.stamp.GrJfrm,93.Coiind CcpLanc.Hcndon i
N.>X',9.

SAVE MONEY Bargain approvals of
Whole World offered

to you at special prices. Thousands of attractive

'space-fillers* and many hundreds of rare items at

your di

CAMPBELL, Haldon Avenue, TEI6NMOUTH

PICTORIAL COLONIALS ONLY
1 specialise in Brit, Col. approvals and will send you
an absolute bargain selection of pictorials (Geo. VI
if required). Do vou want current, recent or what issues?

"Collections/' 39. Cross St.. St. Annes-on-Sei. Lines.

A 'Worth While" Offer

lO D.

THE ELUSIVE

IRISH

BRITISH COLONIAL APPROVALS. Caymans Centen-
ary Free. Wilson, 4S. Lambeth Road, Middlesbrough*

STAMPS YOU WILL BE PROUD TO OWN!
Quality stamps at attractive prices.

Approvals or Sets* Generous discount*
Ph. & F. GATES,

PICT. & C0MM.SETS FREE. Choose 3 Sets* Sent with
appros,. G* Whittleton, 3 f

Cavendish St,, Worcester.

23, MANSFIELD AVENUE, TOTTENHAM. LONDON N.15.
^^^^—-^^^m^mm— m ^^

-

TWfl FRFF RIFT^ «" 1- 25 Diff. British Cols,
I Iff If rifCC UiriO. Mo . 2 . 20 Diff. French Cols.
Request approvals and these two fine packets will

be sent entirely FREE. Write now, enclosing 2d.
postage. N, MITCHELL,
Dcpt. M.2. 36, Wooriville Gardens, Ruislip, Middlesex.

MINIATURE
AEROPLANE PILOTS

Aeroplane Parts Nos. P99 an P100

FINE FREE
(NO RUBBISH)

US
You got this Stamp in Your Collection?

NO?
Then send lid. Stamp lor Postage. Ask to see some
"Worth While* 1 Approval Sheets and receive this

RARE Stamp FREE.
"Worth While" Sheets for Stamps Worth While.

JOS. H. GAZE.
21. ATW00D ROAD, DID5BURY. MANCHESTER.

To all genuine applicants sending 2d. and rcqucstinu
our exceptionally low priced approvals. Only one

gift sent to each applicant.

SPECIAL OFFER,
Beavitiful set of 6 very large, seven coloured

Air and Postage for only fid* post free*

Write NOW before supplies arc exhausted*

cuador

D. F, STOOPS, NIGH STREET f ULSTER.

STAMPS
to introduce ok

100 all different. 2 Indian Silver Jubilees and
1 Mozambique Triangular Air Mail

my low-priced approval
containing stamps from id. Liberal discount
given, and it list of 133 further bonus gilts of

Coronation, Jubilees* Commemorativcs. Please
send 2d. for postage,

C. A. RUSH. 38, Queen's Av., Whetstone, N.20.

160 DIFFERENT STAMPS including
35 NEW ISSUES. 10 U.S.A. C0MMEMORATIVES.
NEW BULGARIA. ITALIAN AFRICA, VATICAN.

ORCHIDSPORT STAMP and. EXHIBITIONS.
MANY PICTORIALS.

Send 2d. for postage and Approvals and list

of 64 Free Gifts.

C, A. Masters, Broadstone, Dorset.

WHEN WRITING TO ADVERTISERS

Miniature
open cockpit

Pilots are
nes

realism, are
orange eap t blue coat
green cap. Aero Part
fitting to the Nos* OO

VI
SIX SHORT SETS

To all Genuine Reliable Applicants requesting Ap-
provals, enclosing four penny stamps to cover postage,
etc,, George VI Sets of (1) Leeward I5. (2) Hong
Kong, (3J Kenya. <4] Malta. (5J Ceylon. (6) India.

SIX short sets in all, will be sent FREE whilst supplies
ln*r. POSTAL APPLICATIONS ONLY. Don't delay!
Write now: W. Yaldren, 1 8, Eversleigh Rd., London S.WJ

1

Readers are urged to observe the following pc
when writing to advertisers;

1. Mention the
-\M.M." and any special reference

number quoted in (he advertisement. This helps
the advertisers to give prompt attention,

2* See that the full amount of the price and any
postage is included. It is unfair to expect adver-
tisers to fulfil their undertakings promptly if short
remittances are sent.

3. GIVE YOUR FULL ADDRESS.
THE ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER

MECCANO MAGAZINE, Binns Rd; f
LIVERPOOL 13

now available for fitting to all

built with the Nos, 00, 0, 1. 2t

1 Special and 2 Special Aeroplane Constructor Outfits.
These attractive little figures, which add a wonderful
touch of realism, are supplied with green coat and

and rtd cap f or red coat and
No. P99 t which is suitable for
d O Outfit models, is fixed to a

special bracket that takes the place of the Propeller
Shaft Bracket in the Outfit. The special bracket is

secured by passing bolts through the sides of the
fuselage into the threaded holes in the bracket* The
Propeller Shaft rests In the bearing socket formed
In Che Pilot's body.

Part No. PI 00 (illustrated above) is used in Nos. 1,

2, 1 Special and 2 Special Outfit models. The Pilot Is

fixed to a double single bracket ready for bolting to
the sides of the fuselage.

P99
P100

Prl

ane Pilot

tr pi
*•

each 4d
4d^

Meccano Ltd,, Binns Road, Liverpool 13
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The Winter Charity Issues

Year by year the number of countries
stamps at Christmas grows

bigger and bigger, and such issues arouse
great interest among the general public, as
well as among stamp collectors.1

1

This
s new issues are drawn entirety from

ity stamps,

issued for Child Welfare Charities, and
each of the stamps shows a child patient
under treatment. Vu- illustrate the 3.k
v

, which shows a nurse bandaging a
boy's head. The other designs are similar
but show different types of injuries; 2c

no an six

countries being
represented.

Taking the
countries
in alphabetical
order, the

1/ ree

State has issued
five stamps
each bearing a

liand; 74c, arm; 20c, head. The 10c shows
a patient being washed. «

The

D a n z i {j

premium
winter

for

relief

In view
of the interest-

ing history of Danzig as a port, it is not sur-
prising that each of the designs has a

Our illustration is of the

iburg set, issued for general
charitable purposes, consisted of six values
each using the design shown here, a portrait
of Duke Sigismond who ruler 1 from 1419
to 1437.

Monaco devoted its Christmas appeal to
Anti-cancer Funds and issued two stamps,

illustrated here, showingthe 65c
portraits Pierre and

-
Curie, dis-

1

nautical flavour.

5pf value, which shows
"Peter von Danzig,"
also on the 40pf value. The other
are: 10pf, dredger "Fu Citing"

Linship "Columbus": 25nf

coverers of radium, and a If 75c value
showing a view in Monaco.

Last and most interesting of all is the
Swiss Pro Juventute issue, the pioneer of
Christmas charity stamps, which first

appeared in 1913 and has been issued
regularly since 1915, This year's designs

Salomon Gessner, an
on the Sc value, and

w a

the sailing

This design

i.sth century
types of Swiss girlhood in Cantonal
costumes on the remaining de-
signs, as follows: 10c, girl from

The Whitfield King 1939 Price List

The 1939 edition of Messrs. Whitfield

and
sets

annual price list of
and

packets is

now available.

It contains 180
pages, and
gives details of
more than
6,000 sets and
packets of

Thestamps.
contents of
these cover
every countrv
in the world, as
well as many
of the specialist

subjects to
which we have
given attention
in these pa£<:.~

these facts readers will realise the value of

the list and its helpfulness to even' stamp
collector, voting or old. Every one of our

time to time.

readers will find something in

"Hansestadt Danzig."
Germany has issued nine stamps, also foi

winter relief funds, with designs drawn
almost entirely from famous
beaut v

n
A charming re is

incorporation of popular Alpine flowers in
each of the designs. We have chosen the Bui
value for illustration. I shows

the h ighestGrossglockner (12,4(>1 ft.)

mountain in the German Reich. The flower
is the famous star-shaped edelweiss which,
it is pleasing to know, is now strictly

throug Germany
The remaining designs areas follows: 3pf,

Schloss Forehteostein,a 14thcenturv cattle

Road near

in Burgenland; flower, the silvery dwarf
thistle.

eries on the Flexen
enz; the

spring anemone, 5pf, view
at Zell am See, the famous
Austrian sports centre;
auricula. Spf, the Wachau
Valley on the 12pf, the
bronze equestrian statue
of Prince Eugene of Savoy

Ileklen Plate,m the
Vienna;
strictly an

rosi
-

ine
not

St. Gallcn; 20c (illustrated)

Uri; 30c, Aargau.

Greenland's First Issue

Another new name appeared
in the stamp world on 1st I De-

cember when Greenland, Den-
mark's possession in the Arctic,

made its first stamp issue. The
series consists of seven stamps
sharing two designs, a portrait
of King Christian X of Den-
mark on the five lower values
and on the two higher values a picture of a
polar bear on an ice floe, an illustration of
which appears on page 127 of this issue.

* * * «

The new series for St. Pierre and
Miquelon, the French island

oh* the coast
found land, provide four

new
which, showing

this can be ed ad-
vantageously to his collection.

For example, readers who are

interested in our article this

month on a "Stamp Zoo** will

find on page 17 of the list a
Natural History packet of 50
bird and animal stamps, price

j%#^. »

.

rs. Whitfield King and
w ill be gladany,

charge to any
who is interested

MM.

asked specially

to send a copy of this list free of

reader
s are

to mention the "MM"
when writing.

A Correction

a dog team
trated on

is 1

T.

An unfortunate error in the setting < >\ Mr.

advertisement in our
December issue made it seem that our
advertiser was offering a packet of 50
Seychelles Stamps for 4 /-, a truly amazing

s-

page 127. This
used for the

eight low values, 2c to

25c. The full series con-

bargain many readers

n is

sists of 22 stamps and
the remaining designs are

30c to 65cas

1 5pf, tlfe famous m< uintain
iron, the Erzberg in Steiermark; the hairy

alpine rose, which is not a rose at all, but a
species of rhododendron. 25pf, Hall, a
famous salt-mining town in the Tyrol; the
Town Hall shown in the design dates from
the 15th century;

the birthplace of Herr Hitler;
Spring crocus.

The Dutch Indies series of five stamps was

gentian. 40pf,
nau,

(five values), view of St.

Pierre Harbour; 80c to
i

If 75 (four values), Tortoise Lighthouse;
2f to 20 f (five values), a rock coast scene.

• * * * *
>

The New Zealand Postmaster General has
announced that the Dominion's Centennial
Celebrations in 1940 will be commemorated
by a special series of stamps bearing designs
illustrating the Dominion's industrial and
historical development.

Tsnap up
The wording in the two preceding lines

should be read as leading to the word
"Seychelles," so that the offer actually con-

sists of "50 Zoological Stamps—Camels,
Dragons, Parrots, Lions, Elephants, etc.,

including Gambia, Bechuanaland, Liberia,

Basutoland, Seychelles, catalogued to 2/t>

each," a very different proposition, although
still outstandingly good value.

The error arose from a last-minute
e advertisem en t , andadjustment of

we desire it to be clearly known
Mr. Calthorpe was in no way to blame for

the misleading setting of the words.

We thank Stanley Gibbons Ltd. for their cor

loan tun the stamps from which the illustrations

stamp pages hav? been made.
for our
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A Plant Speedy Dirt
•

By T. R. Robinson

HE cleaning of motor cars on a conveyor of a type very similar

to used for assembling
thoroughly removing dirt and

is the latest method of

The principle adopted is to

move the cars slow Iv past a series of groups of plant, each of which is

designed to carry out a par-
ticular stage of the removal

pressure, is coated all over the bodies, wings, and other surfaces. In
a few moments the car looks for ah the world as if it had been • mt in

a really severe snowstorm. The action of this soap spray is to loosen
rernovt

of dirt and subsequent
polishing. An installation of

this kind, including aspecial

"soap-foam" wash as part o f

the cleaning process, is in

use at the service station of

South London Motors Ltd.,

Streatharn, London S.W.,
y

and it was at this plant that
the photographs illustrating

the present a
taken.
The cars, which conic in

straight off the road, are

first lined up at the entry

e were

end of conveyor line,

and as they are moved for-

ward in turn for attention,

spec floor ram ps align

them and bring them on to

skeleton
tsome wo

floor level

which are

above the
the pits in

the polished surfaces all the greasy dirt and the
film left by the atmosphere
and the exhaust fumes of

road traffic.

When the car is thorough-
r coated,

sponges clean it

with
down,

er evenly
over the panelling and help-

ing it in its work of washing

working the

and dirt are rinsed ofl

together in a complete w
down with clean water.
The next process is to dry

the body thoroughly by
means of leathers and to

remove by jets of com-
air all water that

may remain in crevices and
beading. Alongside the con-
veyor at this point is a

washing m:i-

cleanses the
met
chine, w

A car on the first slagc of the 20-minute washing conveyor. The wheels are being cleaned by water
sprayed on them under pressure, and the floodlighted pits and quick action jacks can be seen,

which the operators stand.

This level was chosen in order to permit of easy and rapid operation
of the water sprays, and to make all parts that are likely to harbour
dirt accessible for inspection and cleansin pr

As soon as each car is positioned on the ramps, two quick-action
jacks lift all four wheels at once, and so permit them to be revolved
and cleaned. While this first stage of the work is being dealt with
the car is stationary, and four operators, one for each wheel and

in.q, remove the mud and dirt with water-guns supplied through
hoses with water at a pressure

leathers and maintains a

continuous supply for the
operators.

isWhile the outside of the car is being dried, the
receiving attention from another group of men who clean the
u I, ery and carpets with a powerful vacuum

the windows and internal fittings.

and
pol i sh
Next comes the polishing. Compressed-air sprays are used to

produce a fine even mist of polish all over the body and wing
surfaces, and then electrically operated mops of lambs-wool get u»

1 L V

of 300 lb. per sq in Special

work to give the car a high gloss. The mops are so designed that they
can reach such difficult points

adjustable nozz on
giins pern i it varions
of jet to be by

ring

these
forms
simply turning a finger

and the water spray can
continually adjusted to suit

the needs of the parts being
dealt with. For instance, large

under surfaces of wings can be
washed with a diffused spray,

while axles and other parts can
be treated by a concentrated
jet.

As this part of the cleansing
is completed, each car
tached in turn to an
conveyor chain that moves

in a
groove in the floor. The coup-
ling of the car to the chain is

by a short length of steel wire
with hooks at its

one hook being attached to the
car chassis, and the other

-

of the chain.

as those
and wings

een the bonnet
around the

is

door handles and to complete
the work a final

given bv hand.
thi

nearing the
the car is

of the con-
veyor chain, and the next

IS ,1 inspection,

e

stage
to see that
been attended to. If all is as it

be, the car is tin

coupled from n and
driven down to a hay where it

awaits its owner. The whole

process, from the entry of the
car on to the conveyor to the
completion*of the inspection,

usually

minutes, which
about twenty

a

snowstorm effect on Ihis car is produced by spraying soap foam all over the bodywork
in order to loosen grease and dirt*

considerable saving of time
when compared with the older

i any convenient
-

k

The car creeps lorward slowly, and passes under a six-jet

shower-bath, white men armed with special long handled brushes
wash off dirt from the roof. At the same time others provided with
water jets and sponges wash the body panels and upper surfaces
<>f the wings.
The slow movement of the car next brings it to the m in-

teresting part of the process. Special hoses are trained on the car
from opposite sides, and a spray of soapy lather, forced out under

in con-
nection with the conveyor is interesting. The chain itself is drfven by
a small electric motor through reduction gearing, and a number of

alternative sprockets are provided on the driving unit, so that the

speed of the chain can be varied if necessary. Compressed air is

supplied by a large motor-driven compressor, and other pumps of

the reciprocating type are used to provide the water jets.

contrast between the appearance of a car when it enters the
conveyor and when it leaves is very striking, and shows how com-
pletely the vehicle is cleansed from all dirt. The process is so interest-

ing to watch that many owners follow their cars along the whole way.
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ANOTHER
-

new readers will probably say to themselves "What on
earth is a Stomachion?" OMer readers, however, will recall two or

three amusing contests of this type a few years ago, and
will revel in another.

This puzzle is probably the oldest in the world. It was invented

bv Archimedes, the famous scientist of Syracuse, in Sicily, who
lived in the 3rd century
B.C. Archimedes is said to

have devised mirrors to burn

visualising the possibilities of further mg wi i- » pieces

the ^ltips of the Roman
besiegers of his native citv

and immense grabs to pull

the vessels out of the water.

Me claimed the puzzle

that any object in the world
could be depicted with the
11 pieces u*cd in it, and its

means that
angry, is

name,

said to be due to its capacity
for baffling those who try it.

THE
FLYING
WITCH

e specimens given on this page go a lon,u way to prove the

truth of Archimedes' claim. It should be mentioned that in the

reproduction gaps have been left intentionally to show how the

together. In certain of the originals these lines are

not present and the effect is slightly improved bv I heir omission.

It is not essential that all

s should fit closely to-

The 14 pieces are cut
trom a rectangle. full

directions for making them
are given at the bottom of

this page. They may be in

wood or cardboard, and in

using them it is important
to remember that each
picture must contain the
full set of 14 parts. That is

the one hard and fast rule.

The parts may be juggled
about as one wishes, but

THE WINDMILL

RAINY WEATHER

the best Stomachion pic-

tures seem to be created by
accident. One starts to play-

around with the parts, pushing them here and there, in an ctfort

to find an idea, and

HOWLINC DOG

gethrr. Areas of white space

can be very usefully cm-
oyed in building up

e

Prizes of Meccano pro

ducts, to be chosen by
winners themselves ] rom the

current
to the value of 21/-*,

vely,

senders
10/6 and 5/
are offered to

of the four best
order of merit.

there will be a number of

Consolation zes. Entries

must be addressed to
"Stomachion Puzzle, Mec-
cano Magazine, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13," and must be
sent to reach this office not

later than 28th February.
The entries not

consist of the actual pieces,

these
a

may
for sub-

smission if desired. Diagram;
showing the positions of the

will suffice,

may submit as many

a remote likeness to a particular

object will seem to spring up. From that point ingenuity and
will be a

i T

tntry must be on a se piece of paper.

imagination av a Of ingenuity in working in the odd
inalways seems to be left over, and imagin;

living

Channel

section for Overseas readers, those

outside Great Britain tern Ireland, Eire and the

prizes to the same values will be

awarded. Overseas entries must arrive not later than 31.st May,
m w

February Drawing Contesr
Each month throng

4

winter

we are holding drawing competitions,

open to readers of all ages, >so special

subjects will

pr izes

the mon
simply for

best drawings or paintings submitted
during the month. Entries may be
of any size, mounted or unm
Each month's entries will be d i v ided

into the usual two sections, A for

readers aged l(i and over, and Bfor
those under 16; and prizes of Meccano

COMPETITION RESULTS
OVERSEAS

August "Silhouettes" Contest.—1. B. J,
Coilin-son (Sydney), 2. T. Potts (Wellington,

N.7.), 8. M S. Johnston (Capetown). 4.

S. B. J. Hill (Toronto). _...._ „ f

August Photo Contest.—First Pmes: Section

A, G. C Taylor (WMoughby, N.S.W.); Section

B, G. Wontt (Singapore, S.S.). Second Prizes:

Section A, J. a. Anderson (Ashburton, N.Z.);

Section B, T. Wade (Johannesburg).

HOME
R. A.
Plane
R. J-

materials as
c

products or artist

chosen by the winners, to the value.of 21/
and 10/6 will he awarded in each section.

There will he separate sections with similar

prizes for Overseas readers.

in the February competition
addressed "February Drawing

Magazine, [Binns Road,
ust arrive not later

closing

L r T>

JIOW TO MAKE

Contest,

Liverpool
than 2Sth verseas

31st Ma\
Competitors are asked to note that tin-

successful entries will be returned if a
stamped addressed cover of a suitable size

is sent for the purpose.

PARTS

The diagram above is twice as long as it is wide.

The actual dimensions of the rectangle do not matter
as long as this 2 to 1 relationship is preserved. Having
marked the rectangle A, B, C, D, find, mark and join

the middle points K and F) of the two long sides. Then
draw three diagonals from E to C, E to D, and A to D.

Mark the middle points of the diagonals EC and ED,
and join these to the middle points of CF and BD. From
M connect up with F, and also with P, the middle point

of BN. Now find the middle point H of the line joining

A to G, the point at which the diagonals AD and EC
intersect. Connect H with C. One line only remains
to be drawn from L to K. This line runs from L toward
the point A, but is not produced beyond the diagonal

EC. The pieces are now ready to be cut out and a start

can he made with the game.

"Advertisement Jig-Saw*' Contest.—I.

Wood (Middlesbrough). 2. R. A. G.
Ilford). 3. R, W. Begg (Gourock). 4.

ires (Bristol 6).

December Drawing Contest—First Prizes:

Section A, G. A. Bailey (London S.E.fiJ; Section

B, G. Wbaltev (Nottingham). Second Prizes: Section A,

K. Clark (Alnwick); Section B, A. Stewart (Jarrow).

December Photo Contest.—First Prizes: Section A,

W. B. Greenfield (Gateshead 9); Section B. T. B.

Roberts (Glasgow). Second Prizes: Section A, H. M. V.

Young (Bedford); Section B, G. R. Johnston (Belfast).

Novemhcr "Doublets" Contest.— 1. T. Holden
(WhaUev, Nr. Blackburn). 2. L. J. Slater (Portsmouth).

3. H, Moss (Oswaldtwistle). 4. H. C. Denham (Lon-

don S.W.17).

November Drawing Contest.—First Prizes: Section A,

I, V. Browne (Luton, Beds.); Section B, K. H. Oliver

"(Norwich). Second Prizes: Section A, J. C. Hill (New-
market); Section B, R. Bradshaw (Manchester 14).

November Photo Contest.—First Prizes; Section A,

J. R. Tottle (Taunton); Section B, S. J. Coatcs (Lon-

don S.W.17). Second Prizes: Section A, J. E. Heydon
l

Section B, B. R. Maclntyre
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How Fast Can Fishes w im?
The fastest fish in the world is believed to

be the sword-fish. One of

once drove its weapon
through an inch of copper
sheathing and more than
20 in. of hard wood, and

tse creatures

More New Dinky Toys
During this month there will be several

notable additions to the Dinkv Toys Series,

it is estimated it

must have been travel-

ling more than 60
tn . p. h, in er to de
\ such tremendous
force

.

The tunny, now a well-

known game fish of the
North Sea, is thought to

attain a maximum stj

Of -M) m.p.h., while
1 mT a i

blue shark may reach 30
m.p.h. It is almost im-
possible to measure the
highest speeds of which
fish are capable, how-
-ever but successful
etiorts ve been made
to measure what may be
called their cruising
speed, either by means of
the cinematograph
-camera or by hooking
fish to a kind of log in

Toys .\o, 62s). The beautiful scale model of

the Imperial. Airways liner

introduce] Inst month is being followed bv
models of the second and third "Frobisher"

"

class machines,
"Falcon"

" Fortuna'and
Toys No, o w).

(Dinky

Some of tlie

Toys civil aircra

available finished in vari-

ons colours, and these
models appeal particu-

to enthusiasts who
like to build up fleets of

ular types, all the
lints in u

colour being re

garded as represen
the licet of a certain air

transport company.
These enthusiasts, and
they are many, will wel-
come the introduction of

a Dinky Toys British 40-

seater Air Liner, avail-

able in SIX

(Dinky
is similar to

different

machine
No. 62x)

fine

which a hue line runs out
from a revolving pulley carried on ball

A busy scene in Gladstone Branch Dock No. 1, Liverpool. The Gladstone Dock svslem has a total water area of
about 58* acres, with three miles of quays, and includes a graving dock 1,050 ft. in length. Photograph bv

courtesy of the Mersey Docks and Harbour Board,

model of the* Imperial
ays Ensign

air liner introduced in

bearings. Cinematograph experiments give
the blue shark a speed of 24 m.p.h., the
tunny 14 m.p.h., and the salmon 11 m.p.h.
A mong re CJ swimmers are the living

, which reach speeds of over 50 m.p.h.

A Stirring Story of the

Danish Invaders

which now includes over 300 varieties. First
place among the new arrivals must be given
to an attractive scale model of the famous

single-seater fighter, a
type in extensive use by the Royal Air
Force, and one of the fastest machines of its

kind in the world. The model is available
in the shadow shading adopted b\

the Air Ministry {Dinky Toys No. 62h), and
in *"" ' * '

"

ma
aluminium finish

Dinky Toys aircraft (Dinky

tve

December last. An at-

Giant High-Speed Monoplane

rs

resembling the German Junkers Ju 90 and
finished in various colours (Dinky
No. 62y). is also being introduced.

Readers who are more interested in

or cars will be glad to note the add it ion

of a Streamlined Kacing Car (Dinky Toys
No. 23s). It is similar to the model of the
famous "Thunderbolt" racing car used by
Captain G. K. T. Eyston, and is available

-

in various irs.

A Fine

in

O. BEATY. Ulus. 5'- nvc.

"The wielders of the swords

in the dawn are Heneist a
<

^

. . The action is based

on historic events, the men

part in them being as

knowledge of

times

real as

ancient make

i them."

—

Meccano Magazine.

Details of dress, weapons and

customs are authentic "A

hook and should make
*

a much appreciated gift to

boys and girls of adolescent

years.
»>

Neir Chronicle

HARRA

The illustration above shows an effective
Gauge O model of one of the L.M.S. 4-6-0
mixed traffic locomotives of class *'5P5F."
The model is without

1lower
includes all the working parts of the actual
engine, even to Walschaerts valve gear. It

successfully reproduces the sturdy and
capable appearance of the real locomotives,

are complete inThe engine and tender
rxternal detail and such refinements as

*

spring couplings and dummy vacuum brake
pipes are provided. Nickel-silver has been
used to represent polished steel, and wood
cardboard and metal also have been used.

Except for the wheels and certain other
parts, the engine and tender were built by
Mr. L. Uiinmer, Liverpool, and our illus-

tration is reproduced bv courtesy of the
*"*-- Partners Magazine,** the house
of the Liverpool Gas Company.
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IN A HUKKY!
l
1

tit 3 SuBones; "Kastus, wfav am vuh
fast?"

Rastus: "ll-ii, IV. iryin: to du it lws,>rv d<- paint
runs out!"

* *

you can get poultryJim: "Do vow know w
eheap?"
Tom: "No, where?"
Jim; "At the swimming bath. You can

many "ducks* as you like for threepence!**
get

41
Is there anything you can do better than ,iuvom

else?"

"Yes/' replied the • small boy* "J can read my own
writing."

• * •

Officer to Raw Recruit: "Don't you know better
than point an eniptv gun at me?"
.Startled Recruit: "But it's nc

loaded/1

not empty, sir, it's

* *

(asking teacher a question): "Mr. Brown,
could you punish i\ boy for something he didn't do.

1 *

Mr. Brown: "Whv. of course not/ 1

Marrv: "Good, I didn't do inv homework."
^ •

Visitor: "I sent you some suggestion* telling you
how to make vour paper more interesting. Have vou
carried out any of my ideas?"

S "Did you meet the office boy with the w
basket as you came upstairs?"

Visitor: "Yes, 1 did."
Editor: "Well, he was carrying out your ideas.

ii

•'I hear you've at last deeidi d to get rid of that old
car of yours.'*

"Yes, it's hopeless.
comes a policeman
accident,"

Every time J park the thing, up
and asks if l

fvn reported the

* *

Schoolmaster: "Why do we speak oi th> wisdom
*>f a serpen t?"

Willie: "Because you cant pull Us leg, sir."

• *

Tl

"J say, waiter, J have only a shilling. What do
vou racomiir nd?"
"Another restaurant, sir."

"Why should you ride a mule if you wish to.
11 Because vou are no sooner on than von r

*»

better
Off.

M

*

Cockuev Guide: "This 'ere 'oiisCj sir, is where the
lerine of Aragon is said to "#ve bin bitfamous Catherine

madr a mad dog."
Tourist {thoughtfully): "H'in t Tudor."
Guide: "Yus, sir, chewed Vr soinethiiik a

• • * *

wiul
•

NO CAU FOR

At the station of a small town an American was
boring a porter with tall talk of his own country,
where everything was done better than here, when the
'Silver Jubilee** flashed by at about 80 mp.h.
"What's that?" said the A me rican,
"Oh," said the fed-up porter, "That's only old

George dom* a bit of shun tin
1 ,"

QUITE SIMPLE
Mr. Brown looked at the letter on his desk.
"We are very surprised," it read, "that th<

we have demanded so often has not vet arrived. 1*

Turning to his Secretary, he dictated his reply:
"Hear Sirs—Vou do not need to be surprised,

have not sent it."

I

NEXT Tl'RN

Victim! "Here, that wasn't the right tooth vou
pulled out!"

Dentist: "Be patient. I'm coining to it."

m m m *

Teacher; "Ernest, why don't you comb your hair?"
Ernest; "I haven't got a c<

Teacher: "Why don't you ask your mother to buy
you a comb?"

Ernest; "'Cause then I wouli have to comb my

* * *

«i the tied

bagful
-

of tools."

Prisoner: "It was f-rce of habit. M'lord. I

be a motor mechanic*"
* * •

a

to

acher; "We've had the Stone Age and the Bronze
Age, now somelody give me another ape."

fifty (timidly): "Please sir, Sausage."

TeaHh-r: "Spell 'dog??"
Small Boy: "IMi-"

in *d->gV
f

Small Boy; "Well, there was when he was a pup
• * * *

Teacher: "There's no V
it

Fond Mother: "Whrn? did you get that black eye,
Harold? Didn't I t- II vou that good little boys never
fight?"

Mrirotd: "Yes, Mother, and I believer! you* I thought
he was a good little boy and hit him; then I found
out he wasn't/ 1

• * • «

Tom: "Why is a gardener like a story writer?"

Jim: "I don't know."
Tom: "Because he works up his plot,"

* * * m

"Didn't you guarantee when you sold me this ear
that vou would replace anv thing that broke?"

"Yes, sin What is it?"

"I want a new garage do'qr"
m # * *

Teacher: "An abstract noun, is something you can
think of but not touch* Mow give me an example."
Bobby: "A red-hot poker."

Jack and Bill were working: with blowlamps on a
building when the foreman called -out. Bill turned

and his blowlamp was directed on to Jack's
ear. Some seconds later Jack exclaimed: "I say, Hill,

>omeb(Hlv ain't arf talking abaht met" *
9 * * *

THIS MONTH'S HOWLER
Guerilla "warfare means that they are up to their

monkey tricks again.

TOUGH
Diner; "Waiter, what sort of bird is this?"

Waiter: "It's a wood pigeon, sir,"

Diner: "1 thought so. Get me a saw,"
+ * * •

"A young hen is eailed a pullet," said teacher,
tat is a vomiff- bull called?"

tt

what is a young
"Please sir, a bullet!" answered Willie,

* • • m

Hanging outside a butcher's shop was the following
notice: "Join Is to suit all purses." A woman entered
and asked the butcher if ho had anything to suit an
empty purse.

"Yes, madam," replied the proprietor, "the cold
hler."

Tramp; ''Could vou give a poor fellow a bite?"
Housewife: "1 don't bite, but I'll call the dog."

• * *

J ud Re: "How did you beat the witness in this

frigh

t

( ui ma i iner?"
Accused: "Come outside and I will show you!"

Jones: "When my father blows his nose it sounds
like a trumpet/*

Smith; "That's nothing; when my dad blows his

all the men at his factory leave ©3
* « • m

He was charged with begging,
'Tin not a lazv man, Sir," he pleaded. "I work

when I get work/but I've been out of a job/'

"Look at his hands, sergeant" said the magistrate:
mt looked at the prisoners hands.serein i looKeu at lh^ prisoner

"Whv, sir, it must be years since the old scoundrel
did any work. His hands are as soft as mine.

* * »

: "Define the iirst person?"
"Adam, sin"

*

Mistress; "Sarah- bring in the coal before it get's

dark! tl

Saiah; "Please, mum, it's dark
quite black!"

. in fact it'*

9 •

"Is he mean?"
"Yes, he's so mean that ii he were a ghost he

wouldn't give you a fright."

*

Visitor: "Don't you wish you were young again?**

Oldest Inhabitant: "No fearl My old age pension is

due next week,"
* * # *

Customer; "Have
Groceri "Do you
Customer: "Both.

-

you anv apples?"
want them to cook or to cat?
That's what I cook 'em for,"

i -

* •
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A sailor went dashing down the pier to a boat just

as it was pulling out. The boat had moved off three or
four yards, and he jumped and fell, hitting the back
of his head. For several minutes he lay stunned.
When he came to, the boat was several hundred

from shore. He looked back, blinked a time or
two, and shouted:
"Boy! Oh, boyt can I jump! it
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twice

glue-pot
*

old-fashioned

bother, too. Just spread a thin film

over the surface to be stuck, and the job's done!

any of your models become unstuck—

i

So
fact, whenever you need to stick anything, Wood, Metal,

China, Glass, Cardboard, etc., call in the World's Strongest
Adhesive—SECCOTINE

_

Obtainable everywhere in pin-stopper tubes,

and 9dL
I 6d. t

POST THIS COUPON to Dept. M
M'CAW, STEVENSON & ORR LIMITED, BELFAST

h a

I should like to have, post free, copies of your Free Booklets which
describe the many uses of Seccotine.

.V < 1 1 ? i

e

Add ress

TH CHEAPEST SU DETAIL
WAY

PRICES. Standard Gauge "O" Parts suitable for Hornby Models,
Steel Rail, sheradised,

per yd. 2d., 1/8 doz. yds.
Brass FUH per yd. 4£d. t 4/3 doz, yds +

Cast Chairs, slide-on fit «. per 100 1/2
Electric Raised Chair ... per 100 2/-
Fishplates .-* .* per dox. 3d*
Sleepers, stained correct colour

per 100 2/3
Battens, i-ln* x [-in. section

per yd. 2ldu 2/3 do*, yds
6d.

*
- «f •

Pins, approx. 1,000
Track Gauge, special, with elec. chair jig

All prices plus postage,
can supply track parts for

Railways, see Catalogue for prices.

We OCT

Megow
Balsa Flying

-:

r*

Kits for 12" wing span Flying
Models of the AERONCA.
BOEING P12E. CURTISS
PURSUIT, HELL DIVER,

VEGA, MONOCOUPE, PUSS MOTH, STINSON
RELIANT, TAYLOR CUB, VULTEE VIA, WACO, GULF HAWK
.HORNET MOTH, MILES MAGISTER. Price 9d. Postage 3d,

Kits for 24" wing span Flying Models of the STINSON RELIANT,
WACO CUSTOM, MONOCOUPE, CONSOLIDATED
FAIRCHILD, HAWKER FIGHTER. CURTiSS HAWK.

and MERRILL'S VULTEE. Price 2

Send for Bond's New 193? Catalogue, Price 6cL; this will interest you
as its 208 pages list all the wants of the Model Makers.

BOND'S F EUSTON
357

*
EUSTON ROAD, LONDON N.W.I

Thone: EUSton -2 Establis 1887

NEWS

Gar-type lighting for your e

for only 12/6! That is what

Miller offers you m the H€W
Ultra-light dynamo set—a set

bicom Dines briililance andwhich

efficiency with light weight.

Modern lightweight, stream lined.

car-type head Iamp wich
.

press

button control- Standard 6-voh

3 watt car-type bulb (gas-filled).

The 1 5 A oz. dynamo weighs on

4*75 oz. per watt, can be adapted for

either front or rear wheel drive and

be used in conjunction ith a

tail 1.amp

All-chrome

Tail Lamp 1/6 extra

from
r sets up co 25N Battery Lamps

Ask see d

light at your local shop-

CYCLE DYNAMO
SETS

*

Catalogue fret from
H. MILLER & Co. Led.. Birmingham,-;*
London: Devonshire Hse t Chariot te St.W. 1



Here's a fascinating new hobby, collecting real true-to-scale models of every form of road transport, with perfect

replicas of garages, petrol stations, etc. If you are already a model railway enthusiast become a transport enthusiast

as well—or start with a hobby by becoming a model transport collector. Almost every type of road transport is repre-

sented. Each modet is strongly constructed and fitted with long running mechanism and some are even fitted with
electric lights.

jo. n.j:**
N" 3 iCllviCE SIM (OH .

Ml NIC Service Station No. 3
redRealistic design, imitation red tiled roof with sign, three large petrol

pumps, one large oit cabinet, two electric lights and battery, dummy clock

face and other signs. LENGTH 16 ins.

CARS NOT INCLUDED.
Price 9 11

Ml NIC Taxi

LENGTH 4 1 ins. Price 2/

MINIC Tip Lorry
LENGTH 5\ ins.

Price 1/3

MINIC Traffic

LENGTH 5 ins.

Control Car,
Price 1/6

MINIC Daimler
with Efectric Headla
LENGTH 5| ins.

Without Electric

me 20 loon
5 and Battery.

Price 3/6
Lights 2/6

MINIC Breakdown Lorry
with Mechanical Crane,

LENGTH 5!. ins. Price

MINIC V4UXHAU CJBFlQltr

MINJC Vauxhall Cabriolet
LENGTH 5 ins. Price I /

MINIC Searchlight Lorry
with Electric Searchlight and Battery.
LENGTH 5| ins. Price 3/6

MINIC
with electric
LENGTH 6i ins.

Fire Engine
and Battery,

Price 5/-w

TRI-ANG

is the invention of a famous Aeroplane Designer and is a most

ingenious toy which will to both young and old. The

Gyroscope is built into the front wheel, thus enabling the Cyclist
m

to career round the room without ever spilling. Chairs, tables,

walls merely turn it sideways. Patent No. 479430 (Patents pending

in other countries).

OBTAINABLE AT ALL GOOD TOY SHOPS

AND STORES ONLY

British Made by

TD
Makers e

ANC ENGLAND

MORDEN ROAD, LONDON S.W.I

9
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PRICES OF PARTS

LLUSTRATED

Perforated Scrips, 31*
Angle Girders, 3|* „•
Flat Brackets ••• •»•

Double Brackets
Angle Brackets, 1*x1* ...

Wheels, 3* diam., with set

... i do*
m.m m.

**#

» * V

dor.

19c

22a.

90a.

9 9 *screw i „.
Flanged Wheels, 1

. .

.

...

diam
i<

Pulley Wheels
6* dia,, with centre bos* and

set screw
mm

• •< • » • »1

If vt It

dli. with centre boss and
*»» ***grub screw „.

1" dla* without centre boss

and set screw §

###
' face

ush Wheels
Pinion Wheels, ¥ dla..

pi i h
Gear Wheels

50 teeth, to gear with f
* Pinion

5/ ## » ii

* J^ »l » it

Contrate Wheels, 1

Beve

dlam.

•*4

•

* #

ears, J', 26 teeth

Gear Wheels, 1*. 38 teeth
Worms
Cranked Bent Strips

Double ,. „

Double Angle Strips, 2£
#x1* i dose*

Perforated Strips, slotted,

5
J* long

Triangular Plates, 1

2|* Curved Strips, 2%
radius

V *

I A

1 *

>*«

* m m *« * i * • *#

2|* Curved Strips, cranked,
r

radius, 4 ro cirete •.•

."^

REAL ENGINEERING PARTS MINIATURE
Meccano parts, many of which are here Illustrated, combine to form

with whicha co miniature engineering system with which practically

any movement known in mechanics can be correctly reproduced.

New parts ir« always being Introduced in order to keep Meccano

most modern engineering

requirements. The greatest care is taken in the designing of
model-building WW 4* *

these parts to ensure that they function exactly at their

counterparts in actual engineering practice. Ask your

dealer for the latest complete Illustrated price list.

MECCANO LTD., Binns Road

LIVERPOOL 1

I n"

1

124

.

6

'

.% V-

PRICES OF PARTS
ILLUSTRATED (Cont.)

Sprocket Wheels, 56 teeth,
3* diam. ... *#• *fi eac

Sprocket Wheels, 1 8 teeth,

1 * diam .,. •*• ...

Single Bent Strips

Flat Girders, 31
#
long

Architraves

* «#

# . *

* * *

* *

Rack Strips, 3J* long
Girder Frames
Hub Discs, 54* diam.
Cone Pulleys

- .

# *

• *

} dor,
doz, 1

each

*** #**

4 «

**

Reversed Angle Brackets, 1 *
\ doz.

• .* .*.

** +

•

U7.

Trunnions ... ...

Flat Trunnions ... ... ...

Rack Segments, 3* diam. ...

Flywheel*, 2j~ diam.
Corner Brackets, 1 J

Wheel Flanges
Flanged Brackets (R.H.) -*.

Circular Strips, 7£* dlam,
overall

Pawls, with Pivot Bolt and
Nuts ... ••

Ratchet Wheels..

each

m • m

« # *

*#*

«t4

# *

Corner Angle Brackets, £
right hand

154b. Corner Angle Brackets, f,
left band...

J doz,

• \*

« I 4

1 * 4 each

M

* * *

Signal Arms. Home
Channel Bearings. 1 ±"x1*xj
Girder Brackets, 2"x1*xi
Geared Roller Bearings ..

Ball Bearings, 4* diam.
Eccentrics, J* throw ,., 1t

Toothed Gear Rlngr 3|* dSam.
133 external teeth
95 internal n

St# Plates, 12i**2*
Curved Plates, 1 ft* radius

216. Cylinders, 2£* long
together
*** ...

*

"

- j .

* *

197

200
: h

AJ

«!

- '

m*

:- -
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DUCHESS OF MONTROSE rr

models are not expensive if purcibased

Bassett-Lowke.

Look at this example of Bassett-Lowke workman
1

the latest production of their skilled designers

a gauge "O" "Duchess of Montrose.
#i

1 he "Duchess of Montrose" in gauge "
O." Length 201 in Wheelbase 171 <n.

Weight 4 lb, 9 oz. Price tn clockwork or electric, AC or DC. £8. 8. O,

CATALOGUES
Useful and intensely interesting.

GR.17, New gauge uO" list -the most popular
booklet Bassett-Lowke have produced-

3d. post free

FB.17 and TT.17. Free railway booklets for you.

list of railways from gauge
gauge 9J. A really excellent

BOOKS to

Maker
and Model Owner

A 17

.

Li

Laying Mode!
(Useful track book)

anenl Way, •t

fe T 2d.

book for anyone who is interes

model railways.

in

6d post free

B.17. In two sections.

B.1 Stationary Engines, Boilers and
Fittings "* m « 3d.

"Planning and Layout/' and "Signals

and Signalling/' by Henry Greenly.

1'3 each

"How to Build this Traction Engine/
1

B.2. Castings, Materials, Drawings and
by F. J. Camm 3d.

Parts

5.17

* m * * til 3d
list of Ship Models

66 post free

"How to Sail Your Model Yacht." 4d.
VA Pageant of English Naval History/'

by E. W. Twining »*t V

HAVE YOU any LOCOMOTIVE or other Model requiring overhaul or repair?

Our Repair Department is always at your service, prompt and efficient. Be sure
to your name and address, with instructions, in the parcel.

BASS
LONDON: 112, High Holborn, W.C.I. MANCHESTER: 28, Corporation Street

The prototype of this model is a member o
"Princess Coronation"

ihe

Iciass e most up-to-date

L.M.S. development in non-streamlining, led

"Duchess of Buccleugh" No. 6230. The mode
o. 6232, is unrivafle

commercial scale

n va

mg.

Hue

the

itself.

as a ma

For the New Year we have laid in good stocks

of our popular waterline model series of ships

parts, and here is the famous Cunarder

"BRITANNIA" built from a 12'6 set, which in-

cludes,

instructions.

as wen as the s, paint, tools and

A glass show case for this model costs you
5'-, and other sets you can make up for 12 /6 are

of the "QUEEN MARY,it itNORMANDIE,It

"Great Britain" and "Cutty Sark/'

For details send for WB.17 Waterline booklet. Id.

Every boy should be able

to shoot well and the best

rifle with which to learn

is the B.S.A. Air Rifle.

The barrel is rifled just

the same as a military

rifle ensuring remarkable

power and accuracy.

Shooting at target or ver-

min is splendid training

for hand and eye and

you will become a

marksman after a

. B.S.A. Pellets

cost only 2/7 per 1,000,

the coupon for full

details.

No licence i$ necessary to buy a
B.S.A. Air Rifle, but the pur-
chaser must he over }7 years
of age.

B.S.A. Guns Ltd., 92, Armoury Rd„ Birmingham 11.

Please B.S.A. Air e List.

V? «*««#*»* * * n i *«§*«»* i * * * m 4 + « > i i i i m M » I M I i i* *#*»! lllMM H t I f »

Address

8/
.DOWN brings to your
immediate delivery of a Riley

Billiard Tabic that will quickly end the
problem of "what to do on winter
nights." Everybody will enjoy Riley
Home Billiards. Pay balance as you
play. A Riley "Home" Billiard Table
rests easily on an ordinary table.

7 Days" Free
Trial . Car-
riage Paid.

Here are

sizes and
4 ft. 4 in. x 2 ft. 4 in.

5 ft. 4 in. X 2 ft. 10 in.

6 ft. 4 in. X 3 ft. 4 in.

7 ft. 4 in. x 3 ft. 10 in.

8 ft. 4 in. x 4 ft.

£7
£3
£11 15
£15

. 4 In. £21 10
or in 20 monthly
payments of 8/-,
10/3, 13/3, 17/-.

24/6

1

I
WRITE

i

i

RILEY "COMBINE"
BILLIARD AND DINING
TABLES are convertible in a

few moments for either

purpose. Above is shown the

Riley "Cabriole" Combine *

Table, 6 ft. size, price £34/10/- cash or easy

payments. Round leg models, In mahogany as below.

! TO-DAY !

FOR FREE
• ^

! APT LIST

i

i

i

i

i i

ill 10
10

7 ft. 4 in. x 3 ft. 10 in.

8 ft. 4 in. X 4 ft.

£33
4 in. ... £43

5 ft. 4 in. x 2 ft. 10 in.

6 ft. 4 in. x 3 ft. 4 in.

or in 13 or 20 monthly payments.

In addition 1o "Home" and "Combine" Tables, Rllcys make a wide range of other

Billiard Tables in various sizes up to the world famous full size Riley "Viceroy."

Rileys are the largest makers of full size Billiard Tables in Great Britain, also

specialists in second-hand tables accessories and repairs. If it b anything to

do with billiards, Rileys can help you.

E.

or

RILEY LTD., DEAL WORKS, ACCRINGTON
. 46-47, Newgate Street, London E.C.l
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The Hornby Series includes a wide selection of realistic Rolling Stock. Each item is

fitted with patented exclusive automatic couplings, a special feature that places

it in a class entirely of its own. There are Pullman Cars, Passenger Coaches, Guards'

Lumber Wagons, and many other types, all beautifully finished.

An attractive selection of Hornby Rolling Slock is illustrated and described on

No. 1 TIMBER WAGON
Beautifully enamelled In

yellow and red
Price 1/3

*M1 WAGON
Pries IQd.

No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
S.R. Third class. Not suitable lor J Ii

radius rails. Price 7/6

No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
G.W. Brake composite. Not suitable

for 1 Ft. radius rails. Price 7/6

No. 1 CRANE TRUCK
hed in brown and blue.

Price 2/9

No. WAGON
Pike 1f3

No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
l.N.ER, First-third. Net
I ft. radius rails.

suitable for

Price 7f6

No. 2 CORRIDOR COACH
LN.E R. Brake composite. Not suitablo

lor ( ft. radius rails. Price 7/6

TROLLEY WAGON WITH CABLE DRUMS
Filled with two Cafab Drums. Not suitable

for 1 ft radius rails. Price 4/6
Ho. 2 SPECIAL PULLMAN COACH

Not suitable for 1 fi. radius rails. Price 13/6
No. 2 PULLMAN COACH

Not suitable for 1 It. radius rails. Price 10 6

NO. 1 PETROL TANK WAGON
"POWER ETHYL"

Price 1 (1

1

TANK CAR (American Type)
as used in America lor the con
veyanco of oil, etc. Price 1111

MO PETROL TANK WAGON
"SHELL-B.P."

(MO Coupling.) Price 1 J-

•GUARD'S VAN
Price 216 MO CRANE TRUCK

(MO Coupling.) Price 1 f

As
FIBRE WAGON

used in France and other
ecu

Price 1 /3

MO SIDE TIPPING
WAGON

<MO Coupling.) Price 1 /

No. 2 LUGGAGE VAN
Opening double doors. Not suit*

able for I ft. radius rails. Price 4/6

NO. 1 SIDE TIPPING
WAGON

"Sir Robert McAfpine
and Sons," Price 2f-

lellering.

BRAKE VAN
doors, fn N.E. or S.R.

Price 2/9
- *

*

•BREAKDOWN VAN AND CRANE
Sliding doors. Not suitable for

I ft radius rails. Price 5/11

No. MEAT VAN
L.M.5., G.W. or Ni , each with,

correct details. Price 1 16

No. FISH VAN
LM.S.. G.W. or N.E., each with

correct details. Price 1 /6

•FLAT TRUCK
with Cable Dfum

Price 1 /9

GAS CYLINDER
WAGON
Prico 1 /8

'Lettered L.M.S., N.E., Q.W. or S.R.

3 • * IV
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m

era is a splendid range of Railway Accessories in the Hornby Series, each one

I in perfect proportion and beautifully finished. With these realistic accessories the

railway can be constructed and operated in exactly the same
I I

railway

most elaborate

manner as

A selection of Hornby Accessories

you the full range.

GAUGE

«i

J-L

'

'-;

%
" -T-J*

3 STATION
ih.j width 6 in,, height 6 in. MP Wee 5/9

No. 2 SIGNAL CABIN
Dimensions: Height 6J in,,

width 3i m., length 6ft in.

Roof and back open to allow

Lever Frame to be fitted

inside cabin if desired.

Price 3/6

}

ii M

*i\ a
¥

No. 2A BUFFER STOPS
Hydraulic typo. Price 2/9

No. 3A BUFFER STOPS
Similar in design lo No. 2A Bufrei

Stops, but fitted for use with Hornby'

Solid Steef Track. Price 3iB

v> UB

Ttl

C_ _T

No. 1 TURNTABLE
Price 1/11

No. 1

SIGNAL
GANTRY
"Home" or

"Distant"

Price 4/3

* »>

tfi

CATE

•-
^IPftfi

**** ¥

MlilllrtliPBH

\i

t f r

u imT
MARGATE

.' ,1 : -»-** A *

'/.

J

No. 4
Bum up with three detachable sections. Named "Margate/* "Wembley," '"ftipon" or "Reading." Strikingly

coloured, wilh accessible Booking Hall and Ticket Office Barrier ,., ... .., Price 10/6

No. 4E STATION
This Station is fitted for electric lighting, otherwise it is tho same as No. 4 Station ... Price 1 1 /9

r>:i-

'. »

'

-1. Mm "

*:•:

If

N

* -

.*+*-

r

m

No, 1 WATER TANK
Height 7 in.

Fitted with flexible

tube and valve lever.

Price 216

Ne. 1 ENGINE SHED
This Shed will accommodate any
and Tender with an overall length not

exceeding 64 in. Prtce 15/6
No. 2

LAMP STANDARD
Price 3/9

No. 2 SIGNAL.
DOUBLE ARM
"Home" and
"Distant"

Price 2/3

2 JUNCTION
SIGNAL

"Home" or "Distant."

Signal arms operated

by levers at base. A
very realistic model

Price 5/-

No. 2 LEVEL CROSSING
Measures I3£ x 10J in,, with two tracks

of gauge O rails in portion. Price 5;

3

E2 LEVEL CROSSING
(Electrical)

Similar to Level Crossing No.

excepting thai a third rail is fitted in

each of Ihe two tracks. Price 7/3

GRAPHITE GREASE
For Springs.

Price per tube 6tL

TELEGRAPH
POLES

Price per pair

3/-

MANSELL WHEELS
These solid die-cast

Wheels can bo fined

to Hornby Coaches*
Vans, etc,

3d.

IN /
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Although our standard tinplate rails are the acknowledged best of their class, we have felt that in order to do
justice to the speed and hauling power of our locomotives, especially "PRINCESS ELIZABETH" and E420 "ETON/'

miniature railway track, and we havea drawn steet rail was essential. We set out to produce the

achieved our aim in the system of electric steel rails and points that we have introduced. These rails are

ot the very highest quality, yet are sold at reasonable prices. We are confident that they will give satisfaction,

not only to Hornby Tram users, but to all model rai
Many owners of Hornby Railways with tinplate rails

will want to add solid steet track to their layouts To
enable them to do this special Adapting Pieces are

* a i

available.

AP Adaptinc Pieces, per box of six ... !'-

enthusiasts,
it I

which are supplied with each rail.

track is joined up by means of fishplates

i i

13

I

.!

X
QUALITY FEATURES OF NEW
ELECTRIC SOLID STEEL TRACK

RAILS, Solid drawn steel section. line

coated to prevent fusi and to ensure
good electrical contact. The space
requirad for a circle rnada up ol 10

Curved toils h 6 ft, 8 in, squire.

SLEEPERS. Pressed steel of similar

design to Ihe steel sleepers used an
railways. Each sleeper is

so that the track can be screwed down
to a wood base

On solid base, providing the

greatest possible rigidity Levir move*
ment simple and positive. Right-hand

and left-hand points available.

ED3
EB3±
EB3±

EA3
EA3*

EPR3
EPL3

v*r

ELECTRIC STRAIGHT RAILS
Srraighl Rails (Length 22 in.)

Straight Halt Raits

Straight Quarter Railt

TSR Electrical Terminal for Solid Section

Rail *#« per pair 4d.
ELECTRIC CURVED RAILS

Rails

Curved Half Rails

** »it

... **• **#

ELECTRIC POINTS. (Hand Operated)
Right-hand Point*

Left-hand Poinrs

**
- •

«••

fP for joining up track

FISHPLATES

uach

•»

n

2'

8

1'7
1'-

each 2'8

each 8'

3

8'3

•M *« . Price, doi. 6d.

A -

EBl

ECR

ft*

EB f

EA2

EPPL2

* I

P I

L-
* J

E0S1

- %

GAUGE 0, U#
. HORNBY SERIES.

Hornby Rails, Points and Crossings are built for hard wear and for

running.
There is practically no limit to the number of rail formations that

can be built with them. Their adaptability is well shown in the booklets
How to Plan your Hornby Railway*' and "Hornby Layouts-100

gestions," both of which may be obtained from your dealer, price
3d., or from Meccano Ltd., Binxts Road, Liverpool 13, price 4d.

A SELECTION OF RAILS, POINTS AND CROSSINGS
FOR ELECTRIC TRAINS

9 . .EBl Straight rails

EBt „ half rails

EA2| Curved quarter rails

(2 ft. radius)

. ..

per dot. 6/
5/

EDS1 Straight rails, double
track .*. ... ... | dot*

*»»

EA2 Curved rails (2 ft. radius)

EPPR2 Parallel points, right

band

EDSR2 Double
right.

symmetrical
baud (2 ft.

«
EPPL2 Parallel points, left-

hand

per pair
* *4

•## • » m
EDSL2 Double iifii

*%*

These points can be used with
either 1 ft. or 2 ft . radius track.

EPR2 Right band points

(2 ft, radius)
EPL2 Left-hand points

(2 ft. radius)

EPK1 Right-hand points (1

ft. radius) ...

EPL1 Lsft-hand points (1 ft

radios)

etrical

(2 ft.

ftfrt

per pair 8/
EDSR1 Double a illli etrical

points, right-hand (1 ft.

* # * + . .

radius) *#

* * * * - -

-

per pair 8/6

« «• * * *

EDSL1 Double symmetrical
points, left-hand (1 ft.

radius)

per

r * »

FOR CLOCKWORK TRAINS
• •» • i*Bl Straight rails ...

Al Curved rails {1 ft. radius)

PR I Right-hand points (WO
PlTlSmmS points (1 £ ft"

** S/6

radius) J

CA2 Acute-an^le
*

y..<

(for 2 ft. radius track)

tngs

mm each

PPR2 Parallel points, right-

hand *•• *«* •••

PPL2 Parallel points, left-
*

* * --.
per pair 4/

PR2 Right-band points (2 ft."l

radiunJ l«. n9 ir ? /«
PL2 Left-band points (2 fL f

*** pa* 3/*

radius) J
Ask your dealer for

These points can be used for

either 1 ft. or 2 ft. radius track,

DC2 Curved rails, doubl
track. 2 ft. radms only

Illustrated price list

** | doz

MECCANO LIMITED, Birms Road, Liverpool
VI r
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IT'S WANT

NO WAR

MORE

*

FIRST AND BEST SOLID NON-FLYING
1/72nd scale model Aircraft Construction
every acces. ,ry co make the complete Hobby

THE /ORLD'S FASTEST FIGHTERS
Hurricane," Price 2/6

"Spitfire," Price 2/6
"Gladiator," Price 3/-

%

V J

in

•

f

r

The BLACKBURN "SKUA"
Constructive Set 4/6

Don't Forget the 6th Annual Rally
Prepare your models NOW

If you are Interested, write for full particulars and
free price list:

Aldermanbury Avenue, London E.C.2

WILCO ELECTRIC
MOTORS

t*40th H*P. 2,300 R.P.M.

Silent running and will not inter-
fere with radio* Excellent for
model driving, s

mechanism, etc
VI

a * i-^-VLIfJ iL III.

ign display **1
z. 200/25C*

«_

/

P&$t Paid

TRANSFORMER BARGAINS
3 secondary tapping*, reduces
mains down to 6-10-20 volts* etc*, capacity 25 waits,
only 7f6 each. Ideal tor motors and trains, etc,

INSTRUMENT WIRE at half ordinary prlctj*; D.C.C.
and D,S*C; for instance, 28s>w*g,, D*C.G. copper wire*
2/2 per lb. Send for Special List of Bargain* in Wire.
Over 50 to choose from. Also Special Bargain List of
Transformers, Motors. Dynamos. Grooved Pulleys,
Pilot Bulbs for Radio, etc. List Free. Cat, 4d. post free,

L. WILKINSON, 2M
- tefitS? ""'

T A I I
Your Height increased

I 11 I I in 14 days or money
1 fl ft. Mm backl 3 . 5 inche$ rapidly

gained. Amazing Complete Course sent for 5(-
P.O., or detaili tree. Write Stebblng System.
Dept. M. 28, Dein Road. London N.W.2.

CIN MATOCRAPHS t?i?&n
CINEMATOGRAPH FILMS
Standard Sisc only. Write for Catalogue, post

free. Sample Film and Catalogue 11- and 2/6

Filmerics Co,, 57, Lancaster Rd.. Levtonstone. E.11

THE WEBLEY SERVICE AIR RIFLE Mkll
NO LICENSE REQUIRED TO PURCHASE OR USE AT HOME

fea

WRITE for
otscpupTive
FOtDEfl

This oxtramoly

accurate and power-

ful Air Rifle is ideal For

Tafgot Practice in the garden
or for exterminatjno Rats a

similar vermin.

Calibre 22 or 177. With leafsight and peepsighT.

Wchiey & Scott Ltd.,87. Weaman St.. BirmmRham

4

L -. V -il-

EOU YOUR
LABORATORY
WITH OUR
APPARATUS

CALS
SETS from:

" •

am
Items separately

WRITE FOR LATEST CATALOG

(Scientific Dept. G.j, 60. High St
f

Stoke Newmgton, London. N»16,

DOES your GUN SHOOT
STRAIGHT

IS

WEBLEY Air Rifle &
Air Pistol PELLETS
are accurate to 1/1 000th inch, ensuring
maximum accuracy, velocity and kdllnfi^

power. Stocked by aft dealers.

WEBLEY St SCOTT LEd.a>it«i87.Birmin£ham,4

It's only as

accurate as the

You're Lazy you won't read

far in thii talk. If you're not—if you have
e courage to face ts:—you will want

to know what special effort on your pan

SCALE MODEL DETAILED LOCOS ^™ble *°» » *« -•

Gauge "O" 6*10v. D.C. also 20v, A.C. to order
IMS, 0-6*0 Standard Tanks „, „. „. £4 4s.
L,M.S* 0-6-0 Class 4 Tender Goods £6 0s,
L.M.S. Stanicr "Mogul" * „. „. £9 15s*
Hundreds of Models and Parts in stock for model

railways. Sports and Model List Free,

Mention "Meccano Magazine."

TyIdes ley & Holbrook. 109. Detnsgate. Manchester 3,

You're a Shirker you'll

always wish for success but never do any*

thing about it. The earth is eluttered with

that kind of man.

You're a Fighter
you will set about doing something. You'll

e special necessary training that fits

you for a good position and good pay.

The LC.S.—International Correspondenc
Schools—offers you that training. There is

none better, none more convenient for the

student. Let us tell you all about it. Just

fill in the coupon below or write to us in
1

any otne

-COUPON FOR FREE BOOKLET

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD.
Dept. 218, International Buildings,

Klngsway, London W.C.2.
Please send me free booklet describing LCS. Courses

in the subject 1 have marked X, I assume no obligation.

PEA BULBS
Light up your Railway sta-

tions, signals, models, mini-

ature houses, fancy tie pins, Hottest than

alarm clocks, bed lamps, ji*^*M
etc., with these brilliant 4v., 2o for I'd

.25 amp., Opal Pea Bulbs, with 30 ins. © dot. 7'6

of ffex and MIS. Fittings. Light from P° st *«•-.
a . l . u *» ^ i . Abroad add
4 v. pocket battery or accumulator, ed. postage.
Spare leads and adaptors. K- perdoz. Foreign.

Franks. Dent. M. 81 , New Oxford St. London W.C.1

MECCANO ENAMEL
leccano enamel has been

Introduced to enable model-
builders to convert nickel

parts to colour or to couch u

coloured parts should sucn
treatment become necessary
through mishandling. It

is available In red, blue or
green, each colour being
identical in shade with the
enamels used In the Meccano
Meccano parts.

M Ltd

Factory for .

Price per tin

»• Binas Road. Liverpool
8d.

13.

ACCOUNTANCY
ADVERTISING
AERONAUTICAL ENG.
AGRICULTURE
AIR CONDITIONING
ARCHITECTURE
BOOK-KEEPING
BUILDING
BUSINESS TRAINING
CHEMICAL ENG.
COMMERCIAL ART
CIVIL ENGINEERING
DIESEL ENGINEERING
DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ELECTRICAL ENG.
FRENCH AND SPANISH
GENERAL EDUCATION
HORTICULTURE
INSURANCE

EXAMINATIONS:
Technical. Professional, Civil Service, Matriculation

JOURNALISM
MARINE ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENG.
MINING
MOTOR ENGINEERING
PLUMBING
RADIO
SALESMANSHIP
SANITARY ENG.
SCIENTIFIC M'G'MENT
SECRETARIAL WORK
SHORT-STORY WRITING
SURVEYING
TELEVISION
TEXTILE MANUF'G
WINDOW DRESSING
WOODWORKING
WORKS MANAGEMENT

State your Exam, herein

A ' fc**l ¥ €?* ##•«-•**** 1^ lt>MlHM I* I *« ft* « ' ft ftlp. .it. fl. ... «* |« * IftVftftftft-l *-»*»« •
*WlP •**• * ft ft i | « ft - ^ | f lift^l-1 dTiiiir i # i ft ai arftvflrftft IftftAftv ft ft - t it - r •*

Qreatest, largest and most

famous of all institutions de-

voted to spare-time training in

the postal method. Branches
M

in 30 countries , students in 50.
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READERS r SALES
AND WANTS

Readers should note that all advertisements of Hornby
Trains and other Meccano product? included in this

column ulatc to items no lower featured in thecatalogue*
Advertisements of current proihtcts cannot be accepted

for dux column*

Sale. Ghemi£lrv Outfit, cost 17/6, hardlv used, 12/6,
or nearest, "Popular Flying," fitly 1936-Dec. 1938
inclusive, perfect condition, 3d. twh or «/- lot.—

19, Brooklaiids Avenue, Sheffield 10.
F

Hugo's 'German Setf-Tuition Course
Text Books. Cornnli'to. 30/-
BirbWri&igB Road, Lostock Hall,

Unused. \\ ith

,-136,

Sale. Klectric .Model Motor Boat, 3 J- feet. Working
Model CIvde- Puddle "Colutuba." Offers.-Clyde Puddle "Coluniba."
Glcnvievv, Kirkintilloch, Glasgow.

Ritchie,

Sale. Bowman Stationary Steam Engine, twin
cylinders, with brass boiler and cylinders, 12/G.—T.
Warder, 319, Hureott Road, Kidderminster.

"M.M.'s," Jan. 1924-Feb. 1931 (exo-pt Oct. 1930).
Carriage paid, 2/6 per do/.., or the lot 1 1/-.—Simpson,
194, Castlenatt, S.WJ3,

Selling Collection of 4,800 odd Stamps, £3, and
duplicate follcetinrt of &0Q0 diff., 25/-. Neither
mount' d now. Will consider offers,—96, Westborough
Road, Wcstrlifie.

Sale, Electric Trains, Conjuring Outfit, Games. Send
for list.—Hendersonj 43, Avenue, Durham.

Sale. "M.M.'s," Jan.-Dec. h IS, Jan., July-Dec.
1936, Jan.-Dec., ex Mav, IH3S. "O" gauge Tank
Locos' and Rails, clockwork. What oilers?

Lad broke Grove, London WMO.
Sale- Gauge ".0" clockwork Railway Set; excellent

231,

condition; cost £4/10/-; accept 30/-
Old Vicarage, Gtiestwick, Norfolk.

G. Sordet, The

Eight Gauge "O" scale wood, glass Coach Bodies;ill

painted, lined L.M.S.; £2. Bassctt-l.Qwke Mail Van
with ground apparatus; £1, All new condition. **

fut" Electric Rails; 18 straight; 20 curved; 3 points;

30/-,-*Keinpsey—Whins—Alderley Edge.

Safe,
lfWonder" Scries part works; edited Hammer-

ton, Winchester; also Science Fiction, Send stac
envelope for lists. **M.M.V April 1933 to date. Offers.

H. Fi Ford, 15
t
Miuidon Road, Maidon, Essex.

TUBA-The Light Standard
by which other Lights are judged

ecifywh

LUCAS
MILLER
SEECO

etnerror

/

or

Frosted V
Clear lid

Obtainable from Kalford's

and Leading Cycle Dealers,

ar Post Free Direct.

Catalogue Post Free.

l h/p. Petrolmotor Castings. 919, Interesting* instruc-
tive. Cm. 3d. Butler Acros, Wade St.. Litrlcovcr, Derby.

CRYSTAL SET KITS, complete with instructions, 3/11

post free. Buckle, 63, Avenue Approach, Bury St. Eds.
•m

This ace
inch s.c, and costs #/-

The sum is the 50th of
£10, the price of a whole pane advertisement, Over
200,000 boys and parents read the "Meccano Mcigasme'

1

each month. You can therefore reach this exclusive
public tor less than a ha tf*penny a thousand.

"MODEL RAILWAY
EL CTRIFICATION tt

All you want to know about this subject.

Price 3*6 [Post Free 4 /
i

The Model Railway
Constructor

tr

Sixpence Monthly. Crammed with Photos

and Drawings.

JUST WHAT YOU NEED.
Sand stamp for Spec]man Copy and List of Model

Railway Books.

nMODEL RAILWAY CONSTRUCTOR rr

113, Bensham Manor Road, Thornton Heath
Surrey, Eng*

i i

l This Month's Special Articles
I

l Air News ,M
Books to liead .,*

Building a Modern Organ
Coal-Mining in Britain— 11

Competition Corner

*

«

p * •

r * «

» *

+.

Engineering New
Fireside Fun

I Fireworks in the Foundry • « B

I

I

I

I

I

I

I" -

- . .

Fokker Fighters and Bombers

Page
94

82
131

74

ss
i

133 I

72 I

H6 I

From Our Readers ... . .

.

**.

The Island of Gannets -*,

Pages ft i I * * * 4 1

Historic Locomotives—II

j Hornhy-Dublo Pages ...

| Hornby Railway Company Pages

I Lost Lands of Britain .>.

* * i

i #4

108

76
118-9

73
104-6

f

I

I

I

- r *Making Butter ...

Meccano Model- Building Contests

Meccano Motor Car Steering Gears ...

1M

l Meccano "Summer" Contest Results...

I Motor Cars Cleaned in Twenty Minutes
I

I

I

I

I

1

1

I

I

I

I

I2I-5 |

100 |

90 |

115 I

110 I

Ilti I

I

New Meccano Models
Photography
Railway News
Shipping News

. fl 4 *

**«

* d

* # #

» *

* *

Spanning the St* Lawrence

I
Stamp Gossip * m i

of Su Lin...

. . >

.•

**#

#-

.

. .

.

.*

.

*

»t

**•

I
Weed-killing Machine, G.W.K

I With the Model- Builders

| VV

I

* -

m i «

130

112

80
78

34
92
127

129

/0

120

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

"s Largest ric Li^ht Bulb ..

114 |

107 |

.1

LAUNCH
a
QUEEN ELIZABETH

M

Photographs of the new vessel after launch now avail*

able- Send 3d. for specimen posuard and our illustrated

Lists ui over L350 different real photographs of

Liners, Freighter «cM 2d. each» 2/- per dozen, post

free. New photographs include: "Clyde Coast,"
"Cilicia/' "Rochester CastW "Essex." "City of

Bombay" and "Imperial." B. & A. FEILDEN (MM),
12, HARLECH ROAD, BLUNDELLSANDS, LIVERP00L23.

FR PHOTOGRAPH
to reader* of "Meccano Magaxine" sending 4d,

for list of 1.000 titlei and specimen card ot

Railway. Aeroplane or Ship Photographi.

"SIR NIGEL GRESLEY"
FA1REY "BATTLE"

"QUEEN ELIZABETH' 1

REAL PHOTOGRAPHS CO.
(D«pt. M], Coopar'f Dulldlnga, Liverpool ft

Home Cinemitographs. Mains or Battery. Standard
films cheap. Lists. Pictures, 13, Renmuir St., Tooting.

PATHE Projectors-Films. W$. 60% SUPERS. Lists

still available. Write 305, Killinghall Road s Bradford.

FILMS ot all-descriptions from 5/-. Baers, 176, War*
dour St., W,l. Est. 1907. Also Hire Programmes, 7/6.

How to obtain the "M.M."
The "JfcJU." may be ordered from all Meccano

dealers, or from any newsagent or bookstall.

Price 6d. per copy* As a rule, back nil

cannot be supplied P
because we print only

sufficient copies to fill our standing orders* To
prevent disappointinetit, therefore, place a
regular order either with your dealer, newsagent,
or direct with this office.

"Meccano Limited, Binns Road,
Liverpool 13.

OIL CAN No. 2 ("K" Type)

Poll

Copper

Every Meccano and Hornby Train
should add a miniature "K" type oil

o' oiling

The oil

the purpose
Trains, etc.

enthusiast

n to his

Meccano
ed

equipment
models t Hornby I rains, etc. r ne on ts ej

drop by drop by depressing the valve, as in the

full-sized model, and in all other respects th

is perfect. Price 3/6

eccano Ltd*, Binns Road, Liverpool 13.

Registered at G.P.O., London, for transmission h
Canadian Magazine Post,

EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING OFFICE:

Tele

ool 13, England.
i
"Meccano, Liverpool."

Publication Date. The UMMS* is published on
the 1st of each month and may he ordered from any
Meccano dealer, or from any bookstall or newsagent,
price 6d* per copy. It will tie mailed direct from
this office, 4/- for six Issues and 6/- for twelve issues.

To Contributors. The Editor will consider articles

and photographs of general interest and payment will

be made for those published. Whilst every care will

be taken of artidt% etc., submitted, the Editor cannot
responsibility for any loss or damage. A

stamped addressed envelope of the requisite size should
sent where the contribution is to be returned if:i

,

Readers* Sales and Wants. Private advertisements
i.e,. not trade) are charged Id. per word, ndiiiiiiurn 1/-.

ash with order. Editorial and Advertising matters

should nut be dealt with on the same sheet of paper,

. Small Advertisements. 1/6 prr line (a v. rage seven
words to the line), or 16/- per inch (average 12 lines

to the tnch). Cash with

anilDisplay. Quotations for space bookings,
latest net sale figures, will be sent on request.

Press Day, etc* Copy should be sent as^ early in

the month as possible for insertion in following issue.

We usually close for press on or before 8th of ^
month for following issue. Half lone blocks up to

1U0 screen.

Proofs of advertisements will he sent when possible

for space bookings of not less than half-an"inch*

Voucher copies. Sent free to advertisers bo
one inch or over- Olher advertisers desiring vouchers
should add 8d. to their remittance and should order

voucher copy at same time.

Remittances. Postal Orders and Cheques should he

made payable to Meccano Ltd.

Ordering the"M.M. ff

Readers Overseas and in foreign countries may
order the "Meccano Magazine'* from regular Meccano
dealers or direct from this office. The price and
subscription rates are as above, except in the cases of

Australia, where the price is J/2 per copy (postae*

extra), and the subscription rates 8/- for six months
and 16/- for 12 months (post free), Canada, where
the price is 10c. per copy, and the subscription rates

65c. for six months, and $1 .25 for 12 months (post paid).

The U.S.A. price is 15c. per copy, and the subscription

es SI and S2 for 6 and 12 months respectively

(post free).

Overseas readers are reminded that the price

shown throughout the "M.M" are those relating to

the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland* Current
Overseas Price Lists of Meccano Products will be roailed

free on request to any of the undermentioned agencies.

Prices of other goods advertised may be obtained

from the firnis conce

CANADA: Meccano Ltd., 187-189, Church St., Toronto.

UNITED STATES: Meccano Co. of America Inc.,

New 1-laven, Coim., Meccano Co. of Am
Inc., 200, Fifth A v., New York.

AUSTRALIA: Messrs. E. G, Page & Co.,

52, Clarence Street, Sydney, N.S.W.

ZEALAND: Models Limited, Third Floor,

Pavkel's Buildings, 9, Atuac Avenue (F-O.

Box 129), Auckland, C.L
SOUTH AFRICA: Mr. A. E. Harris (P.O. lio* 1199),

112, Market Street, Johannesburg,
- *

INDIA: Karachi: Daryanutual and Bros., Elpbinstonti

Street, Bombav; Bombay Sports
Dhobi Talao, Calcutta; Bombay
Depots 2, Lindsay Street, Madras; Bora-

bay Sports Depot, 162, Mount Road.

The Editor wishes to make known the fact that

it is not necessary for any reader to pay more than
the published price. Anyone who is being overcharged
should lodge a complaint with the Meccano A
in hte country or write direct to the Editor.

WEBLEY air pistols
Marvellously
accurate for

target practice.

No license required to purchase

or use at home.

Senior 45'-, Mark 1 32'6

Ju*l«r 2 1'-,Webiey Air Rifle 95'-.

Write for List. Webley & Scqtt Ltd.,

87, Wsaman Street, Birmingham,
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These Fine Model i way Sees provide t:ie

simplest way of beginning the fascinating

Railway hobby. Each Set is complete in

itself; everything is there, reidy for use

soon as you get it home.

Unpack the box, then lay out the rails and

accessories as shown in the illustration provided,

put the locomotive and coaches or wagons on

the track, and begin to run your own railway!

it's the greatest fun in the world!
. )

MS Complex* Mad si Railway Sec
M8 Complete Model Railway

Consists of a fine non-reversing

Locomotive that can be braked from the

track, Tender, two ds Wagons and

M9 Complete Model Railway
This Set includes a non-reversing

Locomotive that can be braked from the

track. Tender, two Passenger Coaches

Set of Rails ; Wayside Station. Footbridge,

a Signal and Signal Cabin, two Trees

th Stands, and Tunnel, Packed in a

strong carton as illustrated. Price 9/11

m

Wl

and Set of Rails; Station* Footbridge*
Signal and Signal Cabin, Level Crossing,

Guard. Porter, two Trees with Scands
and two Hikers. Packed in a strong carton
as illustrated. Price 12/6

. /

MIO Complete Model Railway
A larger Set containing a non-reversmg

Locomotive that can be braked from
the track, Tender, two Pullman Coaches
and Set

Stations,

Rails; Footbridge, two
Cabin and two Signals

two Telegraph Poles, Loading Gauge, Tunnel,
Cutting, Level Crossing, three Trees with
Stands, two Porters, two Hikers. Horse and

M9 Cotr.piete Mode) Railway Set

Cow. The Set is packed in an
special cabinet as illustrated. Price

Mil Complete Model Railway
This is the largest and best of the Com-

Model Railway Sets. It includes a

reversing Tank Locomotive
can be braked from the tink, Fibre Wagon,
Timber Wagon, Open Wagon and Set of

Rails and Points; Tunnel, Station, Signal and
Signal Cabin. Level Crossing, Footbridge,
two Trees with Stands, Guard, one Cow and
one Horse. The Set is packed in a strong
special cabinet as illustrated. Pririce 27/6

Model Railway S^t

K1Q Complete
Model Railway

Sec

'Hits i It usiraHon
slices a suitable

ff tr angem e n t

of the XI I

( omfii&te Model
Rtulhit\ Srt.

LIMITED
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This h ffc* Hornby E22P
Special Electric Lecumerit'* L.N.E K

Iwv

HORNBY RAILWAY
VERY RAILWAY FEATURE

I

Boys 1 Everything see on a real tailway you *n D^r rpimaluro

n the Hornby Tram System Thai is why there is nothing to touch Hornby rnodefs for

ealism and thrills. You czn start you* Hornby Railway with a passenger locomohvr

lew coaches and a guard's van You can add s train made p of

kinds of waaons and vans. You can then put on a crack passenger service with a

wonderful

Bournemouth Limn*:
i
"

<J

imous e* p'ess, such

realism

e Flying Scotsman"

your railway compi te v

"The

an

keep adding Hornby signals, sta'ions, en-am sheds crossings, turnldbl

and many other wonder I u! accessories a»e included in \he Hombv sysrem-

ihe most perfect rn- iiatuie railway system in the world

b

tf you would like to see these wondeHul Hornby Trams and Accessones, fust

visit your dealer And

catalogue

Meccano Products

white you ar

details

there. a copy o\

Hornby Railway System

1938'9

PRICE LIST

CLOCKWORK TRAIN SETS

Ml Pait5«np^f I rain Sei Ireverswg} Price 9 'II

M3 Tanfc Goodi Train Ser [reversing). Pf< <- I6'6

No. Passenger Train Ser {reversing]

Price 17*3

No I Tank Goods Train Set [reversing]

Price 23'

6

No 1 Special Passenger Tuin Set (revemngj
Price 33 '6

No 2 Tank Mixed Goods Tram Sei lioversingi

Price 33'-

No 2 Special Passenger Ti'mn Set {reversing}

Puce S3'-

ELECT TRAIN SETS

E020 Passenoei train Set (20*voll| reversing

Price 28*6

ET20 Tanfc Goods Train Set [20»voli] rewnftig
"Price 3 3' 6

£120 Special Passengm S«t (20 -volt i

auromaiic reversing „ ftittf 48'-

[220 Tank Mixed Goods Train 5ei (20-valt^

auionwiric mraKtng .. Price 48'-

E220 Spec hi r Passenger tram Se! (20-voUr

auromauc ravening Pn<e 76*-

E320 Rw*e*a
, "Biue"Pai»ngw Train Sei-(20-volil

eutomahr revening Price 69'-

.

I

iu

i

i

u/uii a "mi iiJJ . Hifb"
lra(|t r#f tasvimilhitf

ciirii-r^ j«ni rnlfitm.

Manufactured by

MECCANO LTD., LIVERPOOL 13

|'i DMsHlil. MY Ml" W'» l-n>, HlNs- U .H», l.l **««! M. H |£ Mil,ASM

t'f nt/1 <i I'hn U tJifrfi^'»u /.T /.*•<*./* it'll l.wiht;


